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Introduction and summary 
Throughout this paper к is an аІкеЪгаісаІІу closed field of charac­
teristic zero. Varieties are always reduced, separated k-schemes of 
finite type (not necessarily irreducible) and morphisms of varieties 
are k-morphisms. 
A reference 2.k (or 11.2.1*) indicates the definition (proposition 
etc.) labeled as 2.1+ in §2 of the same chapter (or in chapter II, respec­
tively) . 
Let M(2,k) denote the set of ordered sequences of η 2x2 matrices 
with coefficients in the field k. The general linear group Gl(2,k) acts 
(from the right) on M(2,k) by simultaneous conjugation. Denoting the 
orbit of (A A ) e M(2,k)n by cl(A,,...,A ), we therefore have: 
i n i n 
cKA.,...^ ) = { ( T ' V T T~1A T) | Τ £ Gl(2,k)}. 
i n ι η 
What are the moduli of this action, i.e., what are the invariants 
which we can attach to these orbits and to what extent do they deter­
mine the orbits? The problem is readily solved in the case η = 1 by 
means of the Jordan canonical form (cf. also [10]). Therefore we 
restrict ourselves from now on to the cases η >^  2. Translating the 
action of Gl(2,k) on M(2,k) in terms of algebraic geometry we have 
the following approach: Gl(2,k) can be identified with the set of 
closed points of the affine algebraic group G = Spec S where 
S = k[T1l,T12,T2l,T22,(T11T22-Tl2T2l)-
1]. Let R = кІХ, ^ , .. . ,^] , 
the X. indicating the four indeterminates Χ. ,,,Χ. ,„,X. „, and X. „„ 
-ι
β
 i;11 ' i;12' i;21 i;22 
(1 <_ i <_ η). Identify M(2,k) with the set of closed points of the 
affine variety Χ = Spec R. The action of Gl(2,k) on M(2,k)n can Ъе 
translated in a natural way into an algebraic action σ : G κ. Χ •* Χ of 
G on Χ (Ι, il). 
The elements of R can Ъе considered polynomial functions on 
η Γ
1 
M(2,k) . Let R denote the subalgehra of R consisting of the functions 
being constant on each orbit cl(A..,...,A ). In the above language: 
R = {x € R | σ*(χ) = 1 β χ}. The affine algebraic group G = Spec S 
is reductive [10]. G acts on the affine variety X = Spec R by means 
of the k-algebra homomorphism σ* : R •+ S β. R. This situation is dealt 
with in [10] (and also in [9]) where it is proved that R is a k-algebra 
of finite type, so Y = Spec R is an affine variety. Let φ : X •> Y be 
the morphism of varieties induced by the inclusion R с R. Then also 
in [10] it is shown that (Υ,φ) is a quotient of X by G, i.e., 
(1) φ is constant on the orbits of closed points of X and 
(2) given a variety Ζ and a morphism ψ : X •+ Ζ constant on those 
orbits, there is a unique morphism θ : Y ->- Ζ such that ψ = θ ο φ. 
То what extent does this solve our problem? If we can give a finite 
set of generators of R this certainly gives us the invariants we asked 
for. This set of generators of R and the corresponding invariants are 
given in chapter I, SI, using [11]. But can it occur that two different 
orbits in M(2,k) have the same invariants? In other words: φ is constant 
on the orbits of the closed points of X, but does it "separate" different 
orbits? In fact, φ does not. For instance look at the case η = 2. For 
each t С к let χ. be the closed point of X = Spec ktx. ,Xp] correspon­
ding to ((¿ *).(¿ °)) e M(2,k)2. The orbit G(x^) of χ includes all 
the points χ with t £ k*. So, if у = φίχ^ € Y, the fibre ф~ (y) 
9 





}, x. ¿ GCX.) so φ does not separate the orbits G(x
n
) and 
Define the invariant open subset X
a
 of X as follows: a closed 
о 
point χ of X is in X„ iff the orbit of χ is closed and the stabilizer 
S(x) of χ has minimal dimension. Let Y„ = φ(Χ„) and φ' : X_ •* Y_ the 
restriction of φ. Then in [10] it is proved that (Υ„,φ') is a geometric 
quotient of X_ by G (cf. I, §2). Especially this implies that φ' 
separates different orbits. In chapter II we study X,-,. Its closed 
points correspond to the irreducible elements of M(2,k) where 
(A.,...,A ) € M(2,k) is irreducible iff the corresponding linear 
2 
transformations A. of к have no common eigenvector. 
In II, §1 we deduce criteria for (ir)reducibility. In §2 we prove that 
two irreducible elements of M(2,k) have the same invariants iff they 
belong to the same orbit and in S3 we determine X q. 
As an illustration we treat the cases η = 2 and η = 3 in chapter 
III. If η = 2,Y itself is smooth. Surprisingly Y turns out to be the 
smooth part of Y in the case η = 3. 
Let t be the polynomial ring over к in the m = 2n + (_) + (_) in-
determinates X. ( 1 <_ i <_ η ), Y. ( 1 <_ i <_ η ), Ζ. . ( l _ < i < j < _ n ) and 
w
· ·ν (1 i i * J < k 1 ")· 
1JK 
In I, §1 we define a k-algebra homomorphism α : Σ •* R such that οι(Σ) = R , 
using the results of C. Procesi [11]. Obviously the elements of ker α 
describe the algebraic relations between the invariants. We refine in 
our case (i.e. 2x2 matrices) Procesi's description of ker α in the sense 
that we explicitly give a finite set of generators of ker о (IV, §1 and 
10 
§2). In IV, §3 we prove that Υ„ is the smooth part of Y in all the 
cases η ¿ 3. 
Next we examine the singular part Y-Yq 0^ Y in chapter V (n >_ 3). 
It turns out to Ъе isomorphic with A * Jk , the symmetric product of 
the n-dimensional affine space A with itself (V, §1). We describe the 
ring of coordinates of A * A and finally we prove that the singular 
part of A n * A n , so also of Y-Y_, is isomorphic with A n (V, 12). 
The first five chapters of this thesis can be regarded as an in-
vestigation of the ring of invariants R . The best way to understand 
the substance of chapter VI - which treats the moduli problem corres­
ponding to the action of Gl(2,k) on M(2,l0 - is reading its SI. 
I want to express my gratitude to prof. Höchster who drew my 
attention to the work of C. Procesi. 
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Chapter I. The ring of invariants. Quotient and geometric quotient. 
In this chapter we give the definition of the symbols we use 
throughout this paper. We discuss the results of C. Procesi in connec­
tion with the ring of invariants [11]. We also give the tools of moduli 
theory given Ъу Mumford [10]. 
§1. The ring of invariants. 
M(2,k) n denotes the set of ordered sequences of η 2x2 matrices with 
entries in the field k. Gl(2,k) acts on M(2,k) Ъу simultaneous conjuga­
tion. The orbit of (A,,...,A ) £ M(2,k) under this action is denoted 
1 η 




Τ) | Τ e Gl(2,k)}. 
We formalize this action as follows: 
definition 1.1. M(2,k) is the set of closed points of the affine 
variety X = Spec R, where R = ktX.,Xp>··•>X К the X. indicating the 
four indeterminates X. ..,X. ._,X..„. and X. -.. We also use the symbol 
X j I I J. y l ¿ X ) £1 I X ) ¿ ¿ 
(χ. .. x. _ .-ч ι;ιι i;i¿ o f M ( 2 ) R ) i 
Xi;21 Xi;22 
definition 1.2. Gl(2,k) corresponds to the set of closed points of the 
affine algebraic group G = Spec S, where S = ktT. ,T ,T ,T ,D~ ] 
and D = Τ. Τ -T -T . G operates algebraically on the variety 
X = Spec R by means of the morphism σ : ^ x k X ·*• X induced by the k-algebra 
homomorphism σ* : R -»• S β. R with: 
σ*(Χ.. 1 1)=ϋ-
1(Τ 1 1Τ 2 2 βΧ.. 1 1 +Τ 2 1Τ 2 2 βΧ.. 1 2-Τ 1 1Τ 1 2 βΧ.. 2 1-Τ 1 2Τ 2 1»Χ.. 2 2) 
σ*(Χ..12) = ϋ-
Ί(Τ 1 2Τ 2 2 βΧ.. 1 1 + Τ^βΧ..^- 4 9Χ.. 2 1-Τ 1 2Τ 2 2 βΧ.. 2 2) 
12 
σ * ( Χ . . 2 1 ) = Β - 1 ( - Τ ι 1 Τ 2 ΐ β Χ . ; ΐ Γ Т ^ β Χ . . 1 2 + Т ^ в Х і ; 2 1 + Т 1 1 Т 2 1 в Х і ; 2 2 ) 
с*(х^22) =ϋ-
1(-τ 1 2τ 2 ΐ βχ.. 1 1- Τ 2 1τ 2 2 βχ ί. 1 2 + Τ ι 1τ 1 2 βχ.. 2 1 + Τ ι 1τ 2 2βχ.. 2 2), 
ComЪining σ* with the canonical isomorphism 
S 8 k R + \[^,...,Хп,Чи,'І!]2)'1!2уТ22,В~ ] one has: 
X . ^ D - 1 (
T
2 2 "
T l 2 ) x . ( T l 1 T l 2 ) . 
^ \ m rp / ^ \ m m / 
i21 11 21 22 
definition 1.3. R , the ring of invariants, is defined Ъу 
RG = {χ e R | σ*(χ) = 1 β χ}. RG is a subalgehra of R. 
R is in a natural vay isomorphic with the k-algebra of polynomial 
functions from M(2,k) to k. From the definitions ahove it is clear 
that R in this way corresponds to the functions heing constant on the 
orbits of the elements of M(2,k) . Now Procesi has studied this func­
tions in [11] from which we deduce the following results. 
definition 1.ι. Τ is the formal polynomial ring over к generated by 
the symbols Tr X. X. ...X. (r € IN, 1 < i < η for all 1 < ρ < r), 
with the convention: Tr X. ...X. = Tr X. ...> 
1 1 l r J l 
obtained from (i ,...,! ) by cyclic permutatie 
ι, i2 ir - Ρ 
..X. iff(j.,...,j ) is 
4 'r J1 Jr Ί r 
ion. 
definition 1.5. The k-algebra homomorphism 6 : Τ •* R , suggested al­
ready by the notation of the indeterminates of Τ , is defined by 
8(Tr X. ...X. )(A,,...,A ) = Tr A. ...A. for all (A,,...,A ) e M(2,k)n. 1, 1 1 η 1 . 1 I n 
I r 1 r 
Now Procesi proves that ß is surjective, using "old" invariant 
theory [3]. But even more interesting is his description of the kernel 
of ß. Let 0 denote this kernel. The characteristic polynomial of an 
element of 4(2,k) is: X2-(Tr X)X + H(Tr X) 2 - Tr X2]I0. After full 
I £-
polarization of this polynomial one gets: 
Gtx^Xg) = xlx2+x2x1-(Tr x^Xg-dr x^x^CPr x1 Tr x2 - Tr x1x2)i2 
13 
with the property: G(A,B) = 0 for all А,В e M(2,k). Finally he defines 
F(X1,X2,X ) = Tr[ G(X1,X2)X3] 
= TrX^gX + TrX^ X2 - TrX1 TrX?X3 - TrXg TrX1X3 + 
- TrX TrX1X2 + TrX1 TrX2 TrX . 
Viewed as an element of Τ , ΓίΧ^Χ^,Χ^,) clearly belongs to Q. = ker β. 
Moreover Procesi has proved that Q. is generated Ъу the elements 









generators for the k-algebra n/Q.· For instance this follows from the 
formula : 
if r > U end E = X. ...X. then in Τ we have 
— ι, ι η 
4 Г 
2TrX. ...X. = F(X. X. ,X. ,E)-F(X. X. ,X. ,E)+F(X. X. ,X. ,E)+ 
i, i
r
 i, i 2 I3 I3 i! ι 2 ι 2 I3 i, 
+ TrX. TrX. X. E - TrX. TrX. X. E + TrX. TrX. Χ. E + 
I3 ι, i 2 i2 I3 ^  i, i 2 i3 
+ TrX. X. TrX. E - TrX X. TrX. E + TrX. X. TrX. E + 
i! i 2 i3 ^ I3 ι 2 ι 2 I3 i, 
+ (TrX. X. X. - TrX. TrX. X. + TrX. TrX. X. - TrX. TrX. X. )TrE. 
i! i 2 I3 i, i 2 I3 i2 i, I3 I3 i, i 2 
Because F(X.,X.,X, ) € Q. for all 1 £ i f. j <k<_nwe can restrict 1 j κ 
Τ Τ 
the above set of generators of n/Q_ somewhat so that n/Q_ is generated 
by TrX. + Q. (1 <. i <. n), TrX? + 1 (1 <_ i <_ η), TrX.Χ. + 0 ( 1 <_ i < j <_ η) 
and TrX.Χ.Χ. + Q . ( l < _ i < j < k £ n ) . For technical reasons we change 1 j κ 
the generators in a way as expressed in the following definition: 
definition 1.6. Let Σ be the polynomial ring over к in the m = 2n+( )+(^) 
indeterminates X. (1 £ i £ n), Y. (I £ i £ n), Z. . (I <_i < j £ n) and 
W. ·,, (I £ i < j < k<_n), so: 1 jk 
ς = ktx, x
n
;Y1 Y iZ P,...,z , ^ sw ν...,νί ο η ι „Ь 
1
 n i η ι ,¿ n-i,η 1,2,3 n-¿,n-i,n 
l i t 
Define ω : £ -»• n/Q_ t o be the sur jec t ive k-algetira homomorphism with 
ω(Χ.) = TrX. + Q. (1 <_ i <. n) 
d)(Y.) = 2TrX? - (TrX^^)2 + Q. ( I < _ i < . n ) 
ω ( Ζ . . ) = 2ТгХ.Х. - TrX.TrX. +Q. ( i < i < j < η) 
Ü)(W. ., ) = TrX.X.X, - TrX.X-X. + 1 ( 1 < i < j < k < n ) ijk I J K i k j ^ - " -
η 
We translate these concepts back to our original R and R . 
definition 1.7· о : Σ -»• R is the k-algebra homomorphism such that 
а(Х.)=ТгХ. = X i . 1 1 + X i . 2 2 (1 < i < n ) 
n(Y.) = 2TrX? - (TrX.)2 (l<.i<.n) 
a(Z. .) = гігХ.Х. - TrX.TrX. (1 £ i < j <_ n) 
.(Wijk) = ТГХ.ХД - TrX-X^X. (1 < i < j < к < n) 
Now it is clear that the diagram below is commutative. Especially we 
have R = a(l) so R ъ *7кег a. 
1.8. 
ω I I 
T
n/4 - " „ R G 
Τ 
η 
The invariants we attach to an element of M(2,k)n are worked into 
definition 1.9. i : M(2,k) -»• к is the map assigning to (A,,...,A ) 
ι η 
(... TrA.... ;... 2TrA.-(TrA.) ... ;... 2TrA.A.-TrA.TrA.„. ;... TrA.A.A,-TrA.A, Α. ..) 
ι ι ι ι j, ι j ι j Je ik j 
! î î î 
Ifijin Ίί.ϊΐ.η 1<i<j<n in l£i<j<k<n in 
lexicographical order lexicographical 
order 
Notice that а : Σ ·*• R induces a unique morphism ψ : X = Spec R -»• A™ 
and that i is the restriction of ψ to the set of closed points. 
15 
Once and for all we decide on the following notation: if 
a = (a..,...,a ) € kr then a : k[T..,...,T ] •+ к denotes the substitution 
of a. With this notation we evidently have: 
proposition 1.10. For all A € M(2,k)n the Г — l ( A ) • к 
adjacent diagram is conmutative. 
At this place I want to discuss the role which plays the charac­
teristic of the field к in this thesis. Everything holds true if 
char к J 2 except perhaps that β : Τ ->· R (1.5) is not surjective. 
Possibly the results of Doubilet, Rota and Stein ['t] concerning "charac­
teristic-free" invariant theory can Ъе invoked to prove the surjec-
tivity of β. 
In 52 we shall give the results of moduli theory in which the 
ring of invariants R plays an important role. Before starting this 
section we remark that our algebraic group G = Spec S (1.2) is reduc­
tive [10]. 
§2. Quotient and geometric quotient. 
In our situation we have a reductive group G = Spec S operating 
on an affine variety X = Spec R (1.2). Now in [10] Mumford has proved 
the following. 
lemma 2.1. If G is a reductive group acting on a vector space V, then 
the subspace of invariant elements of V, denoted by V , has a unique 
complement V_. 
G 
theorem 2.2. Let G = Spec S be a reductive group acting on an affine 
variety X = Spec R by means of an algebra homomorphism σ* : R -> Ξ в R. 
16 
Then the ring of invariants R is a k-algebra of finite type. In 
particular Spec R is a variety. 
definition 2.3. Let G Ъе a group operating on a variety X. A quotient 
of X Ъу G is a pair (Υ,φ) in vhich Y is a variety and φ : X •+ Y a 
morphism satisfying: 
(1) φ is constant on the orbits of the closed points of X and 
(2) given a variety Ζ and a morphism ψ : X •> Ζ, constant on those 
orbits, there is a unique morphism θ : Y •* Ζ such that 
ψ = θ ο φ. 
The quotient of X Ъу G is clearly unique up to isomorphism. 
definition 2.ί. Let G be a group operating on a variety X. A geometric 
quotient of X by G is a pair (Υ,φ) consisting of a variety Y and a 
morphism φ : 3C-»• Y satisfying: 
(1) for each closed point y € Υ, ф~ (y) is an orbit, i.e., a 
closed invariant subset of X such that G acts transitively on 
its closed points. 
(2) for each invariant open U с X there is an open V c= Y such 
that U = ф~1( ). 
(3) for each open V с Υ, φ* : Γ(ν,Ο
γ
) •* Γ(φ"1 (ν) ,0 ) is an isomor­
phism of Г(V,0 ) onto the ring of invariant functions on 
Ф"
1( ). 
proposition 2.5. A geometric quotient of a variety by a group is a 
quotient. In particular it is unique up to isomorphism. 
theorem 2.6. (Main-theorem). 
Let G be a reductive affine algebraic group acting algebraically on 
Г" 
an affine variety X = Spec R. Then (Υ,φ), with Y = Spec R' and φ 
induced Ъу the inclusion R с R, is a quotient of X by G. Moreover: 
17 
(i) If χ and χ' are closed points of χ, φ(χ) = φ(χ') iff the inter­
section of the closure of the orbits of χ and x' is not empty. 
(2) For each closed point y of Y, ф" (y) contains a unique closed 
orbit. 
(3) There is an invariant open subset X_ of X such that a closed point 
χ € X is in X_ iff the orbit of χ is closed and the stabilizer 
о 






) is a geometric quotient of X by G. 
О D D 
From novr on the situation we consider is always the same: 
R = ktX,,. .. ,X ] , X = Spec R ( 1 .1 ). η >_ 2. 
— \ —η 
S = k[T 1 l,T l 2 )T ? l,T 2 2,(T 1 lT 2 2-T l ?T 2 l)-
1], G = Spec S. 
G operates on X by means of the k-algebra homomorphism σ* : R -• S 8, R 
as defined in 1.2. and R is the ring of invariants (1.3). 
С с 
Y = Spec R , φ : Χ -> Y is the morphism induced by the inclusion R с R. 
If χ € X is a closed point then χ £ X iff the orbit of χ is closed 
D 
and the stabilizer S(x) of χ has minimal dimension. Υ = φ(Χ
σ
) and 
φ' : Χ ->• Yg is the restriction of φ : X -*• Y. 
Then we know that (Υ,φ) is a quotient of X by G and (Υ ,φ') is a 
geometric quotient of X„ by G. 
18 
Chapter II. The study of X . 
51. Reducibility. 
definition 1.1. Two elements (A-.-.-.A ) and (B.,...,B ) of M(2,k)n 
I n I n 
are said to be equivalent iff there exists Τ € Gl(2,k) such that 
B. = T~ Α.Τ for all 1 < i < n. Notation: (A,,...,A ) ъ (В, , . . . ,B ). 1 1 i n i n 
The equivalence class of (A.,...,A ) is denoted Ъу clÍA.,...^ ). 
definition 1.2. (A.,...,A ) € M(2,k)n is reducible iff с1(А,,...,А ) 
i n i n 
contains an element of the form((
n
 ),...,( )). Equivalent: vieved 
2 
as linear transformations of к , the A. have a common eigenvector. 
Irreducible = not reducible. 
proposition 1.3. The following properties for (A,B) € M(2,k) are 
equivalent (cf. [2]): 
(1) (А,В) is reducible 
(2) If {а. .аЛЛВ, .ßo} aniì ÍYi »Υο^  а г е t h e eigenvalues of A,В 
and С = -Α-B respectively, then α.+β.+γ = 0 for some 
ι j К 
i,Ó .к e {1,2} 
( 3 ) T r ( A B ) 2 = Т г А 2 В 2 . 
p r o o f : 
( 1 ) •* ( 2 ) : (Α,Β) * ( ( * 1 * ) , ( Q 1 * ) ) w i t h { a ^ a g } = {α, , α 2 } and 
Í W = {ß l ,s2 } - ( Α , Β , Ο . ( ( ; ι ; 2 ) , ( ^ ; 2 ) , ( - а і - ъ і _ а * . Ъ 2 ) ) ^ 
ÍY1,Y2} = { - a ^ b ^ - a g , - ^ } . 
(2) ·> (1): By changing, if necessary, the denumbering we may assume 
α1+61+γ1 = 0. Because Tr(A+B+C) = 0 we also have α?+β?+γ = 0. 
19 
Sn γ. = -ο.-β. (i = 1,2). Now assume (Α,Β) to Ъе irreducible. Let 
i l i 
е. £ к Ъе an eigenvector of A belonging to c^ and e 2 an eigenvector 
of В belonging -to B p. Then (ε.,βΟ is a basis of к because if not, 
A and В would have a common eigenvector. Using this basis we have: 
(Α,Β) "χ. (("1 X ),( Ί . )) with xy Φ 0 because of the assumed irreduci-
0 Op У Pp 
/ Τ /-βι-ßi -x \ Λ ι -Χ\ 
b i l i t y of (Α,Β). So С = -A-B * ( V 1 ft ) = L v γ ^ 
-у -«2 - р2 ' '2 
But then det С = Y ^ - x y = det С - xy, so xy = 0. Contradiction. 
(2) •<-»• (3): Define χ = TrA, x 2 = TrB, ^ = det А, У 2 = det В and 
ζ = TrAB. 
Then: {α1,α2} = Ш х , + /x^-Uy,'), J(x1 - Л ^ у ^ } 
and {ß^ßg} = Ш х 2 + /х2-І4У2), 5(x2 - /x2-l*y2)}. 
{γ ,γ } is the set of zeros of X 2 + (TrA+TrB)X + det(A+B). One easily 
verifies det(A+B) = det A + det В + TrAXrB - TrAB, so we have: 
h ^ T g } = ί Κ - χ , ^ + /(xl+x2)::í-^(y1+y2+x1x2-z) ), 
Jt-x,-^ " » /( χ 1
+ χ2 ) 2- 1 ,^ΐ +^2 + Χ1 Χ2" ζ )^· 
Now consider the following equivalences: 
a i + B j + Y k = 0 ** ^^Γ^ι' * •'ЯгЧ^2 = ( x 1 + x2 ) 2" 1* ( y1 + y2 + x1 X2~ z ) 
•* ± 2/(x2-lty1)(x2-l»y2) = ltz-2x1x2 
++ z
2
-2y 1y 2 = x lx 2z-x 1y 2-x 2y 1+2y ly 2. 
2 2 2 
We have to show that this is equivalent to Tr(AB) = TrA В . But in 
virtue of Hamilton-Cayley, i.e., A = (TrA)A-(det A)l for every 
A € M(2,k), we have: Tr(AB)2 = (TrAB)2 - 2 det A det В = г 2-2у 1У 2 and 
also TrA 2B 2 = Tr[(TrA)A-(det A)l2][(TrB)B-(det B)l2] = 
= x lx 2z-x
2y 2-x
2y 1+2y 1y 2. Q E D 
proposition 1.U. The following properties for (A,B,C) e M(2,k) are 
equivalent: 
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(i) (А,В,С) is reducible 
(2) (А,В), (А,С), (В,С) are reducible and TrABC = TrACB 
(3) (А,В), (А,С), (B.C) and (А,А+В+С) are reducible. 
proof: (l) •*• (2) and (1) ·> (3) are evident. 
(2) •* (l): Let е
дт
. be a common eigenvector of A and B, and let е.- be 
a common eigenvector of A and C. If dim ie.B,e 1 = 1 one has 
e.„ = λε._ for some λ £ к*, but then e._ is a common eigenvector of 
AC AB An 





 t h e n
 using 
(e A B,e A C) as a basis of k
2
 ve get: (Α,Β,Ο ^ ((J1 ° ) Л^ * ),(^1 J )). 
Now, 0 = TrABC - TrACB = (α.-α )xy and so there are tvo cases. 
Case 1:xy = 0 + x = 0 o r y = 0 -*• (A,B,C) is reducible 
Case 2: о = a . Then (A,B,C) = (аЛ ?,В,С). Because of the reducibi-
lity of (B,C) it then follows that (A,B,C) is reducible too. 
(3) •* (l): Let D = A+B+C. Define е.- to be a common eigenvector of A 
AD 
and B. Similarly one defines e. , e and ε.π· 





If e ^ € Ге
АВ
]І (or вдд € Ie 1) then е ^ (or е
д с
) is a common eigen­
vector of А,В and A+B+C (or А,С and A+B+C respectively), whence also a 
common eigenvector of А,В and C. In these cases we are ready. 
What remains is the case e ^ = *eAr,+lie
ur
. with λ,у ^ 0. Say e , e 
and e belong to the eigenvalues λ-,λρ,λ^ of A. Then we have: 
A eAD = X3eAD = У е А В + Х 3 Р е А С anä AeAD = A U eAB + l J eAC ) = \XePJS+X2VeAC 
•+ λ λ = λ^, λ у = λ2μ -> λ1 = λ 2 = λ -> А = λ 1Ι 2 -у (A.B.C) is reduci­
ble because of the reducibility of (B,C). 
QED. 
remark : The conditions in (2) of prop.l.i*. are necessary and sufficient: 
(i) Let (Α,Β,Ο = ((J J),(J J),(J J)) then the pairs (A,B), (A,C) 
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and (В,С) are reducible but (A,B,C) is not. 
(ii) Let (A.B.C) = ((J °),(° J),(J °)) then (A.B) ajid (A.O are 
reducible, TrABC = TrACB, but (A.B.C) is irreducible. 
proposition 1.5. If η >_ 3 and (A .....A ) £ M(2,k) then 
(A,,...,A ..) is reducible iff each η-tuple (A.,...,A.,... ,A ) is 
1 П"*"1 ' 1 η 
reducible (1 <_ i <_ η). 
2 
proof: Suppose each η-tuple to be reducible and let e. £ к be a 
common eigenvector of A. ,. .. ,A.,... ,A (l <_ i _< η). We have to prove 
that (A,,...,A .,) is reducible. Assume that (A,,...,A ,,) is irredu-
1 n+1 1 n+l 
cible, then dim Ге-.-.-.е ,.Ι ^  1, otherwise we would have a common 1 n+i 
eigenvector of A.,...,A ... So dim [ e...... e
 +Λ = 2. Say (е. ,e. ) 
2 l l І 2 
with 1 .5. ι. < i« <. n+1 is a basis of к . Using this basis we get: 
(Α Α Α Δ A IK М Л 0 ) (31 У ) ί λ ΐ 0 ) ίλη-1 0 
^ і / І2' 1 \
 A i ? ' - ' V l
M t
x Сд'^О ^^^О μ/'-'^Ο y
n
_1 
Becpuse each η-tuple is reducible and η >_ 3 we certainly have the 
,,α, 0 , , β. у ^ ,λπ О 





 g ) , ( Q >) · 
Using prop. 1.It. we obtain 0 = TrPQR-TrPRQ = (g.-Xjxy. Now there are 
two possibilities: 
(l)xy = 0->-x = 0ory = 0->- (A.,...,A .) is reducible. Contradiction. 
(2) λ. = μ.. Then A = ХЛ. for some ρ € {1 n+1} which implies the 
reducibility of (A.,...,A
 +1) in view of the reducibility of 
(A1 V...,A n + 1). 
QED. 
corollary 1.6. If η ^  U and (Α^.,.,Α ) € М(2,к)П then (A ,...,A ) is 
reducible iff each triple (A. ,A. ,A. ) taken from {A ,...,A } is 





§2. The separation property. 
definition 2.1. В = {cl{k.,...',A ) I (A. ,... ,AJ € M(2,k)n irreducible}. 
• η ι η ι η 
Define the map I : В -> k m Ъу T(cl(A1,... ,An) ) = i(A1,. .. ,A n). (cf. 
1.1.9). 
In this § we prove that the map i is injective, i.e., two irre­
ducible elements of M(2,k)n have the same invariants iff they are 
equivalent to each other. 
lemma 2.2. (cf. Dekkers [2]). Let (Α,Β) Ъе an irreducible element of 
M(2,k) . Let {α.,Op} and {β.,ο-} be the eigenvalues of A and В respec­
tively, then (Α,Β) ^  ((Q1 ¿ ),(p1
 β
 )) where ρ = ΤτΡ,Β-α^^-α^^. 
Moreover: рЕТгАВ-а^-а В ^ = Tr(AB)2-TrA2B2 5* 0. 
proof: Let e. be an eigenvector of A belonging to a. and e. an eigen­
vector of В belonging to β.. Because (Α,Β) is irreducible, (e^.e.) is 
a basis of к . Using this basis one gets: (Α,Β) ^  ((_1 ),( 1 „ )) 
υ а- У Or, 
2 
with xy 5* 0. So choosing (χε.,βρ) as a basis of к we have: 
(Α,Β) -υ (("1 1 ),(β1 ° )) for some ρ € к* 
U Op ρ (52 
TrAB = T r ^ 1
 α
 J í p 1
 0 ) = a101+p+a2ß2 -> ρ = ТгАВ-а1 Β-,-α^ 
p(TrAB-Qi1ß2-a2ß1)=(TrAB)2-(a1+o2)(ß1+B2)TrAB+(a1+a2)2B1ß2+ 
= ( TrAB ) 2-TrATrBTrAB+ ( TrА ) 2det B-K TrВ ) 2det A-l4det A det В · 
= Tr(AB)2-TrA2B2 (cf. the proof of 1.3). 
proposition 2.3. i : В + к' is injective. 
proof: Let (Α,Β) and (C,D) be irreducible elements of M(2,k) and 
assume i(A,B) = i(C,D) = (a1 ,a .a,,a, ,a ). Then the eigenvalues of A 
and С are the same because they are the solutions of X -а^-^а.-а. )=0 
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(remember a. = TrA, & = 2TrA -(TrA) ); let us call them c^ and a . 
Analogously: В and D have the same eigenvalues 8.. and β . 
In view of the аЪо е lemma we have: (A,B) ^  ((,-,' ),(„
 a
 )) and 
2 2 
(C,D) ^ ( ( Q 1 ^ ) ,(p] g ) ) . But ρ = TrAB-a1ß ra262 = T r C D - a ^ - a ^ = ρ ' , 
so cl(A,B) = c l (C,D). 
lemma 2.k. Let (A,B) Ъе an irreducible element of M(2,k) ; let 
i : M(2,k) 3 •+ к 1 0 be the invariant-map (1.1.9)· If C,D € M(2,k) such 
that i(A,B,C) = i(A,B,D) then С = D. 
, . , ,α. 1 β. 0
 a
 ij 




We are ready if we prove that the coefficients ajb.c and d of С are 
determined Ъу i(A,B,C) € к 
Say i(A,B,C) = (x 1,x 2,x 3,y 1,y 2,y 3,z 1 2,z l 3,z 2 3,w). 
Then: x^ . = TrC = a+d 
ζ = 2TrAC-TrATrC = (a.-o )(a-d)+2c 
z 2 = 2TrBC-TrBTrC = (61-ß2)(a-d)+2pb 
w = TrABC-TrACB = -(a1-a2)pb-(ß1-ß2)c+p(a-d). 










β 2 'г^ / \ Pb ƒ 0 -p 
The matrix up here is invertible, because its determinant is equal to 
-lt(p+(a1-a2)(B1-ß2)) = -U(TrAB-a1ß2-a281) = -Itp"1 [Tr(AB)2-TrA2B2] ί 0 
(cf. 2.2). So a+d, a-d, с and pb are determined by i(A,B,C) and there· 
fore also a,b,c and d. 
corollary 2.5· If (A,B) is irreducible and 
i(A,B,C..,... ,C ) = ΚΑ,Β,Ο.,... ,D ) then С . = D. for all 1 < j <_ p. 
proof: This is an immediate consequence of lemma 2.h because it is 
2h 
clear that for all 1 <_ j <. ρ we have i(A,B,C.) = i(A,B,D.). 
J J 
proposition 2.6. For all n>_2 i : B -»-k is injective. 
proof: (i) η = 2: prop.2.3. 
(ii) If (A,B) is irreducible then (a) iU.B.C, ,. . . ,C ) = 
= i(A,,Bl,C^,...,C·) and (Ъ) (A,B,C1 С ) -ν (А',В',С' С') are 
equiva lent . This i s seen as follows: 
(h) + (a) i s ev ident . 
(a) -> (Ъ): i(A,B) = ΚΑ',В1) so, with prop.2.3, we have ( Α , Β Η (A',В1). 
(Notice that (A',B') also has to he irreducible because reducihility 
is equivalent with the vanishing of some expression in the invariants). 
Say (Α',Β1) = (Τ"1ΑΤ,Τ"1ΒΤ). Define D. = TC'.T"1 (l <_ j <_ ρ), then 
J «J 
(A'.B'.C·......^ = (T~1AT,T~1BT,T~1D1T,...,T~
1D Τ) л, (A^.D^-.-.D ). 
Now iiA.B.D^. ..,D ) = ΚΑ',Β',α^,...,^) = i(A,B,C ,... ,C ), so υ. = С. 
(cor.2.5) which, in turn, implies (A1,B',C',... .C') ^  (A.B.C. ,...,C ). 
(iii) η >_ 3. Let (A.,...,A ) and (Β^.,.,Β ) he irreducible and 
i(A..,...,A ) = ίίΒ-,.,.,Β ). From cor.l.f we know that there exist 
i.,!-,i_ € {Ι,.,.,η} such that (A. ,A. ,A. ) is irreducible. Without 
11 :L2 13 
restriction we may assume (A..,A-,A.,) to be irreducible. With prop.1.1*. 
in mind we distinguish four possibilities: 
(1) (Α.,Α ) is irreducible. Ther complete the proof using (ii). 
(2) (Α,,Α.) is irreducible. Notice iCA-,A-,A„,A, ,...,A ) = 
ι _5 ι J ti t η 
= ίίΒ-,Β^,Β ,Β,,.,.,Β ) and use (ii) again. 
(3) (А2>
А
з) i s irreducible. Then i(A2,A ,A1,Α^,...,Α ) = 
= i(B2,B ,Β1,Β^,...,Βη) so, using (ii), again we are ready. 
(1*) (A^A^Ag+A.) is irreducible. Then i(A1 ,Α^Α^Α ,Α-,. . . ,A ) = 




) ^  (B l,B 1+B 2+B 3,B 3,... sB n), from which we 
obtain ( A.,... ,Α ) -χ- Β ,.. . ,Β ). 
ι η ι η 
§3. The study of Χ„. 
Χ
α
 <=• Χ = Spec R. A closed point χ e Χ is in Χ_ iff the orbit of S о 
χ is closed and its stabilizer S(x) has nininal dimension. 
proposition 3·1· Let χ e X be a closed point corresponding to 
(A ,...,A ) 6 M(2,k)n. Then the orbit of χ is closed if and only if 
either (A.,...,A ) is irreducible or (A.,...,A ) is diagonalizable 
(i.e. cl(A,,....A ) contains an element (D.,...,D ) where the D. are 1 ' ' η I n ι 
diagonal matrices). 
proof: 
(i) Assume the orbit of χ to be closed and (A..,...,A ) neither irredu­
cible nor diagonalizable. Tn both cases (A.,...,A ) is reducible, so 
there are а.,Ъ.,с. € к (i <_ i <_ η) satisfying 
(A1 A n) *> ((Q
1
 C
1 ) (^ η
 c
n ) ) . Conjugating with (^  °) one 
1 η 










 n)) for all t€k*. But then also 
a 0 a 0 ^ n 
((Q1 ),...,( n ))ecl(A ,.,.,Α ) because the orbit of χ is closed. 
1 η 
(ii) First consider the irreducible case. 
0 : Σ •* R (cf. 1.1.7) induces the norphism ψ : X = Spec R -»• A . 
1 claim that the orbit of χ is equal to φ - ψ(χ) (and therefore closed). 
This is seen as follows: let x', a closed point of X, be in the orbit 
of x. Say x' corresponds to (В.,...,В ). 
χ' is in the orbit of χ «-»· (A,,...,A ) л, (Β.,.,.,Β ) 
ι η 1 η 
-f-> i(A1,...,An) = i(B1,...,Bn) (using prop.2.6) 
«-»• ψ(χ) = ψ(χ' ) 
-<-> χ' e ψ~ ψ(χ) 
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(iii) Now suppose that (A ,...,A ) is diagonalizable. 
Say (A1 An) ^  ((Q1 J ) (J
1
 ° )) and Q °_) = UA.lT1 for all 
I n i 
1 £ i £ η. 
Distinguish two cases: 
(a) If a. = β. for all 1 < i < η then (A,,...,A ) = (a1I0,...,a I„) so 
1 1 — — ι η 1¿i n ¿ 
{χ} is the orbit of χ and therefore this orbit is closed. 
(b) If α. Φ β. for some i we take for convenience i = 1. Let θ : X -> A 
be the morphism induced by the inclusion кСхЛ с R = k[X,9...aX ]. We 
claim that the orbit of χ equals θ θ(χ). We only have to prove that 
the projection on the first factor p- : М(2,к) -»• M(2,k) induces a 
απ 0 
bijection between the sets cl(Al9...lA ) and cl( 1 ). 
ι η U ρ
 4 1
 α О 
Well, it is clear that p., maps clik* ,. .. ,Α. ) onto cl( 1 ), 
1 I η U P 1 
'ι
α
Λ 0 , / - 1 - 1 ч because A1 ^ ( ' ). Now suppose рЛЗ Α.,S,...,S A S) = 1 U ρ I I η 
= p J T " 1 A - T , . . . 1 T "
1 A Τ ) , i . e . , 3"1Α-3 = Т"1А-Т. Then we have 




1 ( a 0 i I )us = T - V V ^ i I }UT. or U T S - ^ - V J I ; Î U S T - V 1 = (a01 ° ) . 
This implies UTS~ U-1 = ( ) with Xy j 0. But then 
UTS~1u"1(ni . ÎUST"^-1 = ("i „ ) for all 1 < i < η, from which it 
U p . U p . 
follows that S-1A.S = T"1A.T for all 1 < i < η. 
ι ι — — 
QED 
proposition 3·2. Let χ Ε X be a closed point corresponding to 
(A,,...,A ). Then χ £ X_ if and only if (A,,...,A ) is irreducible. 1
 η ь i n 
proof: Taking into account prop.3.1 it is sufficient to prove: 
If A = (A1 A ) С M(2,k)
n
 and S(A) denotes the stabilizer of A, then 
(a) S(A) = m 2 | λ € к*} if A is irreducible, so dim S(x) = 1 
(b) dim S(x) >_ 2 if A is diagonalizable. 
(a) If A is irreducible and (Τ- Α Τ,.,.,Τ" AT) = (A,,...,A ) we regard 
1
 η 1 η 
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(A.,...,A ) as an irreducible family of endomorphisms of к . Τ conmutes 
2 2 
with each A. . Let λ Ъе an eigenvalue of Τ and Β = Τ-λΙ then В : к -»• к 
is not injective. Therefore dim (ker B) >_ 1 . Now A.B = BA. implies 
A.(ker В) с ker B. In consequence of the irreducibility of (A.,...,A ) 
о 
we then conclude that ker В equals к or equivalently Τ = λI (cf. 
Schur's lemma). 
(b) I f A i s d iagonal izab le t h e r e e x i s t U € Gl(2,k) and a . , 0 . € к such 
-1 ,«· 0 > 
t h a t UA.U = ( - 1 . ) for a l l 1 < i < n. 
1 U p . 
Now: Τ e S(A) ++ Τ"ΊΑ.Τ = A. for a l l i *-+ UTU-1 £ S ( ( " 1 . ) , . . . , ( " n ° ) ) . 
1 1
 α Ο α 0 1 n 
I f a. = B. for a l l 1 < i < η t h e n S ( L 1 . ) , . . . , ( " n . ) ) = Gl(2,k) and i f i l O p . и ti 1 η 
o i ¥ ßi for some i we have S((Q1 6 ) (^
η
 g )) = {(£ °) | λμ φ О}-
1 η 
So in both cases we have dim S(x) > 2. 
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Chapter III. The eases η = 2 and η = 3. 
Dekkers has studied the case η = 2 [2]. In §1 ve repeat his 
results, using our notation. In 52 ve treat, without detailed proof, 
the case η = 3 in order to illustrate the origin of our earlier con­
jecture and present theorem that Y_ is the smooth part of Y in case 
η >. 3. 
SI. The case η = 2. 
We have the following situation: 
X = Spec R, where R = k[X,,Х_]. X_ corresponds to the irreducihle 
elements of M(2,k)^. Bearing in mind 11.1.3, X^ is the open part of 
X defined by the inequality TriX^X)2 _ TrX x| j 0. 
a. : Σ = k[X1,X2,Y1,Y2,Zl2] - R; α(Γ) = R
G
; Y = Spec RG. 
Furthermore the diagram below is commutative. 
Xñc • X = Spec R 
Y„( ,. Y = Spec RG 2i Spec Vker а 
О 
О С. 
lemma 1.1. i : M(2,k) -> к is surjective (cf. 1.1.9). 
proof: Let a = (x.,x„,y1,yp,z) £ к . Choose α.,α-,β.,βρ and ρ in к as 
follows: α. and α are the solutions of X -X-X-JHy-i-x., ) = 0, 8. and 
e? those of X
2
-x2X-i(y2-x
2) = 0 and ρ = h-Ka^-a^i&^-B^. 
a-, 1 ßi 0 
Define (A,B) = (L ) . ( „ ) ) , then one has: 
0 CU p Pp 
ТгА = а^+а2 = х1 
ТгВ = ß ^ ßg = х 2 
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2TrA2-(TrA)2 = 2 ( α 2 + ο φ - χ 2 = гСо^+о^) -1*α1ο2-χ1 = у 1 
2ТгВ2-(ТгВ)2 = у 
2ТгАВ - TrATrB = 2(a l@ 1+p+a 2ß 2)-(o 1+a 2)(ß 1+ß 2) = ζ . 
And there fore ίίΑ,Β) = a. 
Γ s 
propos i t ion 1 .2 . ker a = {0}, so Σ ъ R and Y ^А . 
proof: 
g € ker α -<-> A(o(g)) = 0 for a l l A € M(2,k)2 
-м- i (A)(g) = 0 for a l l A e M(2,k) 2 (cf. 1.1.10) 
•«-+• a(g) = 0 for a l l a € к ' (lemma 1.1) 
+-»•8 = 0 . 
proposition 1.3. (a) a f Z ^ - ï ^ ) = Ч Т г О ^ Х ^ - Т г Х 2 ^ ] 
(Ъ) Y-Y
s
 2L V ( Z V Y 1 Y 2 ) ^ = ñpeC Σ · 




In M(2,B) we ev ident ly have: X? = ( T r ^ ) ^ - (det X· ) l 2 ( i = 1,2) and 
also ( X ^ ) 2 = (TrX^X J X . ^ - (det X, det О Ig (llamilton-Cayley ) . 
From t h e s e i d e n t i t i e s i t fol lows: 
2 det X. = (TrX.)2-TrX? ( i = 1,?) 
—i —i —ι 
T r i X ^ ) 2 = ( T r X ^ ) 2 - 2 det X., det ^ 
T r I ^ = TrX1 Т г ^ Т г Х ^ - ( T r X ^ ^ e t ^ - ( T r ^ J ^ e t X, + 2 det X, det X, 
By d e f i n i t i o n of α : Σ -> R we have: 
а ( г 2 2 - У ^ 2 ) = (2TrX 1X 2-TrX 1TrX 2) 2-[2TrX 2-(TrX 1) 2][2TrX^-(TrX 2) 2] = 
= (2TrX12Ç2-TrX1Tr2Ç2)2-[(TrX1)2-ltdet X1 ] t (ТгЗ^) 2 -ltdet Xg] = 
= l»(TrX1X2)2-ltTrX1TrX2TrX12Ç2+U(TrX1)2det X2 + 
+ l;(TrX?)2det X-, " 16det X^ det Xg = 
= I t t T r U ^ ^ - T r X ^ L 
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§2. The case η = 3. 
α : Ζ = k[X.| jXg'^ o >^ι'^о'^З'^^ 1λ Pì'^12V ~* ^  = ^^1'io'—ч·'' 
Looking Ъаск at the proof of lemma 11.2.1*, ve assumed (A,B) to be 
irreducible and then (A,B,C) ^  (("1 ),(„1
 a
 ),(a Ъ) · 
υ αρ Ρ ρ. c d 
In proving that а,Ъ,с and d were determined Ъу the invariants 
(x1,х2,х3,у1,y2,y3,z12,zl3,z23,w) of (A.B.C) we did not use the 
relation у^ = 2TrC -(TrC) . If one computes this identity, inserting 
the expression of а,Ъ,с and d in the invariants, one discovers that 
i(A,B,C) is a zero of f € Σ defined by: 
f = U W ^ - Y ^ - Y ^ - Y ^ ^ Z ^ Z ^ Z ^ + Y j Y ^ . (This relation can also 
be found in [5], p.З66). 
Because the irreducibility of (A,B) is equivalent to 
і(А,Ъ,С) І V(Z1 -Y^ ), it follows from the principle of the irrele­
vance of algebraic inequalities that i(A,B,C) € V(f) for all 
(A,B,C) £ M(2,k)3. Therefore i : M(2,k)3 -*- V(f) с к10. Just as in §1 
above one can prove that i : M(2,k) -»• V(f) is surjective. 
proposition 2.1. ker α is the ideal of Σ generated by f. In particular 
Y 2L s P e c τ/(ΐ)· 
proof : One easily checks that f is an irreducible element of Σ. Conse­
quently (f) is a prime ideal and therefore (f) = /(f). 
Now: g e ker α «* a(g) = 0 » A(a(g)) = 0 for all A € M(2,k)3 » i(A)(g)=0 
for all A » x(g) = 0 for all χ e V(f) «» g £ /(f) = (f) (Nullstellensatz), 
definition 2.2. V(Af) denotes the subset of к consisting of the 
common zeros of all the partial derivatives of f. 
theorem 2.3. Let (A,B,C) € M(2,k)3, then (A.B.C) is reducible iff 
i(A,B,C) e VUf). 
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proof: If i < ó then α(Ζ?.-Υ.Υ.) = l+Tr(X.X. )2-ltTrX?X? (cf. 1.3). In 
'
c
 ij ι J -i-J -T.-J 
view of ΙΙ.ΐΛ.(2) it then follows: 
(*): (A,B,C) reducihle •• iU.B.CleVÍW^.Z^-Y^.Z^-Y^.Z^-Y^nvtf ). 
Now Ъу definition of V(Af) we have: 
v(
n
f) = v(w l 2 3 )z2 2-Y lY 2 >z2 3-Y lY3,z2 3-Y 2Y 3 >z 1 2z l 3-Y 1z 2 3,z l 2z 2 3-Y 2z l 3, 
Z13 Z23" Y3 Z12 )· 
But consider the following identities: 
(1): ^2^3-hZ23)2 = -ï1f+Uï1WÎ23+(Z?2-ï1Y2){Z?3-ï1ï3) 
(2): (Z12Z23-Y2Z13)2 = - ^ ^ ^ І ^ ^ ^ З - З5 
(3): (Z13Z23-Y3Z12)2 = -Ъ^З^З^З-^^З-Ч 
(k): f = Ц 2з^ 3(г2 2^ і У 2)^ 2( 22 3^ і У з) + У і( 22 3^ Л) +2 2 2 3( 2 і 2 2 і з^ і 2 2 3), 
Then we f i n a l l y have: 
V ( u f ) = V ( W 1 2 3 ' Z 1 2 - Y 1
Y 2 ' Z 1 3 - Y 1 Y 3 ' Z 2 3 - Y 2 Y 3 ' Z 1 2 Z 1 3 - Y 1 Y 2 3 ' Z 1 2 Z 2 3 - Y 2 Z 1 3 ' 
Z 1 3 Z 2 3 " Y 3 Z 1 2 ' f ) 
= ν(ν 1 2 3,ζ
2
2-γ 1γ 2,ζξ 3-γ 1γ 3,ζ2 3-γ 2γ 3)ην(ί). 
Comhining this with (*) above we obtain the desired result. 
remark : From (¡0 above it follows that V(Af) c V ( f ) . 
corollary 2.h. Y- is the smooth part of Υ (η = 3). 
proof: Y 2L V(f)-V(Af) is the smooth part of Y % V(f). 
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Chapter IV. Generators of ker a. The smooth part of Y. 
§ 1. Some elements of ker a; the ideal J. 
Looking back at 52 of chapter II one sees that, proving the injec-
tivity of i, ve in fact reduced it to the injectivity of i : δ ->· к . 
In other words: in proving properties of irreducible elements 
(A1 A ) € M(2,k) we often want to reduce it to the case that 
(A.,A„) is irreducible. 
This process of reduction consists of two steps. The first step 
is the reduction to the case that (A ,A ,A_) is irreducible, which can 
be achieved by a permutation of the indices in (A.,...,A ). This step 
is formalized in definition 1.2. Now the irreducibility of (A.,A ,A ) 
is equivalent to that of one of the pairs (A1,A ),(A ,A_) ,(A?,A?) or 
(A.pA.j+A +A ). To handle the case of (A ,A +A +A ) we introduce the 
map d : M(2,k) -»• M(2,k)n of definition 1.5.U and also the maps which 
correspond to d on the formal level. 
definition 1.1. Σ' is the polynomial ring over к in the 2n+2(n)+6(n) 
indeterminates X^ ( 1 £ i < . n ) , Y. ( 1 £ i f. η ), Ζ.. (1 ± i <_τι, 
1 £ j £ η, i ^ j) and W. ., (i,j and к are three different integers 
between 1 and n). j : Σ •* Σ' is the inclusion, π : Σ' -> Σ is the sur-
jective k-algebra homomorphism such that: 
π(Χ.) = X. 
ι ι 
ir(Y.) = Y. 
*
( Z i j ) = Zij i f i * J 
Ή(Ζ..) = Ζ., if i > j 
•"(W.·, ) = тг(И...) = πίν, ..) 
IJK j ki kij 
TI(W. . ) = w. ., if i < j < к 
ijk ijk J 
т'Ч ) = _i' . 'f i ν ' -" η 
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remark : (i) TIJ = id 
(2) For all different i,j,k e {1,...,n} we have: 
(еигНх.) = 
( α π Μ ϊ . ) = 









-τ- " J 
(a1T)(Wi.k) = TrXiXjXk-TrXiXkX.. 
definition 1.2. The actions of S (the group of permutations of 
{1,...,n}). 
Let σ £ S Then define: 
η* 
1.2.1. ν : M(2,k)n •» М(?,к)П is the map such that 
σ 
ν (A A ) = (A A ). 
σ 1 n
 σ-
1(ΐ) a 1(n) 
1 .2.2. ν : R -»• R is the k-algehra homomorphism satisfying 
ν (X. ) = X ,., 
a i;pq a(i);pq 
1.2.3. μ' : Σ' -»· Σ' is the k-algebra homomorphism such that 
VW = Xa(i)' K^S = Ya(i)' K^ip = Za(i)a(j) a n d 
К ^ijk 5 =Wa(i)0(j)a(k)· 
1.2.1*. у
 :
 ς + ς is defined Ъу у = ny'j (cf. 1.1.) 
σ а о 
1.2.5. V : к ->• к is the тар such that for all χ € к : 
у
а




Notice that ν : R -»• R induces a unique morphism ν : X •*· X and 
σ σ 
that the restriction of this morphism to the set of closed points of 
X equals ν ,; y and y , are connected in a similar way. 
-ι σ -1 
σ a 
Using elementary properties of algebraic geometry and the definitions 
аЪо е it follows immediately that the diagrams below are commutative. 
3k 
1.3. ( A e M ( 2 , k ) n , χ e k m ) 
1.1*. 
- Σ ' 
" o
 r r
 M ( 2 , k ) n ^ M ( 2 , k ) n 
- k' 
d e f i n i t i o n 1 . 5 . 1 . 6' : Σ ' -*• Σ' i s t h e k - a l g e b r a homomorphism such t h a t 
( i ) б ' Ц ) = X 1 + X 2 ; « ' ( X g ) = - X 2 ; « , ( X i ) = Xj i f i > 3 
( i i ) « ' ( Y , ) = Y ^ Y g + S Z ^ ; 6 , ( Y i ) = Y i i f i > 2 
( i i i ) β · ( ζ 1 2 ) = - z ^ - Y g ; « ' ( Z g , ) = - Z 2 1 - Y 2 
6 4 z W 6 ' ( Z J1 ) = Z J1 + Z J 
δ ' ( Ζ _ . ) = - Z 0 . ; { ' ( Z . J = - Z . 
i j ' J2 
2 j ' 2 j ' J2 
6 · ( Ζ . . ) = Ζ . , i f { i , j } Π {1,2} = 
1J 1 J 




( w i j k 
l i j 
6 , ( w i i j 
«•(w 
i j l 
= W i f { i , j , k } Π {1,2} = «5 
I J K 
= - ; г .
к
 i f 2 e { i , j , k } η {1,2} 
l i j 2 i j 
= W.-.+W. . 
i l j i 2 j 
= W . . , + W . . „ 
i j l i j 2 
r i f 2 (. { i , j } 
(j L 3 ) 
(J > 3) 
d e f i n i t i o n 1 . 5 . 2 . D e f i n e 6 : Σ -* Σ Ъу 6 = πδ ' j . E x p l i c i t l y : 
( i ) б(Х^) = X ^ X g j 6 ( Х 2 ) = -Xg! 6 ( X i ) = X^ ^ i f i > 3 . 
( i i ) « ( Y ^ = Υ 1 +Υ2+2Ζ 1 2 · , 6 ( Y i ) = Υ ί i f i I 2 . 
( i i i ) δ ( ζ 1 2 ) = - ζ ΐ 2 - γ 2 
' ^ - V Z 2j Í f ^ 3 
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6 ( Z 2 . ) = - Z 2 . i f j > 3 
δ ( Ζ . . ) = Ζ . . i f 3 < i < j < n 
i j i j - -
( i v ) 6 ( W 1 2 k ) = -W 1 2 k 
5 ( w i j k ) = w i j k + w 2 t i k i f 3 ^ J < k ^ n 
« ^ j ^ • - W 2jk i f 3 l J < k < n 
S(W. .. ) = w . . . 
i j k i j k 
i f 3 £ i < j < k < _ n 
definition 1 .5.3. d : Η -*· R is the k-algebra homomorphism satisfying: 
(i) díX, ) = Χ, +Χ0 
( І І ) d(X2;pq) = -X2;pg (p.q) e {(1,1),(1,2),(2,1),(2,2)} 
(iii) d(X. ) = X. if i > 3 
i;P1 ijpq 
definition I.5.U. d : M(2,k)n -* M(2,k)n is the map such that 
d(A1 An) = (A1+A2,-A2,A3,...,An) for all (Α^.,.,Α^ € M(2,k)n. 
definition 1.5.5. 6 '. к •* km is the map such that for all χ € km: 
7(x) = (...x6(X.)...,...x6(Y.) χδ(Ζ..)...,...x6(W,..)...) 
1 1 1J J.JÄ. 
remark: (l) d : R •* R induces a unique morphism d : Spec R -* Spec R; 
d equals the restriction of d to the set of closed points of Spec R. 
6 : E •*• Σ and 6 : к •+• к are connected in a similar way. 
(2) δ',δ,δ,α. and d are involutions (i.e., their square is the identity 
map). 
(3) The diagrams below are commutative. 







- • к 














 . km 
Next ve define an ideal J in Σ vhich will appear to Ъе identical 
to the kernel of α : Σ -»· R. 
definition 1.8. J = •nJ' where J' is the ideal in Σ' generated by: 
(a) f(i,,i0>i,)=UW? . . -Y. Z? . -Y. Z? . -Y. Z? . +2Z. . Z. . Z. . +Y. 
1 2 3 і
і з
 ^ i2i3 x2 1^3 i 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ і ^ І 2 і 3 ! 
where i.,i„ and i are three different integers between 1 and n. 
(b) g(i,,i„,i
o)i,)=-Y. W. . . +Z. . W. . . -Z. . W. . . +Z. . W. . . , 
1' 2' 3' h χ, і2і3іц l l i 2 х 1 1 з Ч 1,13 ι , ι ^ ι,ι,, ι , ι ^ 
where i1,...,ii are four different integers between 1 and n. 
(c) h C i - . i - . i - . i , )=ltW. . . W. . . -Z. . (Z? . -Y. Y. ) + 
1 2 ' 3 4 . ι , ι ^ з іц 1,1ц і 2 і з ι 2 I3 
+Z. . (Ζ. . Ζ. . -Υ. Ζ. . )+Z. . (Ζ. . Ζ. . -Υ. ζ . 
з з Vu 4 Vu г з ^Ч ^ '2 
where i.,...,!! are four different integers between 1 and n. 
(d) kU-.i^.i-.i. ,1.)=^. . . W. . . +Y. (Z. . Z. . -Z. . Z. . ) + 
1 2 3 k 5 1,1213 1,1^ 15 i, i2iu 1315 i2i5 131^ 
+Z. . (z. . z. . -z. . z. . )+ 
з Vu V5 Vu V5 
+z. . (ζ. . ζ. . -ζ. . ζ. . ), 
г 'ι
1? 'зЧ ЧЧ з 
where i ,...,i_ are five different integers between 1 and n. 
(e) 1 ( 1 , , i „ , i - , i , , i
c
) = Z . . W. . . +Z. . W. . . +Z. . W. . . -Z. . W. . 
1 2 ' 3 ' U' 5 i
u
i 5 1,1313 i 2 i 5 1,131ц i 2 i 3 i l V 5 і 3 і ц ι , ι 
- Ζ . . W. . . - Ζ . . W . . . , 
hlk з1? ^ ^ ^ Ч ^ 
where i ,.,.,ί are five different integers between 1 and n. 
(f) m(i,,i-,i_,i|1,iI.,i<-)=Uw. . . W. . . +UW. . . W. . . + 
1 2' 3' U' 5' 6 2 І 3 іці5іб і,і3іц і2і5іб 
+Z. . (Ζ. .Ζ. . -Ζ. .Ζ. . )+Ζ. . (Ζ. .Ζ. . -Ζ. .Ζ. . )+ 
г ^з ^в ^б Ч ^ ^Ч 5 'з'б ^1? б 
+ Ζ. . (ζ. . ζ. . -ζ. . ζ. . )+ζ. . (ζ. . ζ. . -ζ. . ζ. . ) 
з б Vu з б б з ? V s Vu 
where i ,...,і, are six different integers between 1 and n. 
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remark : In case η ^_ б we have the full scale of elements defined above 
at our disposal. In case η = 3, for instance, J' is meant to be the 
ideal generated by the elements listed under (a), etc. 
lemma 1.9. If (A.B.C) = ((a Ъ , ( е £),(* J ) ) € M(2,k)3 then 
cd. g h к ! 
2TrAB-TrATrB = (a-d)(e-h)+2(bg+cf) 
TrABC-TrACB = ( a - d ) ( f k - g j ) - ( e - h ) ( b k - c j ) + ( i - l ) ( b g - c f ) . 
proof: J u s t compute. 
theorem 1.10. J er ker α. 
proof: Assume m(1,2,3,^,5>б) € ker απ. Then a l so 
m( i . , ί ρ , ϊ - , ΐ ν , i ,ΐ^·) € ker απ because t h e r e e x i s t s a σ £ 3 such t h a t 
σ(ρ) = i ( i < ρ < б) and απΐϊΐ(ί, i¿) = απιη(σ( 1 ) , . . . ,σ(6) ) = 
ρ — — ί ο 
= απυ'ηί 1 ,2,. . . ,6) = αν ππι(ΐ,...,6) = ν απιη( 1 ,. . . ,6) = 0 (cf. 1.2 and 
σ ΰ ο 
I.U.) Reasoning in this way we may restrict ourselves to proving that 
the following six elements belong to ker απ: 
m(l,2,3,l*,5,6); l( 1,2,3,1* ,5) ; k( 1,2,3,1* ,5) ; h(l,2,3,l+); g(1,2,3,l+) 
and f(l,2,3). 
I claim t h a t i t i s s u f f i c i e n t t o prove t h a t m( 1 ,2,3,1*,5,6) and 
і(і>2,3,1*,5) belong t o ker απ. This can be seen as fol lows: 
f (1,2,3) £ ker απ «->• 0=(cnrf( 1 ,2,3) ) ( A , , . . . ,A ) for a l l (A, A ) €M(? ,k ) n . 
i n i n 
But (airf ( 1 ,2 ,3))(A 1 An) = (aum( 1 ,2,3,1t ,5 ,6) )(A1 ,A2,A ,A1 ,A2 ,A3 ,0 0)=0. 
g ì 1 »2,3,'t) 6 ker απ because 
(airg( 1,2,3,It) )(A1 An) = (airl(l 5) )(A1 ,A2,A ,A1 Д , 0 , . . . ,0) = 0 
h( 1,2,3,'t) € ker απ because 
(airh( 1 , 2 , 3 , к ) ) ( Ь } , . . . ,An)={aina( 1 , . . . ,6))(A 1 ,A2,A ^ .A^.Ag.O 0) = 0 
k( 1,2,3,li,5) € ker απ because 
(сптк( 1 , . . . ,5) ) (A1 , . . . ,Αη)=(απιη( 1 , . . . ,6) ) (A1 ,A2,A ,A1 ,Ац ,A ,0 0) = 0 
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Introducing Ζ.. = Y. and W. . = 0 if +{i,j,k} Φ 3 the statements above 
11 1 IJK 
can Ъе written in the form: wf(1,2,3) = im(1,2,3,1,2,3) 
irgO,2,3,1*) = 'К 1.2,3,1,1*) 
ith(l,2,3,1*) = іш(і,2,3,3,1*,2) 
wk(l,2,3,l*,5) = M 1,2,3,1,1*. 5). 




^г^>-г^kM2ъ^>-z^гvъ\^5 a n d 
m(l.2,3,U,5.6) = ^ 1 2 з * Ь 5 б
+ % Л 5 б + 2 1 2 ( і*6-*Зб21*5)+ 
Let (A,,...,A ) € M(2,k)n where 
ι η 
A, = (a *), A = (! I), A, = (І J), A, = ( 
c d 
A, = (V W ) . 6 χ ζ ' 
β h' 'к 1' „ J. А = (f
 S) and 
Ρ q. 5 t u 
























































































( r - u ) [ 
(v-z)[ 
( i - l ) [ 
(m-q)[ 
( r - u ) [ 
(v-z)[ 
(ra-q)[ 
( r - u ) [ 
(v-z)[ 








( i - l ) ( 
( i - l ) ( 
(ra-q)( 
(jp-kn)(sx-tw)+(jt+ks)(nx+pv)-(jx+kw)(nt+ps)]+ 
( fk-gj ) ( sx-tw) + ( f t+gs ) ( jx+kw)-( ,it+ks ) ( fx+gw) ] + 
-( fk-gj)(nx-pw)-( jp-kn) (fx-gvr) + ( fx+Bw)(jp+kn)-( fk+gj)(nx+pw) ] + 
(fk-gj)(nt-ps)+(jp-kn)(ft-gs)+(fk+gj)(nt+ps)-(ft+gs)(jp+kn)]+ 











m-q) (r-u)[-(jx+kw)+jx+kw] + 
n-q)(v-z)[jt+ks-(jt+ks)]+ 
r-u)(v-z)[jp+kn-(jp+kn)]+ 




+8(bp+cn)[(ft+gs)( jx+kw)-( jt+ks) (fx+gw) ] + 




-нп т(і,2,3,и,5,6) = 0 ·> m( •! ,2,3 ,h ,Ь ,6) € ker αιτ. 
Ui 
remark 1.11. The connection with Procesi's results (cf. I, § 1). 
Define τ : n/Q •* R Ъу т(ТгХ. ...Χ. + Q.) = TrX. ...Χ. , then a = τω 
I r I r 
so we have the commutative diagram: 
T
n/o 
As аЪо е: Ζ.. = Y. and W. ., = 0 if *{j,j,k} ^ 3. Now define for each 
li ι ijk 
subset ii.»..·»!/-} of {1,...,n}, where i ,...,ig need not Ъе different, 
the element (і],і2,і ,ί^,ί^Λ^) of Σ' by: 
8(1^...,^) = m(i1,...,i6)+2Xi l(i1,i2,i3,ilt,i6)+2Xi l( i1 Д ^ і ^ і ^ ,i ). 
5 6 
Then, with some perseverance it can be proved that 
Uw(9(i1,...,i¿))= 32F(X. X. ,X. X. ,X. X. )+0 = 0 
1 6
 "l ^  ^ 4 ^ l6 
Therefore πθ( i.,. .. ,i¿·) belongs to ker α. Now we have: 
(1) wf(i1,i2,i3) = πθ(ί1 ,i?,i3,i1,i?,i3) € ker α 
(2) 2X. Trg(il,i2,i3,ilt)=lT9(i1,i2,i3)i1,ilt,il)ekercl| 
X. Í ker a; ker a i s prime >>ïïg(i , i , i , 1 , )€kera 
(3) ïïh(і1,і2,і3,іі|) = ^ [ ( і 1 , і 2 , і 3 , і 1 ( , і 2 , і 3 ) - 0 ( i ^ 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 ^ , 1 , i 2 ) ] e k e r a 
(1+) irk(i 1 , і 2 , і 3 , і 1 і , і 5 ) = т г [ ( і 1 , і 1 , і 2 ) і 3 , і ц , і 5 ) - 2 Х і g ( i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i ) + 
-2X i g ( i 1 , i 2 , i ,1ц)]€кегa 
(5) 2Xi π ΐ ( ί 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i ¡ ( , i 5 ) = π [ θ ( i ^ i j j i 3 ' i U ' i 5 ' i 1 ^ ~ к ^ - \ ^ 2 ' і з ' і к ' і ^ + 
- к ( і 1 , і , і ц , і 2 , і )]€ker a 
(6) 1ш( i у 1 2 , 1 у 1 ^ , 1 , ig)=Tr[e(i 1 , i 2 , i , і ц , і 5 , і 6 ) - 2 Х і l ( i 1 ,12,12,1^,1^)+ 
-?X i l í i ^ i ^ i ^ i ^ . i )]€ker a. 
6 
Ц2 
§2. J = ker α. 
lemma 2.1. ker α = /J if for each χ £ V(J) с km there exists A € M(2,k)n 
such that i(A) = x. 
proof: We already know J с ker a. Because ker α is prime we also have 
/J с ker a. It remains to prove that ker α с /J. Now consider the 
equivalences: t € ker a » A(a(t)) = 0 for all A € M(2,k) 
« i(A)(t) = 0 for all A € M(2,k)n (cf. 1.1.10) 
« x(t) = 0 for all χ € V(J) 
» t E / J ( N u l l s t e l l e n s a t z ) . 
d e f i n i t i o n 2 . 2 . For a l l 1 £ i < j < k < _ n w e wr i t e f. ., ins tead of 
ijk 
irf(i,j,k). 
V(Af. ., ) с к denotes the set of common zeros of the partial 
derivatives of f. ., (cf. Ill, §2). 
ijk 
definition 2.3. К is the subideal of J generated Ъу fff(l,2,k) 
(3 ± к <_ η), wg(l,i,j,k) (2 <. i < j < к <. η), iTg(2,1,i,j) (3 1 i < j in) 
and TTh(i,1,2,j) (3 < i < j ± n). 
To simplify the reading we first give the framework of this 
paragraph. 
1*3 
th.2.l6. ker α = J 
ι к 
using lemma 2. ill and 2.15 
ker α = /J 
ж 
using lemma 2.1. 
If χ € V(J) then there exists A € M(2,k)n such that i(A) = x. 
Ì 
th.2.13. χ e V(J) and χ (. V(ûf. . ) 
IJK 
for some 1 < _ i < j < k < _ n i f f 
t he re e x i s t s an i r r e d u c i b l e 
element A in M(2,k) such t ha t 
i(A) = x. 
lemma 2 . Î . Л V(Af. ., )c:V(J). 
1<_і<0<к<п IJk 
t h . 2 . 5 . x G V(Af. ., ) for a l l i j k 
1 < _ i < j < k £ n i f f t h e r e 
exists a diagonalizable 
A e M(2,k)n such that i(A) = x. 
prop.2.12. If χ £ V(J)-V(ñf ) then there exists A e M(2,k)n such that 
i(A) = x. 
using lemma 2.11. 
prop.2.10. J0 = K+y(l2,K+óK с J. If χ € V(J0)-V(Z^ -Y.^) then there 
exists A £ M(2,k) such that i(A) = x. 
musing lemma 2.7> 2.8 and 2.9· 
th.2.6. If χ e V(K), x Í v(Zi2"YiY2^ U V ^ Y 1 ^ t h e n X = ^ ^ f 0 r S O m e 
A G M(2,k)? 
lemma 2.ί. . . 0 , V(ûf. ., ) = V(R) с V(J) vhere R is the ideal in Σ 1<i<j<k<n ijk 




( l £ i < j < k < _ n ) 
(Ί 1 i < J 1 n) 
1*1* 
Ζ . . Ζ . -Υ.ζ 
i j i k ι j k 
Ζ . . Ζ . , - Y . Z . . > 
Z . . Z . . - Y 7 , . . 
i k j k к i j У 
( l < _ i < j < k < _ n ) 
p r o o f : 
V(Af. ., ) = V(W. ., , Z ? . - Y . Y . , Z ? , -Y.Y, ,Z?. -Y.Y, , Z . . Z . . - Y . Z . . , v
 i j k i j k ' i j ι j i k ι k ' j k j k ' i j i k ι j k ' 
Z. . Z . - Y . Z . , , Ζ . . Ζ . . - Y Z . . ) . i j j k j i k i k j k к i j 
C o n s e q u e n t l y we have - „ . Q . , , V(Af. .. ) = V ( R ) . 
^ * 1<_i<j<k<n i j k 
I t r e m a i n s t o p r o v e V(R) er V ( J ) . 
( a ) f ( i , , i _ , i , ) = 1*W? . . -Y. (Z? . -Y. Y. )-Y. (Z? . -Y. Y. ) + 
1 2 3
 ^ З ^ ' l ^ ^ X2 X2 Х^Ъ ^ ^ 
+Y. (Z? . -Y. Y. )+2Z. . ( Z . . Z. . -Y. Z. . ) . 
x
^ з ^ "з з г Н^ 'ι з 
T h e r e f o r e i r f ( i , i , i ) € R. 
( b ) From t h e d e f i n i t i o n of J ( I V . 1 . 8 . ) and R i t f o l l o w s i m m e d i a t e l y : 
w g ( i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i l t ) e R 
Tih(i1 , і 2 , і 3 , і ц ) e R 
H i ( i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i l t , i 5 ) e R 
(c) We claim that wk(i1,ί^,ί ,і^ ,і ) and wm(i1,i2,i »і^ ,i ,ig) belong 
to /R. 
Clearly this is true if π(Ζ..Ζ, -Ζ Ζ ) e /R in case {i,j,k,l} = 
ij kl pq. rs 
= {p,q,r,s}. In view of the definition of π, we can restrict ourselves 
to the following two possibilities: 
(i) p= i, q = k , r = j ) s= 1. Then: 




 ) = i j k l i k j 1 i j k l i k j l i j i k k l j l 
= π [ Ζ , 2 1 ( Ζ ? . - Υ . Υ . ) + Ζ 2 ( Ζ 2 -Υ.Υ Ί )-Υ.Ζ, Í Z . , Z . - Y . Z , . )+ k l i j ι j í k j l j 1 ι k l j k j l j k l 
-Y. Z. , ( Ζ . . Ζ . , - Y . Z . , ) - Ζ .
Ί
Ζ ( Ζ . . Z . . - Y . Z . . ) + 1 í k i j j k j í k j l k l i j í k ι j k 
- Z . . Z . , ( Ζ . , Ζ , -Υ,Ζ. . ) ] € R. 
i j í k j l k l 1 j k 
1*5 
( i i ) p = i , q = 1 , r = j , s = k . Then: 
*
( V k r z i i V 2 = 1'(zÏjzL4ZLzjk-2Zijzuzjkzki) • 
, r . 2 ,„2 [Zf . (Z^ -Y Υ )-Y. Ζ. . ( Z . . Z . - Y Ζ. . )-Z. .Ζ. . (Ζ. Ζ -Υ ζ ) + i j k l к 1 к i j i l j l 1 i j i j i l jk k l к j l 




Ζ.. )-ζ..ζ.1(ζ. .ζ..-γ.z. )] e R. 
jk il ι 1 ι jk jl kl 1 jk jk kl ij il ι jl 
From (a), (Ъ) and (с) аЪо е it follows that J c= /R which, in turn, 
implies V(J) => V(/R) = V(R). 
theorem 2.5· x € . •^ - , V(Af. ., ) iff there exists a diagonalizable 1<.i<j<k<^ n ijk 
element A in M(2,k)n such that i(A) = x. 
proof: 
(i) If A = (A. A ) is diagonalizable, A is particularly reducible. 
Using II. 1.6. this implies that (Α.,Α.,Α, ) is reducible for all 
1 J κ 
1 < _ i < j < k < _ n , which in view of th. III. 2.3 is equivalent to 
iU.,. .. ,A ) £ VUf. . ) for all 1 <_ i < j < к <_ n. So, incidentally, 
ι η ijk 
we proved: A £ M(2,k)n is reducible iff i(A) £ V(R). 
(ii) Let χ = (x1....,x_;y1,...,y_;z ζ . ;0,...,0) £ v(R) = 
ι η ι η i¿ η—ι,η 
= .. .Π. , ν(ΔΓ. ., ). For every 1 < i < η we choose an element ω. £ к 1<i<j<k<n ijk — — ι 
2 . C O , 
such that ω. = у.. Define for all 1 < i < n : A . = ( 1 „ ) , i i — — ι Ox.-ξ. 
ι ι 
η. = χ.-2ξ.. We ask for η ,... ,η £ к such that i(A, A ) = x. 
I l l i n I n 
Now ϊίΑ,,.-.,Α ) = χ is equivalent to: 
ι n 
( 1 ) : x. = TrA. 
ι ι 
( 2 ) : y i = 2TrA?-(TrA.)2 = 2 [ ξ ? + ( χ . - ζ . ) 2 ] - x ? = ( χ . - 2 ξ . ) 2 = η? 
( 3 ) : z . . = гТгА.А.-ТгА.ТгА. = 2 [ ξ . ζ . + ( x . - Ç . ) ( x . - Ç . ) ] - χ . χ . = η . η . 1J ι J i j I J i l J J ι J ι J 
ο ρ Therefore we have: i ( A , , . . . , A ) = χ « ί η . = ω. (l<i<n) and l n 1 ι ι 
k6 
Distinguish two cases: 
case 1 : ω, = ü)0 =.. .= ω = 0. i ¿ η 
Then a l s o y . = . . . = y = 0 . But χ £ V ( Z . . - Y . Y . ) , so moreover 
ζ . . = 0 f o r a l l 1 < i < л < η . T a k i n g η , = . . . = η = 0 we t h e n c o n c l u d e 
i j — — i n 
i ( A 1 , . . . , А п ) = χ . 
c a s e 2 : T h e r e e x i s t s i - € { ! , . . . , n } such t h a t ω. ^ 0 . 
0
- 1 . . 
I n t h i s c a s e we d e f i n e η . = ω . , η . = ζ . . ω . i f j < i . and 
_ 1 -^O
 1 0 J 0 1 o 1 0 
η . = ζ . .ωΤ i f j > i . Because χ b e l o n g s t o V(R) we h a v e : 
J 1 0 J "^O 
, , . . 2 2 - 2 2 - 1 -1 2 
( a ) j < i - •* η . = ζ . , ω. = ζ . , у . = у . у . у . = у . = ω . 
η . = ω. 
^
 Χ0 
. . 2 2 - 2 2 
j > i „ + η . = ζ . .ω. = ω . 
0
 J хо 3 
, ^ , . . . -2 -1 
( b ) ι < л < ι „ -> η . η . = ζ . , ζ . , ω. = ζ . . у . у . = ζ . . 
0 ι j ι ι 0 л 0 ι 0 υ ' ι 0 Ί 0 υ 
i < i
n
 •* Л . η . = ζ . . 
0 1
 ^ " θ 
-1 -1 
ι < ! _ < 0 •+ η . η . = ζ . , ζ . .у . = ζ . . у . у . = ζ . . 





- 2 1- < ι < J ->· η . η . = ζ . . ζ . .ω. = ζ . . . 0 ι j ι 0 ι i 0 J ι 0 i j 
From ( a ) and ( h ) i t f o l l o w s t h a t i ( A
 9A ) = x . 
ι n 
theorem 2.6. If χ € V(K) and χ (. V(Z^ -Y^g) U VÍY^ then χ = i(A) 
for some A € M(2,k)n. 
proof: Let χ = (...a Ъ. .......c d... . . . ) . Introduce 
* ι ι ij ijk 
d121 = d122 = 0' c11 = Ъ Г C21 = C12 a n d 022 = Ь2' C h o o s e ω e k s u c h 
that ω 2 = с^2-Ъ^Ъ2 [φ 0). 
For all 1 <_ к <_ n we define the matrix А, Ъу 
1*7 
_ J V 2 d 1 2 k U " 1 Ъ 1 1 [ с 1к + Ш " 1 { с 12 С 1к- Ъ 1 С 2к ) ] \ 
4
 " ' Ц ^ - Ч с ^ - Ъ ^ ) V2 d12ku"1 ; 
a. 1 ,/ a 2 Ъ - 1 ( с 1 2 + ы ) \ 
In p a r t i c u l a r : A- = j ( , ) and A? = Ji ) 
1 1 =12-ω a 2 
We claim ilA. A ) = x. 
( 1 ) Evidently TrA. = a. for all 1 <_ к <_ η. 
(2) г Т г А ^ Т г у 2 = і [ (
а к
- 2
і і 2 к Ш -
1 ) 2 + 2 Ъ ; 1 ( с 2 к - Ш - 2 ( с 1 2 с 1 к - Ъ і С 2 к ) 2 ) + 
+
Ч







= ( Ъ 1 а ) 2 ) - 1 [ Ц 2 к Ъ 1 + Ш 2 с 2 к - С 2 2 с 2 к + 2 Ъ 1 с 1 2 с 1 к С 2 к - Ъ 2 с 2 к ] = 
so: гтгА^-СтгА^2 = « ^ [ - ъ ^ - ъ ^ + г ъ . ^ 2 , , ] = ъ
і Ш
"
2(с2 2-ъ1ъ2) = ъ ^ 
2ТгА2-(ТгА2)2 = ω" 2 [^ 1 ΐ ) 2 ^ 2 ο 2 ^ 2 ε 2 2 ] = V ' ^ l ^ l V = Ь2' a n d 
i f к > 3 2ТгА 2-(ТгА
к




2 -Ъ 1 Ъ 2 Ъ к ] = Ъ к . 
( 3 ) l f 1 1 k < l < . n then: 1*(2ТгА. A -TrA^TrA ) = 
= l 6 U -
2 d 1 2 k d l 2 l + 2 b ;
1 [ c 1 k + U - 1 ( C l 2 c l k - b l c 2 k ) ] [ c l l - U - 1 ( C l 2 c 1 l - b l c 2 l ) ] + 
+ 2 Ъ ;
1 [ с 1 к - Ш - 1 ( с 1 2 с 1 к - Ъ 1 с 2 к ) Н с 1 1 + ш - 1 ( с 1 2 с 1 1 - Ъ 1 с 2 1 ) ] = 
"
 l 6 , , )
~
2 d 1 2 k d 1 2 1 + S 1 , , , " 2 l e 1 k C 1 1 , , , 2 - ( c 1 2 c 1 k - b 1 c a ) ( c 1 2 e i r b 1 C 2 i n = 
= l 6 U -
2 d 1 2 k d 1 2 l + l ) U -
2 [ c l 2 c 1 k c 2 l + c l 2 c 2 k c l l - b 1 c 2 k c 2 l - b 2 c l k c l l ] = 
= ^ -
2 [ ^ 1 2 к а 1 2 1 - с к 1 ( с 2 2 - Ъ 1 Ъ 2 ) + с 2 к ( с 1 2 с 1 1 - Ъ 1 с 2 1 ) + с 1 к ( с 1 2 с 2 1 - Ъ 2 с 1 1 ) ] + 1 * с к 1 . 
к = 1, 1 = 2 * 2ТгА A -TrA TrA = с 
к = 1, 1 >_ 3 -» 2TrA1A l-TrA1TrA l = с 
к = 2, 1 >_ 3 •» 2TrA A -TrA TrA = с 
3 < к < 1_<п·*· г Т г А ^ - Т г А ^ ^ = ш~ 2 [хлЬ(1,2 ,к ,1) ]+с
к 1 = с ^ . 
U8 
(Ц) In view of lemma 1.9· we have for all 1 < _ i < j < k < _ n : 
8(TrA.A.A^-TrA.A^A.) 




1(с 1 2с 1.-Ъ 1с 2.)][с 1 к + Ш-






С 1 г Ш-
1(с 1 2о 1 ГЪ 1с 2.)][с 1 к +ш-
1(с 1 2с 1 к-Ъ 1с 2 к)) + 
-
[ с1і + Ш" 1 ( с12 С1і- Ъ1 С2і ) ] [ с1к- Ш" 1 ( с12 С1к- Ъ1 С2к ) ] ) + 
- ^ 2 к Ъ 1 1 Ш ~ 1 ( [ с 1 і + Ш ~ 1 ( с і 2 С 1 і - 2 і ) И с і Г Ш ~ 1 ( С 1 2 С і Г 20 ) ] + 
- [ с 1 г Ш - 1 ( с 1 2 с 1 . - Ъ 1 с 2 . ) ] [ С 1 . + Ш - 1 ( с 1 2 с 1 . - Ъ 1 с 2 . ) ] 
1 
8Ъ1 ω" { d l 2 i [ c l j ( c l 2 c l k - t l c 2 k ) - c l k ( c l ? c l . - b 1 c 2 . ) ] + 
+ < 1 12к [ с 11 ( с 12 С 10- Ъ 1 С 2^- С и ( с 12 С 1Г Ъ 1 С 21 П } 
II 
8 U-
2[d 1 2 i(c 1 kc 2 rc 1.c 2 k) +d 1 2.(c l ic 2 k-c l kc 2 i) +d l 2 k(c l.c 2 i-c 1 ic 2.)]. 
Therefore we have: 
(i) к > з - Т Г А ^ - Т Г А ^ = "-2a12k(c22-v2) = d12k. 













( i i i ) I f 2 < j < k £ n then: 
1*9 
•=a ) -
2 c 1 2 (-XTrg(2,1, j ,k)-b 2 d 1 . k + c 1 2 d 2 . k ) + 
« • V - * , , e ( l ' 2 ' j ' k ) - b i a 2 j k + c 1 2 d 1 j k ) = 
= ' ^ "
2 ( с 2 2 - Ъ 1 Ъ 2 ) І 2 . к = 
= d 2 j k 
( i v ) I f 3 £ i < j < k < _ n t h e n : 
-•b,iD2(d. .,-ТгА.А.А, +ТГА.А, A. ) 
1 i j k ι j κ ι к J 
И 
- b 1 [ ( c l 2 - Î 1 b 2 ) d i . k - d 1 2 i ( c l k c 2 . - c 1 . c 2 k ) - d l 2 ( j ( c l i c ? k - c 1 k o 2 i ) + 
-
d 1 2 k ( c 1 j C 2 i - C 1 i C 2 j ) ] 
I 
-
b l 4 d 1 j k - Î > 1 b 2 [ ^ g ( l ' i ' j ' k ) - C 1 i d 1 j k + C 1 j d 1 i k - C l k d 1 i j ] + 
+ Ъ 1 а 1 2 і ( с 1 к С 2 Г С 1 0 С 2 к ) + Ъ 1 а 1 2 0 ( с 1 і С 2 к - С 1 к С 2 і ) + Ъ і а і 2 к ( с 1 0 С 2 і - С 1 і С ? ^ 
2 " 
-
b 1 C l 2 d i j k - b 1 C 1 i ( - b 2 d 1 j k - C 2 k d 1 2 j + C 2 j d 1 2 k ) - b 1 C 1 k ( - V l i j - C 2 j d 1 2 i + C 2 i d 1 2 j ) + 
+ b 1 C 1 j ( - b 2 d 1 i k - C 2 k d 1 2 i + C 2 i d 1 2 k ) 
II 
-
b 1 C 1 2 d i j k - Î 1 e l i i * " g ( 2 ' 1 ' j ' k ) - C 1 2 d 2 j k ) - b 1 ( S 1 k ( * 1 T e ( 2 ' 1 ' i ' J ) - c 1 2 d 2 i j ) + 
+b l c 1 , ( xwg(2 ,1 , i , k ) -c 1 2 d 2 i k ) 
II 
C 1 2 [ c i 2 ( - b 1 d i j k ) - C l i ( - b 1 d 2 j k ) - C 1 k ( - b 1 d 2 i j ) + C 1 j ( - b 1 d 2 i k ) ] 
c 1 2 [ c l 2 ( ^ g ( l , i , j , k ) - c l i d 1 j k + c 1 . d l i k - c l k d l i . ) + 
- c l i ( W l , 2 , j , k ) - c l 2 d l . k + c 1 . d 1 2 k - c 1 k d l 2 . ) + 
- c 1 k ( ^ g ( l , 2 , i , j ) - c 1 2 d 1 i . + c l . d 1 2 . - c 1 . d 1 2 i ) + 
+ c l . ( ^ g ( l , 2 , i , k ) - c l 2 d l i k + c 1 i d l 2 k - c l k d l 2 i ) ] 
•» TrA.A.A, -TrA.A, A. = d. ., 
ι 0 к ι к j i j k 
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remark: If η = 3: К = (*f(1,2,3)) = J. Theorem 2.3 is also true in 
this case, for in the proof one sees that 
i(A 1,A 2 >A 3) = (а 1,а 2,а 3,Ъ 1,Ъ 2,Ъ 3,с 1 2,с 1 3,с 2 3,а 1 2 3) iff 
(a1,a2,a ,Ъ 1,h 2,b 3,c 1 2,c 1 3,c 2 3,d 1 2 3) is a zero of πΓ(ΐ,2,3). 
lemma 2.1. у J с J for all σ € S . 
proof: μ {Σ о. . . wf(i ,i ,i )+ 
i^ig.i, 1' 2' 3 





( i^m(i 1,i 2,i 3,i u,i 5,i 6)} = 
. )irv'f(i1,i0,i_)+. 
...+ Σ U„(a· · )iru'πι(i,,. .. ,!(-) = 
. σ ι ,...,ΐ£ σ 1 b 
Σ V (α] . . hf(a(i,),a(i0),a(i-))+... 
ί,,ΐ0,ΐ,
 σ
 ^ ' ^ ' ^
 1 2 3 
...+ Σ μία- · )ππι(σ(ΐ ),...,a(i¿ 
. σ ι ,...,ι, ι b 




lemma 2.8. The image of πί(ί ,ί.,ΐ,) and wg(i. ,ϊ-,ϊ-,ii ) under 
δ : Σ ->• Σ: 
М Л . For all τ € 83= w f ^ . i ^ ) = * * 1 \ ( , у \ [ г у \ [ з ) ) • 
<Snf(i,j,k) = π Γ ( ί ^ , κ ) i f 1 < i < j < k < . n o r i = 1 , j = 2 
and 3 £ к <_ η . 
«πί( 1 , j ,k) = τι( 1 , j ,1ί)+πΓ(2, j ,k)+2πh( 1 , j ,k,2) i f 3 1 j < к < n. 
2 . 8 . 2 . For a l l τ € S^. n g U . i . , , i 2 , i 3 ) = ±iTg(ci,i_^ 1 ^ > i T ( 2 ) »iT( 3 
I f { i , j , k , l } Π {1,2} = (¡S then 6irg(i , j , k , l ) = T g ( i , j , k , l ) 
The other cases , where l £ i < j < k < l < ^ n , are summed up in 
t h e following schemes: 
i - 1 , 0=2 
i - 1 , j > 3 
i=2 
6 w g ( i , j , k , l ) 
- w g ( l , 2 , k , l ) + w g ( 2 , 1 , k , l ) 
T i { g ( l , j , k ) l ) + g ( 2 , j , k , l ) - l ( l , 2 , j , k , l ) - l ( 2 , 1 , ò , k , l ) } 
i r g ( 2 , j , k , l ) 
51 
6Trg(j, i ,k,l) 6 w g ( k , i , j , l ) 6 n g ( l , i , j , k ) 
i=1,j=2 
i=2 
w g ( 2 s 1 , k , l ) 
T g ( j , 1 , k , l ) + i r g ( j , 2 , k , l ) 
- i ig ( j ,2 ,k , l ) 
i rgU,1,2,1) 
Trg(k,1, j , l )+wg(k,2, j , l ) 
^ g ( k , 2 , j , l ) 
wg(l ,1,2,k) 
w g ( l , 1 , j , k ) + w g ( l , 2 , j , k ) 
.wg(l ,2, j ,k) 
proof: 
(1) f ( i , i ^ , i o ) = UW? . . -Y. Z? . -Y. Z? . -Y. Z? . +2Z. . Z. . Z. . + l l J Γ 1 1 1 ' 1 2 » 1 3 ; i , ! ^ 1 , 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 , 1 3 1 3 1 , 1 2 V 2 з з 
+Y. Y. Y. . 
^ ^
 l 3 
I t i s s u f f i c i e n t t o show: π ΐ ί ϊ , , ^ ^ ) = 1 τ ί ' ( ϊ
τ
( ·) ) >^
τ
(2) ' ^т (З) ^ * f 
τ e { (12) , (13)} . 
т-(12) * , f ( Ì 2 , i , , Ì 3 ) = " ( ^ i i - ï j z i i "» i Z f i , -Y i Z f i + 
¿ 1 J 1 2 1 3 2 1 3 1 г " ! 3 2 1 
+2Z. . Z. . Z. . +Y. Y. Y. ) = 
V i з з 4 'i "з 
π Γ ( ϊ 1 , ί 2 , ί 3 ) 
т=(13) - i r f ( i , і 2 , і ) = π(ί.ν2 -Y z f i -Y Z^ -Y Z? i + 
á ¿ 1 ^ і 1 3 2 1 1 2 3 1 1 3 2 
+2Z. . Z . . 
і 3 і 2 і ^ 
= * f ( i , , І 2 ' і з ^ 
  Z. . +Y. Y. Y. ) = 
х?г ^ 1 ! V i Ь "2 ^ 
Now l e t 1 _ < i < j < k i < n . Using t h e d e f i n i t i o n of б (cf. 1 .5.2), 
i t i s evident t h a t fiitfU.j.k) = Tif( i , j ,k) i f i >_ 3. 










) = wf(2. j .k) · . 
« , f ( l , 2 , k ) = « ( ^ - ϊ , Ζ ^ Ζ ^ Ζ ^ Ζ Ζ ^ ^ Ζ ^ ϊ , ϊ ^ ) = 
=
 ^ 2 к - ( 1 + 2 2 і 2 ) 2 2 к - У 2 ( 2 1 к + ^ к ) 2 - ^ 2 + У 2 ) 2 + 
+ 2 ( Z1 2
+ Y
2
) ( Z1k + Z2k ) Z2k + l Y1 +V 2 Z12 ) Y2 Yk = 
= πΓ(ΐ,2,4). 
And finally, if j >. 3 then: 
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•
, , { w i j i t 4 W 2 j k ) 2 - ( Y i + Y 2 + 2 Z i 2 ) z j k - Y j ( z i k « a , 2 - V z i j « 2 j ) 2 + 





М 1аЛок- 2 2 12^ 2 к-^ У к ) + ? 2 1к ( 2 20 2 ок-^ 2 2к ) + 
= TTf ( 1, j ,k)-Hrf ( 2 , j ,k)+2ïïh( 1 , j , k , 2 ) . 
( 2 ) g ( o , i 1 , i 0 , i , ) = - ï W. . . +Z . W . . -Z . W . . +Z . W . . . cv ^
 2 » 3
 α
 i ^ ^ α ι 1 o t i 2 i 3 α ι 2 а і ^ з ο ι ι 3 o i ^ g 
ΐ ί β ί ο , ί . , ί . , ΐ . ) = ττ(-Υ W. . . +Z . W . . -Ζ . W . . +Z . W . ) = 
2 ' 1 ' 3 α i g 1 ! ^ 0 l l 2 a l l : L 3 α ι 1 α ι 2 1 3 α ΐ 3 α ι 2 1 
= - i r g C a . i ^ . i g . i . j ) . 
i r g i a . i - . i - . i . ) = π(-Υ W. . . +Z . W . . -Ζ . W . . +Z . W . . ) = 
6
 3 2 ' 1' α з - з ^ 1 ! 0 1 1 з 0 l l 2 1 1 α ι 2 α ι 3 1 1 0 1 3 2 
From t h e s e i d e n t i t i e s i t follows t h a t 
l r g ( 0 l > i l . ( 1 ) . i T ( 2 ) . i l : ( 3 ) ) = i ^ B U f i ^ i g » ^ ) for a l l ι € S 3 . 
In view of the d e f i n i t i o n of δ i t i s evident t h a t 
6Trg(i, j ,k, l) = w g ( i , j , k , l ) i f { i , j , k , l } Л {1,2} = «S. Now l e t 
1_<i < j < k < l £ n . Dis t inguish t h r ee cases : 
( i ) 2 = i < j < к < 1. Then: 
6 „ g ( 2 , j , k , l ) = ^ , ( - V j k l + Z 2 j W 2 k l - Z 2 k W 2 j l + Z 2 1 W 2 j k ) = ^ ( a . j . k . l ) 
6 , g ( j , 2 , k , l ) = ^ ' ( - Y . W ^ Z . ^ . ^ - Z ^ W . ^ Z ^ W . ^ ) = - f f g ( j , 2 , k , l ) 
5 , g ( k 5 2 , j , l ) = - ^ - Y ^ + Z ^ - Z ^ + Z ^ . ) = - i ,g(k ,2 , j , l ) 
6 f f g ( l , 2 , j , k ) = ^ ' ( ^ 2 . к + 2 і Л . к - 2 і . і 2 к + 2 і Л 2 . ) = - , g ( l , 2 , j , k ) 
( i i ) i = 1 , 2 = j < k < l . Then: 
53 
6 * g ( 1 , 2 , k . l ) = « ( - ï 1 W 2 k l ^ 1 2 W l k l - Z l k W 1 2 1 + Z 1 1 W 1 2 k ) 
= ( Y l + Y 2 + 2 z l 2 ) w 2 k l - ( z l 2 + Y 2 ) ( w m + w 2 k l ) + ( z 1 k + z 2 k ) w 1 ? l + 
-
{ Z 1 1 + Z 2 1 ) W l 2 k 
+ Z
2 k W 1 2 1 
= - u g ( 1 , 2 , k , l ) + w g ( 2 , 1 , k , l ) . 
6 i r ( 2 , 1 , k , l ) = 6 { 6 7 v g ( l , 2 , k , l ) + T r g ( l , 2 , k J l ) } 
= ж 8 ( 1 , 2 , к , 1 ) + 6 ^ ( 1 , 2 , к , 1 ) ( δ 2 = 1) 
= і г
в
( 2 , 1 , к , і ) . 
« . g ( k , 1 , 2 , l ) = ^ , ( - \ W 1 2 1 ^ k 1 W k 2 1 - Z k 2 W k l l + Z k l W k l 2 ) 
= ^
Y k W 1 2 l - ( Z k 1 + Z k 2 ) W k 2 l + Z k 2 ( \ l l + W k 2 l ) - Z k l \ 1 2
} 
= - w g ( k , 1 , 2 , 1 ) . 
W i , i , 2 , k ) = ^ ' ( - V ^ ^ ^ w ^ - z ^ w ^ ^ z ^ ^ ) 
= ,{Y l w l 2 k -(z l l + z l 2 )w l 2 k + z l 2 (w l 1 k + w l 2 k )-z l k w l l 2 } 
= - π
Β
( ΐ , 1 , 2 ^ ) . 
( i i i ) i = 1 , 3 < . j < k < l . Then: 
ftrgd.j.k.i) = i(-Y l w j k l + z 1 j w l k l -z 1 k w 1 . l + z l l w l . k ) 
= - ( Y 1 + Y 2 + 2 Z 1 2 ) W j k l + ( Z 1 j + Z 2 j ) ( W 1 k l + W 2 k l ) - ( Z 1 k + Z 2 k ) ( W 1 j l + W 2 j l ) + 
+ ( Z
1 l
+ Z 2 1 ) ( W 1 j k + W 2 j k ) 
• -








+ z j i ( w o i k + w j 2 k ) } 
= T g ( j , 1 , k , l ) + i i g ( j , 2 , k , l ) . 
Analogously: «irgík.l , j , l ) = Trg(k,1 , j , l )+ i rg(k ,2 , j , l ) 
6f fg( l ,1 , j ,k) = ffg(l,1,j,k)+wg(l,2,j,k). 
lemma 2.9. бК+6 '(-
і32)К+6 (23)К'¥б іС\32)&К C J' 
proof : 
( l ) SK с J? Because of lemma 2 . 8 , we only have t o show t h a t 
6iTh(i,1,2, j) € J i f 3 < . i < J l n . 




 , | W 1 2 i W 1 2 j - ! ! i j { ( Z 1 2 + ï 2 ) M V V ^ ^ V * 
+ ( Z 1 j + Z 2 J ) { ( Z 1 2 + ï 2 ) Z 2 i - Y 2 ( Z 1 i + Z 2 i ) } + 
= n h ( i , i , 2 , j ) e J . 
( 2 ) 6 v ( l 3 2 ) K C J ? 




тгГ(і,о,к) = 6 í p ¿ f ( i , j , k ) = 6wf (a ( i ) , a ( j ) , a (k ) ) £ J (cf. 2 .8 .1) 
e p 0 i r g ( i , j , k , l ) = 6 n g ( o ( i ) , o ( j ) , o ( k ) , o ( l ) ) € J (cf . 2 .8 .2) 
So i t remains t o show t h a t i\i, .-„ччЬС i ,1 ,2,0 ) e J i f 3 £ i < J £ n . 
Dis t ingu ish two cases : 
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(2.1) I f i = 3 then 
6 u ( l 3 2 j i f h ( 3 , 1 , 2 , j ) = δπμ£1 3 2 )1ι(3,1,2„}) = 6wh(2,3, l , j ) = 
- « -
№ 1 2 3 W 1 3 j - Z 2 j ( Z ? 3 - V 3 ) 4 e 3 j ( Z 1 3 Z 1 2 - I 1 Z 2 3 ) « 1 j ( Z 1 3 Z 2 3 - Y 3 Z 1 2 ï ï 
=
 ^ 1 2 3
( ν
ΐ 3 ό + ν 2 3 ό ) + Ζ 2 ό






і 3 ^ 2 3 ) и і 2 + У 2 ) + ( У 1 + 2 2 1 2 ) 2 2 3 } + 
+ ( Z 1 j + Z 2 j ) { - ( Z 1 3 + Z 2 3 ) Z 2 3 + Y 3 ( Z 1 2 + Y 2 ) } 
= -wh(2,3,1, j )+Trh(l ,2,3, j ) € J . 
(2 .2) I f 3 < i < j £ n then 
6 p / 1 3 2 N W h ( i , 1 , 2 , j ) = δ π h ( i , 3 , 1 , j ) = 
= 6 ( U w l 3 i w l 3 . - z i . ( z 2 3 - Y 1 Y 3 ) + z 3 . ( Z l 3 z 1 i - Y l z 3 i ) + z l . ( z l 3 z 3 i - Y 3 z l i ) } 
= ^
w i 3 i + W 2 3 i ) ( w i 3 j + W 2 3 ò ) - z i j { ( z i 3 + Z 2 3 ) 2 - ( Y i + V 2 Z i 2 ) Y 3 } + 
+ Z 3 j { ( Z 1 3 + Z 2 3 ) ( Z 1 i + Z 2 i ) - ( Y 1 + V 2 Z 1 2 ) Z 3 i } + 
+ ( z i j + z 2 ô ) { ( z i 3 + Z 2 3 ) Z 3 i - Y 3 ( z i i + z 2 i ) } 
+ l t W
2 3 i W 2 3 r Z i j ( Z 2 3 - Y 2 Y 3 ) + Z 3 j { Z 2 3 Z 2 i - Y 2 Z 3 i ) + Z 2 j ( Z 2 3 Z 3 i - Y 3 Z 2 i ) + 
^
W 1 3 i W 2 3 j + Y 3 ( Z 1 2 Z i r Z 1 J Z 2 i ) + Z 1 3 ( Z 3 j Z 2 i - Z 2 3 Z i j ) + Z 3 i ( Z 2 3 Z i r Z 1 2 Z 3 j ) + 
+ ! t W 1 3 j W 2 3 i + Y 3 ( Z l 2 Z i j - Z 1 i Z 2 j ) + Z 1 3 ( Z 3 i Z 2 r Z 2 3 Z i j ) + Z 3 j ( Z 2 3 Z 1 i - Z 1 2 Z 3 i ) 
= i rh( i ,3 ,1 , j ) + Trh( i ,3 ,2 , j )+ i r t i (3 , i ,1 , j ,2 )+ ï ïk (3 , j ,1 , i ,2 ) ξ. J . 
(3) ί μ ( 2 3 ) Κ < = J? 
Again we only have to prove that δμ, >wh(i,1,2,j) С J for all 
3 <. i < j £ n. 
First notice that wh(i 1,1 2,Ц,1ц) = ттЫ ^  ,12,12,1^) = irhf іц,і2,і3,і1 ). 
Therefore: 
(3.1) If i ¥ 3: δμ«23)ΐΓΐι(ΐ,1,2,.ί) = eTh(i>1,3,j) = 6iih(i,3,1 ,j) £ J 
(c'f. (2.2) above). 
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(3.2) If i = 3: <5y(23)*h(3,1,?„j) = «irh(2,1 ,3,j ) = 6nh(2,3,1,j) £ J 
(cf. (2.1) аЪо е). 
(h) 6 р ( 1 3 2 ) 5 К с J? 
(U.I) If к 1 3 then 6p^132^Tf(l,2,k) = 6y( 1 3 2 ^ f ( 1 ,2,k) G J (cf. 2.8.1 
and (2) above). 
(U.2) In view of lemma 2.Θ.2 and (2) above it is evident that 
6 p ( l 3 2 ) 6 ï ï g ( i , j , k , l ) £ J i f 6 u ( 1 3 2 ) T T { l ( l , 2 , i , j , k ) + l ( 2 , 1 , i „ b k ) } € J 
f o r a l l 3 £ i < j < k < _ n . 
wl(l,2si,j)kWl(2,1,i,j,k) = 2Zl2Wi.k-ZliW2.k-Z2iW1.k+Z1.W2.k+Z2.Wlik+ 
-
Z1kW2ij-Z2kW1ij· 
Distinguish two cases: 
(a) 3 < i'< j < к <_ η 
6 і ( і 3 2 ) 1 г { і ( і ' 2 , І " І ' к ) + і ( 2 ' 1 ' І " 5 ' к ) } = 
= 2Z W. .. -Z-.W. ., -Z. .W. .. +Z^ .W. ., +Z, .w,.. - z „ w.. .-z., w_..+ 13 i j k 3 i I j k l i 3jk 3j I l k 1j 3ik 3k l i j 1k 3iJ 
+2Z„0W. ., - Z 0 . W „ . , -Z„.W, ., + Z 0 . W „ . , H-Z^.W^. , -Z^, W„. .-Z„, W,. . 23 i j k 3 i 2 j k 2 i 3 j k 3o 2 i k 2o 3 i k 3k 2io 2k 3 i J 
= ' r r l ( 3 s 1 , i , j , k ) + T r l ( l , 3 , i , j , k ) + ï ï l ( 3 , 2 > i , j , k ) + ï ï l ( 2 , 3 , i , j , k ) € J . 
( b ) 3 = i < j < k < _ n 
δ μ ( 1 3 2 ) π ί ΐ ( 1 , 2 , 3 , j , k ) + l ( 2 , 1 , 3 , j , k ) } = 
-
e ( 2 Z i 3 w 2 j k - z ? 3 W i j k - z i 2 w 3 j k « 3 j w i a - z 1 j W 2 3 k - z 3 k w i 2 j « i k w 2 3 j ) 
=-2(Z13+Z23)W2.k+Z23(V l.k+W2.k)+(Z l2+ï2)W3.k-Z3.W l2k+ 




+ Y 2 W 3 j k - Z ? 3 W 2 j k + Z 2 / 2 3 k - Z 2 k W 2 3 j 
= - T r l ( 3 , 1 , 2 , , i , k ) - T r l ( l , 3 , 2 , j , k ) - T r S ( 2 , 3 , j , k ) € J . 
(І+.З) For a l l 3 j f . i < j f . n w e have: 
6 v ( l 3 2 j 6 ï ï h ( i î 1 , 2 J j ) J = J 6 v ( l 3 2 ^ h ( i , 1 , 2 , j ) ( | j J . 
remark : With some perseverance it can he proved that 5J с J, a conse­
quence of which lemma 2.9 would he (cf. 2.17 helow). 
proposition 2.10. J 0 = K+u,12)K+6K с J. If χ € V(J^-VCZ^-Y^) then 
there exists A € М(2,к)п such that i(A) = χ. 
proof: χ t V(Z^-Y1Y2) iff χ t V ^ ) or χ g V(Y2) or χ (. V( Y ^ Y ^ Z ^ ) . 
Therefore we distinguish three possibilities. 
(1) If χ Í V(Y ) then χ С V((C)-V(Z^  - Y ^ ) U V(Y ). In virtue of th.2.6. 
there exists A £ M(2,k) such that i(A) = x. 
(2) If χ g V(Y ) we define y = μ", Лх). I claim that 
у € V(K)-V(Z2:2-Y^2) U VtY^. 
This can he seen as follows: 
)t e К -• y(t) = xy, «t = 0 (cf. 1.3 and the definition of J up here) ^ 4 г У і = ^ (12)(Z?2-Y1Y2) = ^ Z?2- Y1 Y2 ) * 0 /(Y,) = £у(і2)( = ^ ( Y 2 ) ^ 0 
So from th.2.6. it follows that у = і(в) for some В € М(2,к)П. 
Put A = v ( l 2 )B then i(A) = iv(l2)(B) = 7(12)І(В) = 7 ( 1 2 )У = ^{,2f[]2f = * 
(cf. I.U.) 
(3) If χ ? VÍY^Yg+PZ^) we define y = Ι(χ). Then 
y £ V(K)-V(Z^2-Y1Y2) U VÍY.,) because: 
' t e к •* 6t e J •» y(t) = x6(t) = о (cf. ι .6.) 
y(Z^2-Y1Y2) = x6(7^2-Y^2) = x{(Z 1 2 +Y 2 ) 2 -(Y 1 +Y 2 +2Z 1 2 )Y 2 } = 
I = χίΖ^-Υ,Υ,,) Φ 0 
yCY^ = χ δ ί ϊ ^ = X C Y ^ Y ^ Z ^ ) ¥ 0. 
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Consequently y = і(в) for some В e M(2,k)n (2.6). Putting A = d(B) we 
have i(A) = id(B) = б"і(В) = Ί(γ) = 6ί(χ) = χ (cf. 1.7.) 
lemma 2.11. V U f ^ ) = V(f ^ , Ζ ^ - Υ ^ , Ζ ^ - Υ ^ ,Ζ^-Υ^, 
proof: 
ν(Δί 1 2 3) = V(W123if123.z;2-I1ï2>Z?3-ï1ï3.z23-ï2ï3.Z12Z13-ï1Z23) and 
f123-,|WÎ23-I3(ZÏ2-ï1ï2î-ï2(ZÎ3-I1I3)+ï1(Z23-V3)+2Z23(Z12Z13-Y1Z23î 
(cf. Ill, §2). 
proposition 2.12. If χ £ V(J)-V(ûf ) there exists A € М(2,к)П such 
that i(A) = χ. 
proof: Applying the аЪо е lemma we distinguish four cases. 
Case 1: χ € V( J)-V(7,.„-YΛ-). Then the assertion of the proposition 
follows from 2.10. 
Case 2: χ e V(D-VÍZ^-Y^). Then y = ^Ы) £ V( J)-V(Z^2-Y1Y2) 
hecause: (a) t 6 J -» Vi23\ £ J - y(t) = xy,23Jt) = 0 (cf.2.7 and 1.3.) 
(ъ) y(z^2-Y1Y2) = X P ( 2 3 ) ( Z ^ 2 - Ï 1 Ï 2 ) = х(г^ 3-у^ 3) φ о 
So у = i(B) for some В 6 M(2,k)n (2.10). Put A = /р-Лв) then i(A) = x. 
2 
Case 3: x € V(J)-V(Z -Y Y ). Analogous to case 2 taking y = μ, ,(x). 
Case It: χ e V( JJ-VtZ^-Y^+Z^ -Υ,,Υ +2(Z12Z - Y ^ ) ). I claim that 
У = ^ (I23)^(l32)(x) Ъ е 1 о пвз ίο v( Jo )- V ( Z^2" Y1 Y2 ) W h e r e 
J 0 = ^ ( 1 2 ) K + 6 K 
This follows from: 
(a)rt e к - 6v ( 1 3 2 )(t) e J (2.9) -» v
i( 123)
6 w(i32) ( t ) e J ( 2· τ )· 
= y(l2) S e μ(ΐ2) Κ * 6 μ(ΐ32) ( ΐ ) = δ μ(23) 3 e J * y(l23) 6 v J(l32) ( t ) € J' 
lt = « B e 6 K * ä y ( l 3 2 ) ( t ) = 6 y ( 1 3 2 ) 6 s € J ( 2 - 9 . ) - u ( 1 2 3 ) 6 u ( 1 3 2 ) ( t ) e J . 
Therefore y ( l 2 3 ) 6 p { l 3 2 ) ( t ) e J i f t 6 J,,. 
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(Ъ) у e V(J0) because y(t) = χ[μ( 123)ÍU( i32)(t )] (a) 0 f o r ^ 1 
e J0 (cf. 1.3. and 1.6.) 
(c)y(Z^-Y1Y2) = xy(l23)6u(l32)(Z^-YlY2) 
^(«Sî'^VVs' 
XU/1^4[(Z,,+Z0,)¿-(Y1+Y0+2Z10)YJ 
'(123)II<,13™23  - ^ Г ^ ^ і г ^ з ' 
>2 
• ^
Z?2-ï1Y2+Z?3-YlV2(Z12Z13-Y1Z23)1 ^ 0· 
According to prop. 2.10 there exists В = (В.,...(B ) such that у = i(B). 
Let A = V(123jdV(132j(B) = (B1 ,Β^Β^,-^,Β^,... .Bj then we have 
i(A) = iv( ^ з ^ ^з^В = y ( 1 2 3 )iv ( l 3 2 )i(B) = 
=
 ^123)1{Г(132А123)^{132)(К) = X ( c f· UU' ^ ^ 7^ 
theorem 2.13.x e V(J) and χ ¿ (дГ. .. ) for some 1 < _ i < j < k < _ n i f 
and only if there exists an irreducible element A in M(2,k) such 
that i(A) = x. 
proof : 
(1) Assume χ € V(J)-V(ûf. .. ). Define σ € S Ъу σ = (3k)(2j)(li) then 
ij κ η 
σ (l)=i,o~(2)=j and σ~ (з) = k whatever i,j and k may be. Put 
у = μ (χ) then у e V(J)-V(Af ) because: 
(a) If t € J then μ _1(t) e J and y(t) = χμ _1(t) = 0. So у £ V(J) 
a 
(Ъ) у E ν(ΔΓ123) = V(fl23,W123,Z12-YlY2,Zl3-Y1Y3,Z23-Y2Y3) iff 
x e
 ^ijk^jk^-Vj'^ -Vk'^ k-Yk) • «"uJ-
Using prop. 2.12. у = і(В) for some В £ M(2,k)n. 
Let А = ν .(В) then i(A) = і\Г , (В) = μ" ,μ (χ) = χ. Notice that A 
-ι -ι —ι a 
σ a a 
is irreducible because i(A) £ V(Af.. ) (cf. II.1.6. and the proof of 
1J κ 
II.2.3.) 
(2) Suppose that A € M(2,k) is irreducible and let χ = i(A). 
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Because J e ker α (1.10), x(t) = i(A)(t) = A(a(t)) = 0 for all t € J 
(cf. 1.1.10). Therefore χ € V(J). Now A is irreducible so 
χ = i(A) Í V(Af. ., ) for some 1 <_ i < j <k<_n (cf. II.2.3). 
IJK 
Recapitulating: 
In theorem 2.5. we have shown: if χ € V(J) and χ 6 V(Af. . ) for 
all 1 ^ _ i < j < k f _ n then there exists A such that i(A) = x. Combining 
this with the theorem up here we obtain: if χ E V(J) then χ = i(A) for 
some A € M(2,k) . Applying lemma 2.1. it then follows: 
ker α = /J 
In order to prove J = /J we want to use the following lemma 
lemma 2.ΐί. Let J = (f.,...,f) Ъе an ideal in k[T ,...,T ] such that 
/J is a prime ideal. Let ρ Ъе the dimension of the variety 
k[T Τ J / 
Spec '/J. Let J' denote "the Jacobimatrix belonging to J", 






Suppose there exists a closed point у in V(J) c= к such that 
rank J'(y) = m-p. Then J = /J. 
proof: 
Suppose J / /J. Then there exists g € k[T ,...,Τ ] satisfying g ί J 
2 k[Tn,...,Tm]/
 1 m 
and g e J. Put Ζ = Spec 'J; Ζ is an irreducible k-scheme 
but not reduced, y corresponds to a closed point y of Z. Since 
rank J'(y) = m-p, Ζ is smooth at y. In particular Ö — is an integral 
¿»У 
domain [8], so it certainly contains no nilpotents (Φ 0). 
ktT^-.-.Tj / 
Now g = g+J € /J induces an element γ in Ö —. γ ^  0 
because if γ = 0, g vanishes in a neighbourhood of y; but then g 
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vanishes everywhere on Ζ because of the irreducibility of Z. So g = 0 
or equivalently g € J. Contradiction. 
2 ? 
On the other hand γ = 0 , because g € J, and therefore γ is a 
nilpotent element of 0„ —. Contradiction. 
z,y 
С У 
lemma 2.15· Y = Spec R ъ Sp e c //J is an irreducible variety of 
dimension Un-3. 
•proof: Because /J = ker α is prime, Y is an irreducible variety. The 
morphism φ : X •+ Y induced by the inclusion R c= R is a dominant mor-
phism of varieties. Say r = dim X - dim Y = hn - dim Y. There exists 
a nonempty open subset U in Y such that - for all y€U-(j> (y) is 
a nonempty "pure" r-dimensional set, i.e., all its components have 
the dimension r [8]. 
Now Y„ is a nonempty open subset of Y, Y is irreducible, so 
U Π Y / φ, i.e., there exists y € Y such that φ (y) is pure r-dimen-
D О 
sional. Since φ (у) is the orbit of a closed point χ corresponding to 
an irreducible element A of M(2,k) , we get: 
r = dim Ф~1(у) = dim G(x) = dim G - dim S(x) = U-1 = 3 (cf.II.3.2). 
Hence dim Y = ltn-r = l;n-3. 
theorem 2.іб. J = /J = ker a. 
proof: 
Let J' be the matrix (with coefficients in Σ) defined by: 
τι _ (§1. it 6t £t 6t St. Ü il ^ 
Ux.'"6x 6Y.•••«Y δζ •"όζ , sw, •••fiw
 0 - ) 
4
 1 η 1 η 12 n-1,n 123 η^,η-Ι,η' 
where t runs through the generators of J given in 1.8. According to 
lemma 2.1'» J = /J if we can find a closed point y € V(J) such that 
rank J'(y) = m-dim Y = Ζ η + φ + φ - ^ η - Β ) = (^) + 1{η-2) (n-З). 
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L e t
 y - ^ s ;>.75<? ί · ^ ^ - ^ s » • ( o ^ 1 · 0 o ) v i t h 
y(Z 1 2) = 1. We claim that rank J'iy) = (")+5(n-2)(n-3). 
Since rank J'U) <_ (*)+1(τι-2)(τι-3) for all ζ € V(J), we only 
have to show that rank J'iy) >. (^)+Ha-2)(n-3). 
(1) Since X. (1 <_ i <_ η) does not occur in the generators of J given 
At 
in 1.8, we certainly have τττ = 0 whenever t is such a generator. 
i 
г г 
(2) -ξξ ітт(і1,...,іб) = ^ γ πΐίΐ^.,.,ΐ ) = 0 for all 1 <_ i <_ η. 
i i 
•J77 тгк(і,,... -i,.) = δ.. π(Ζ. . Ζ. . -Ζ. . Ζ. . ); only one coordinate 
«i 1' 5 ii, γι, igij i2i5 ізіи 
of у is different zero, so уіттт тгк( i, ,... ,i_) ) = 0 (δ., is the 
δΥ. 1 5 il, 
Kronecker-delta). 
%7 irhti,,!.,ΐ,,ί|ι)=δ.. [ιτ(Υ. Z. . -Z. . Z. . )]+δ.. [π(Υ. Ζ. . -Ζ. . Ζ. . ) 6 Yi 1 2 3 1+ iig ι 3 ι,ι^ 1,13 г3±к х^ ^ 1,1ц і,і2 ^ і ^ 
and 
І ^ irg(i , і 2 , і . i u ) € k[w г.п-і.п 1 ' s o w e h a v e 
ι 
y(gY w h ( i , , i 2 , i ,1^)) = y ( — i r g ( i , , i 2 , i , і ц ) ) = 0. 
i i 
f r w f í i i i )=δ. M - Z ? . +Y. Y. ) ] + δ . . [π(-Ζ? . +Y. Y- )] + 
6 Y i 1 2 3 " 1 з l2 ' 3 " 2 з ' l 1Ъ 
+ « . . [π(-Ζ? . +Υ. Y. ) ] . 
ι ι 3 i , ^ ι, ι 2 
Therefore : y ( — irf ( i , f i 2 » i 3 ) ) = 0 i f {1,2} Φ { i , , ^ , ^ } and 
^ i r f d . S . k ) ) 1 » - « ^ . 
(3) Let 1 <_ i < j <_ n. 
X г t 
j ^ i i f ( i , , i 2 , i ) , — i i k ( i , , . . . , i ) and -^ itmd, , . . . , ig) only contain 
i j i j i j 
"mixed" t e r m s , i . e . . t e r m s of form Ζ Ζ or Υ Ζ . 
pq r s ρ qr 
Hence y(^2 π ί ( ί , , ΐ 2 , ΐ , ) ) = y ( ^ - ітк( i , , . . . . і ^ ) = у ( — mnCi,, . . . , ig) = 0. 
i j i j i j 
A A 
•££ irg(i , . . . , i , ) a n d — тгі(і , . , . , ί ) are elements of 
i j i j 
k [ W 1 2 3 W n - 2 ' n - 1 , n ] · 
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Therefore y{j^ irgU.,,... .i^)) = y(·^· irl(i1,... .ij)) = 0. 
ij ij 
If {i,j} ^  {і^іц}, j£ πΗ(ί1,ϊ2,ί ,іц) only contains mixed terms (or 
ij 6 . . . . 
equals zero) and if {i,j} = {i-,іц} then jz 'iih(i1 ,ί^,ί ,іц) = 
Ρ
 iJ 
= π(-ZT . +Y. ϊ. ). 
З ^
 ι3 
Hence y(·^ ithd^ig.i ,іц)) =ƒ-! if {i1 ,i¡t}={i ,j} ала {i 2 Ji 3} = { 1 ,2} 
iò
 1 . 
IO in all other cases. (U) Let 1 < _ i < j < k < _ n . 
If t e {ïïf(i1,i2,i ),TTh(i1,...,ilt),Tk(i1,...,i ),irm(i1,...,ig)},— 
^ 6t i,'k 
Ъеіопдз to k[W,--,...,W . , ] and therefore у(ттт ) = 0. 1¿J n-¿)n-i,n ink 





(з) ^  ^ 3" 
all τ € S,. So, in computing the rank of J'íy)» we can restrict our-
selves to the elements vg{i^ .i2,i^>\) > ^ st і-2'^1 г^2'^ ' 1'g^3'í-\'i-2'íh 
and iigíi^,i^ii2,i^) where 1 <_ і^ < i2 < і^ < і^ ± п. 
If (i.,!-) J* (1,2), Ζ „ does not occur among these elements, so 
certainly not in their partial derivatives with respect to W. . . On 
ι JK 
the other hand, if (i..,i„) = (1,2), Ζ oc cuis only in ffg( 1,2,і^,іі ) 
and Trg(2,1 ,i ,і^). 
y(6W Tgd.2,1,,^)) 
ijk 
1 if (i,j,k) = (1,i .i^) 
,0 in other cases 
y(|^ тг
е
(2,1,і3,іц)) =|1 if (i,j,k) = (2,і3,іи) 
ijk \ 
lo in other cases. 
To conclude this computation notice that for all 3 £ p < q < r £ n : 
y ( — πΐ(ρ,ΐ,Γ,1,2)) = f 1 if (i,j,k) = (р.а.г) 
ijk 
0 if (i,j,k) ¿ (p,q,r) 
Collecting the results of (l), (2), (3) and (1*) we obtain in 
case η > 6: 
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/ 
J ' íy ) 
Λ 1 
α 2 β 
•e -θ 
-e о 
V β θ 
d e r i v a t i v e s of irf ( i . , i ? , i _ ) 
corresponding t o t h e p a r t i a l 
i t i  f 
1^ ' ^ ' S ' ^ I iih(i 
V тік(і1 . і ^ і д . і ^ . Ц ) 
Ι π ΐ ( ί 1 , ΐ 2 , ί 3 , ί ^ , ί 5 ) 
т г т ( і 1 , і 2 , і 3 , і 1 ; , і 5 , і 6 ) 
Hence rank J'iy) = rank ct. + rank ou + rank Í 1 
We know tha t Trf(i , i , i_) = πΓ(ί / . ч . і ( o ) ' ^ IriO Г о г a 1 1 τ e S 3 
( 2 . 8 . ) . Let f = n f O . a . p ) where 3 £ ρ £ n , then i t follows from (2) 
above t h a t 







(y) = rank (-1 ) = n - 2 . 
n-¿ 
OX ü ± 
wh(i1 , і 2 , і 3 , і ц ) = TThU^i , і 2 , і ц ) = Tth{i^,i2,i^,i^). In view of (3) 
the rank of α is fu l ly determined by the p a r t i a l d e r i v a t i v e s of t h e 
elements uh(p,1,2,q) with 3 £ ρ < q. ± n . Now 
y ( p r TThCp.l^.q)) = 
10 
So rank a 2 = ( 2 ). 
'-1 if (p,q) = (i,j) 
0 if (p,q) ^  (i,j) 
From (¡t) it follows that rank ( ) > rank ( „ ) where β^  corres-
\ali/ _ Vßl»/ 3 
ponds to the partial derivatives of irg( 1 ,2,p,q) and itg(2,l,p,q) with 
respect to W. . (3 £ ρ < q £ n) and β, to those of πΐ(ρ^,Γ,1 ,2) 
1J It ч 
( 3 £ p < q < r £ n ) . 
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Now notice that y ( — irlCp.q.r,! ,2) ) = 0 if i € {1,2} and. 
ijk 
y(|y TTgd.S.p.q)) = y(|^ wg(2,l,p5q)) = 0 if i Í {1,2}. 
ijk g ijk 
Hence rank f ] = rank ÉL + rank By· Furthermore it is easy to see 
that rank 8., = 2(n"2) and rank B^ = (n"2). 
We conclude: 
If η > 6, rank J'(y) 1 n-2+(n:2)+2(n:2) + (n-^ rr:)+Hn-2)(n-3). 2 ' ч 2 ' ч 3 3 
Because the mCi.,. .. ,i/-) play no part in the above computation the 
result is also true if η = 5· 
If η = 1* we have (")+i(n-2)(n-3) = 5. The ideal J contains 
a1 = πί(ΐ,2,3), a 2 = πΓ(ΐ,2,1*), a 3 = Tig( 1 .г.З,
1
*) , а^ = Tig(2,1 ,3,1») and 
a 5 = TthO,1,2,1»). 
Hence 
/' fia áa iSa 
rank J' (y)>_ 
5Y3 i ï u 6z3k «w13l| iw23l| 
i a i 5 a i A Л і о о о с Л 
y ) = r a n k 
δ a,. Sa,. 6a δα^ 5a 
^ 3 i» зі» 131» г з у 
0 - 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
ν 0 0 - 1 0 0 
F i n a l l y i f η = 3 , ( _ ) + s ( n - 2 ) ( n - 3 ) = 1 and J i s g e n e r a t e d Ъу 
f = π Γ ( ΐ , 2 , 3 ) ; r a n k J > ( y ) = r a n k ( y ( | f ) y ( f f ) y ( | f ) ) = г а л к ( θ 0 -1 
δ Υ1 ί Υ2 6 Y3 
QED 
corollary 2.17. <$J = J. 
proof: 
t € J •* t £ ker α •* a6(t) = da(t) = 0 (cf. 1 .7. ) -• 6t £ ker a = J. 




 is the smooth part of Υ (η >_ 3). 
о 
In view of III, §2 we restrict ourselves to the cases η >^  h. 
г 
Furthermore we know Y = Spec /J = V(J) because J = ker α (§2). Putting 
it this way, we also have Y-Yg = V(R) с V(J) (cf. 2.1» and 2.5) where 









•Y.Z.. j ík 
-Υ, Ζ. . 
к ij J 
r
( l < . i < j < k £ n ) 
In the proof of lemma 2. h we have shown that π ( Ζ. . Ζ, . -Ζ Ζ ) € /R r
 ij kl pq rs 
whenever {p,<i,r,s} = {i,j,k,l}. 
theorem 3.1. If y € Y-Ya then Y is not smooth at y. 
о 
proof: 
Let у = (x1,...,xn;y1,...,yn;z ,...,z 1 n;0 0) e V(R). Let J be 
the Jacobi matrix belonging to J, i.e., 
τ _ f Ü 6 fit il Ü it UI ü ^ 
\ 6X.'" 6X ÍY. '•· 5Y 6Z10"· SZ . SW.,,-"' 6W . . J 
x
 1 η 1 η 12 n-1,η 123 п-г.п-І.п' 
where t runs through the generators of J given in 1.8. 
Now: Y is not smooth at y iff rank J(y) < (^+Нп-гМп-З) [8]. 
We prove that -^ O i i l n ) , — ( 1 <. i <. n) and — ( 1 <. i < j <_ n) 
i i ij 
belong to /R if t e {ïïf(i1,i2,i3),Tg(il,...,ij|),Trh(i1,...,ilt), 
ітк(і1.... ,i^),wl(i1,... ,i ),ттт(і1,... ,ig)}· 
If this is proved we are ready because then it follows that 
галк J(y) = rank (^ . . . % \y) < (*) < (°)+i(n-2)(n-3) 
^
W123 eWn-2,n-1,n)'/ 3 3 
(remember η > k) 
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(i) -jrp = 0 for all t mentioned above. OX. 
ι 
( 2 ) i y r t i i - . i p , i J = δ · · [ π ( ϊ . Υ -Ζ? , ) ] + 6 . . [ π ( ϊ . Y. - z j . ) ]+ 6Υ. 1 2 3 и , ι 2 ι 3 ι 2 ι 3 ι ι 2 ι, ι 3 ι , ^ 
+ δ . . [π(Υ. Υ. -Ζ? . ) ] e R 
1 Ι 3 x, ι 2 1,12 
k^vvvV = - á i i 1 [ 7 t W i 0 i 4 ib ] e R 
1 ι 2 J ч 
f r w h C i , i . i , i , ) = - δ . . [π(Ζ Ζ -Υ Ζ . )] + 
δΥ. 1 2 3 4 l i g 1,13 131ц ι 3 ι , ι ^ 
- δ . . [ττ(ζ. . ζ . . - γ . ζ . . ) ] e R 
" 3 Н ^ Vi* "2 ^ Ч 
7 7 Ttk(i . i j = δ . . [ π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . ) ] € /R 
6 Y i 1 5 " ι V u V s ^ 1 ? ' з Ч 
•jy π ΐ ( ί 1 , . . . , і ) = jY т т ( і 1 , . . . , i g ) = О 
i i 
( 3 ) 777 π Γ ( ί , , ί „ , ί _ ) b e l o n g s t o t h e s u b i d e a l of R g e n e r a t e d by 
oZ. . 1 2 D 
10 
ΤΓ(Ζ. . Ζ. . -Υ. Ζ. . ) , i r(Z. . Ζ. . -Υ. Ζ. . ) and 
з з "3 2 ^ ^ з хг ^З 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . -Υ. Ζ. . ) . 
Vz '^з H з 
к . ^
1 ! · - ^ е k [ W 1 2 3 W
n
- 2 , n - 1 , n l c R · 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . -Y. ζ . . )eR 
1 2 1 з ь ^ ^ Ч 
τ ι (ζ . . ζ . . - Υ . ζ . . )eR 
^з
 г
г\ "2 ^ 1 ^ 
ττ(-ζ? . +γ. Y. )eR 
з '2 "з 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. . 
i f Ζ. .=ττΖ. . 
υ 1,13 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. . 
и 1,1ц 
i j 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . +Ζ. . Ζ. . - 2 Ζ . . Ζ. . )£/R i f Ζ . . ιτΖ. . 
1 , 1 ^ 1„1,. ! , ! „ Ι-,Ι,. 1.1,. 1„1., I J I g l ^ ι 3 Vi ; ^г Vi* ^
1 ! · з 




π ( Ζ . . ζ . , - Υ . ζ . )eR 
1 ^ 2 ι 2 ι 3 i 2 1 ^ 3 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. . 
U i 2 i u 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. 
i j 1 
i n a l l o t h e r c a s e s 
U 131,, 
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τ ( Ζ . . Ζ . 
Ζ. . ) € /R i f Ζ . . = π Ζ . 
^
1 ? Vi* Н Ч ' з ^ ' " 1 J ^ і ^ 
ττ(Ζ. . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . ) e /R i f Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
1,1ц ι 2 ι 5 i 2 i u 1,15 i j 1,13 
π(Ζ. . Ζ. . -Ζ. . Ζ. . ) e /R if Ζ..=πΖ. . 
з 5 " і ^ ' з 1 ? 1 J ' і 1 ^ 
π ( Ζ . 
Н ^ ^ Н з Vit 
77 тк(і i W T K - Z . . ζ. . +γ. ζ. . ) e R 
δΖ. . 1 5 ^ Ι , ^ ι , ι 5 ! , і З І 5 
ττ(ζ. . ζ . . - γ . ζ . . ) e R 
Ζ. . ) € /R i f Ζ. .=πΖ 
Η ^ V b "ι ' з Ч 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . -Υ. ζ . . ) e R 
V a ^ і ^ l i V s 
π ( - Ζ 4 . Z4 _. +Y. Z_. ,. ) € R 
О 
Н ^ "l1!* l1 VU 
i j ι , ι 5 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. . 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. . 
Ю ι 2 ι 5 
i f Ζ. .=πΖ. . 
и ізіц 
i f Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
10 ι 3 ι 5 
i n a l l o t h e r c a s e s 
I J 
ir(Z. . Z. . - Z . . Z. . 
V s ^б ^б V 5 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ . . - Ζ . . Ζ . . 
V s 'з 'б ^ ^ ^ ^ 
τ τ ( ζ . · Ζ . . - Ζ . . Ζ . . 
б ^
1 !* з б 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ . . - Ζ . . Ζ . . 
з 5 ^ 1 ? ^ Ч 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . 
б 5 ^ 1 ? б 
75- ™ і ( і , » · · · > i ¿ ) = \ ιτ(Ζ. · Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . 
6 z i j 1 б Ι ^ Ч ^ ^ ^ ^ V u 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ . . - Ζ . . Ζ . . 
Η
1 ? V u V u V i 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . 
V 5 б ^ Ч 5 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . 
^ ^ Ч 'б VU б 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ . . 
V u V 5 ' i ' s V s 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ . . 
б з ' і ^ б 
π ( Ζ . . Ζ. . - Ζ . . Ζ. . 
ι , ι 2 ι 3 ι 5 ι , ι 5 з 
) e Λ 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 
) e /R 














Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю i , ^ 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
ч Vu 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю 1,15 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
« б 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю і 2 і з 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю ι 2 ι 5 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю ι 2 ι 6 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю і з ^ 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
Ю ι 3 ι 5 
Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
10 ι 3 ι 6 




Ζ . . = π Ζ . . 
« б 
a l l o t h e r c a s e s 
QED. 
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lemma 3.2. Let f : Χ ·* Y Ъе a surjective morphism of k-schemes of 
finite type. Suppose X is smooth and f is a smooth morphism of rela­
tive dimension r = dim X - dim Y. Then Y is also smooth. 
proof: Let у Ъе a closed point of Y and χ a closed point of X such 
that f(x) = y. Because of the smoothness of f we have an exact sequence 





χ/,γ •> 0 (1) 
Therefore we also have the exact sequence of 0 -modules: 
0 - f*( f i Y) x - n X j X * n x / Y j X + 0 (2) 
Now f (Ω ) 2L Ω ν βΛ "ν • Tensor ing (2) over 0 with к (χ) (^  k) 
I x Y,y Uy Λ,Χ Λ,χ 
1
 >У 
we ohtain an exact sequence: 
ι jjf Л. у л . AfX A jX 





Furthermore (Ω β.·, 0 )β
Λ
 <(х) ^  fi 8, кг(у) and therefore we 
ï,y ^Y5y x»x У
Х ) Х ï,y о
У ) у 
ohtain the following exact sequence: 
0 + nY,y4 K ( y ) + Пх.хЧ K{x) * ΩΧ/Υ,χβΟ
γ
 κ ( χ )
 ^
 0 ( 3 ) 
і » У Λ , Χ л , χ 
Now Τ(Χ) -ν Hom, ,(Ω„ β,, к(х),к), so from (3) we deduce the exact 
χ
 —





9 0 к(х),к) ->• Τ(χ) χ -> Τ(Υ) -> 0 (U) 
Since X is smooth, dim T(x) = dim X. The dimension of 
Hom, (Ω . β, te (χ),к) equals the dimension of the tangent space of 
_1 Χ,χ 
f (у) at χ, which, in turn, equals r = dim X - dim Y, because f is 
smooth of relative dimension r. 
Using the exactness of (k) it follows that dim T(Y) = dim Y or equi-
valently, Y is smooth at y. 
TO 
We want to apply this lemma to φ ' : X -*• Y . 
о Ь 
Un 
Χ "χ« A is smooth, X 0 is an open subset of X S 
and hence X_ is smooth too. Since X < •X = Spec R 
S . s 
Y
s
 = ф'СХд), φ' : Xg + Yg is a sur-
Ί •! 
jective morphism. Y < •Y = Spec R 
φ, and also φ', is a morphism of 
finite type, for k c R c R , R i s a k-algebra of finite type and 
therefore R is a R -algebra of finite type. Hence φ' : Χ„ •+ Y_ is a 
surjective morphism of k-schemes of finite type. 
I claim that φ' is smooth of relative dimension 3. 
proposition 3.3. Ф : X -* Y is a flat morphism of finite type. 
proof: 
φ is a flat morphism iff R is a flat R -module. Using [10] we have: 
R = R„ 9 RG 
G 
The Reynoldsoperator E : R ->• R, i.e.,the projection on R , has 
the property: if χ e R , y e R then E(xy) = xE(y). 
In particular R„ is a RG-module. 
η 
Let M be a R -module. We have to show that M -»· R β „M is injective. 
But M + R β „M = (R β R.)» „M -*· M β (R„ β „M). The composition maps 
RG G RG . G RG 
m C M onto (m,0) and therefore M ·> R β „M is injective. 
RG 
corollary ЗЛ. Φ' : Χ ·*• Υ is a flat morphism of finite type. 
proof: 
Flatness is preserved under base changing 
P1 
and the adjacent diagram is commutative ^g H ^ XYYg *• X 




Finally we want to apply the following theorem (cf. [θ]): 
theorem. Let f : X •+ Y Ъе a morphism of finite type. Then f is smooth 
of relative dimension r = dim X - dim Y if and only if f is flat and 




 = dim X = Un, dim Y = dim Y = Un-3 (cf. 2.15) and 
о 5 
Φ' : Χ ->• Y is a flat morphism of finite type. If y is a closed point 
of Y_, its geometric fibre is isomorphic with PGl(2,k), so smooth of 
dimension 3. 






 is the smooth part of Υ (η >. 3). 
о 
proof: Yj, is smooth and an open subset of Y. Hence Y is smooth at the 
points of Y_. On the other hand Y is not smooth at the points outside 
Y
s
 (3.1). Therefore Y is the smooth part of Y. 
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Chapter V. The study of the singular locus of Y. 
SI. The dimension of Υ-Υ
σ
; Y-Y ^Jk*1 * A n. 
О О 
d e f i n i t i o n 1.1. Let A = k t X . , . . . , Χ ,Υ , . . . , Y ] Ъе the r ing of coord i­
n a t e s of t h e v a r i e t y A n x A n . Let ε : A n χ Δ η ->• X = Spec R Ъе t h e 
morphism induced Ъу t h e k-algebra homomorphism e* : R •+ A such t h a t , 
for a l l 1 <_ i _< η : 
**(XiiU) - XV ε * ( Χ . ; 2 2 ) = Y. and ε * ( Χ . . 1 2 ) = ε * ( Χ . ; 2 1 ) = 0. 
R e s t r i c t i n g ε t o the s e t s of closed po int s one obta ins a map from к 
t o M(n,k) 2 given by ( a 1 , . . . , o n , 0 1 , . . . , ß n ) и- ( ( " i ^ ) , . . . , ( " n ) ) . 
I n 
propos i t ion 1.2. φ ο ε : ¡Ρ? * АП •* Y maps A n χ ЖП onto Y-YQ. 
о 
proof: Let χ € Α χ A be a closed point corresponding to 
(a. о ,$.,...,& ) € к . Then ε(χ) corresponds to 





 )). Hence ε(χ) f. X
s





Let y € Y-Y- be a closed point. According to theorem 1.2.6. ф~ (y) 
о 
conta ins a (unique) closed o r b i t . Since y Í Y and Y- = φ(Χ
σ
) we con-
o о о 
elude from II.3.2. that it has to be the orbit of a closed point 
corresponding to a diagonalizable element of M(2,k)n. Hence ф~ (у) 
contains a closed point x' which corresponds to an element of the form 
(L·1 . ), ,(
Λ
η
 „ )). Let χ 6 A n χ An be the closed point belonging 
0 s1 0 ßn 
to (α.,...,α ,β ,...,B ), then obviously φε(χ) = у. 
From the proposition above it follows that there exists a surjec-
tive morphism ψ such that the diagram below commutes. 
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,, η ,, η ε 




Putting Y = Spec гІ1 and Υ-Υ
σ
 = Spec Σ/Ζβ (cf. the beginning of 
IV, §3), this corresponds to the commutativity of the following diagram: 




Explicitly we have: 
1.3: ψ*(Χ.+/Κ) = E*ä(X.+J) = ε*α(Χ.) = e*(TrX.) = X.+Y. (1<i<n) 
ψ*(Υ.+/β) = е*(2ТгХ?-(ТгХ.)2) = ( Х - ^ ) 2 (1<i<n) 
ψ*(Ζ..+/Κ) = E*(2TrX.X.-TrX.TrX.) = (X.-Y.)(X.-Y.) (l<i<j<n) 
ij -i-J -1 -л ι ι л л' - ^1-





proposition 1 .k. Υ-Υ
σ
 is irreducible and dim(Y-Y ) = 2n. 
proof: ψ : A n χ A n •+ Y-Yg is surjective, A n χ A n is irreducible and 
so Y-Y« is irreducible too. We claim that dim ψ (y) = 0 for all 
closed points у € Y-Yq- It then follows immediately that 
dimtY-Yj = dimA n χ Α η = 2n. 
ù 
Let χ and xf be closed points of Α χ A corresponding to 
(a ,...,α ,β ,... ,β ) and (al,...,α',0Î,...,β!) respectively. Then 
ι n i η ι η \ η 
ψ(χ) = ψ(χ·) iff i(("1 ° ),...,("η ° )) = i«"ì ° ) ("Α 0
α
, ) ) , which 
0 е1 - ^п 
by definition of i - is equivalent to 
0 β' 
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(1) α.+Β. = α!+Β! (1 <_ i < η) 
^ ( 2 ) ( a ^ ) 2 = (α\-Β[)2 ( l < i < n ) 
(3) α . α . + β . Β . = α'.αΐ+βίβΐ (1 < i < j < η) 
i j i j i j -*-J 
Now distinguish three cases: 
Case 1 :ct. = 8· for all 1 <_ i ± n. Then ( 1 ) implies a. = a! = 8· = β!, 
so χ = x'. 
Сазе 2: a 5* В for some ρ and a -Β = α'-β'. 
p p P P P P 
Since α +β = a ' + S ' and α -β = α ' - β ' ve have α = 0 ' and β_ = β ' . 
P P P P P P P P Ρ Ρ , Ρ Ρ 
From (1) and (З) it follows that (¿ g )("і) = (^  1 )(g|) for all i J p. 
τ , Ρ Ρ i αρ Ρ i 
Now ( _ ) i s i n v e r t i t i l e and t h e r e f o r e a . = a', and β. = β! for a l l i . 
α β l i l i 
Ρ Ρ 
i . e . , χ = χ ' . 
Case 3: ο # β for some ρ and α -β = - ( α ' - β 1 ) . 
Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ Ρ 
From (1) we deduce: α' = β and β' = α . Combining this with (3) we 
P P P P 
obtain С I )("i) = С I )(6j) if i 5* p. Hence a! - β., ο. = β', for 
α ρ p. a p a ' l i l i 
ρ ρ ι Ρ Ρ ι 
all i. 
α. O α о 
So we even proved that (( '
 0 ) (n
n
 )) and 
u p . u p 
a' 0 a' 0 ' n 
((-,'
 0 Ι) („
η
 .,)) have the same invariants iff 





which obviously implies that dim ψ" (у) = 0. QED. 
The proof of the proposition up here suggest to examine the 
question whether Y-Y„ is isomorphic withAn * An, the symmetric pro-
duct of A n with itself. Evidently A n * Jkn is a quotient for the 
natural action of S on A n χ A n. 
definition 1.5. Let В denote the subalgebra of A consisting of the 
elements f(X,,...,X ,Y,,...,Y ) such that 
ι η ι η 
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fix, Χ ,Υ, Y ) = f (Υ,,...,Υ .X-.-.-.X ). Clearly ΑΏ * Άη = Spec В. 
ι n i η ι n i η 
Notice that X^Y. € В ( 1 <. i < η) and (Xj-YjMx.-Y. ) 6 В 
(1 £ i i J i n)· Hence in view of 1.3 ve have ψ*(Σ//ΐ?) с В. In order 
to prove ψ ( //R) = В we need a lemma. 
lemma 1.6. Let S Ъе a commutative ring with an identity element in 
which 2 is a unit. Let r € IN, A. € M(2,S) f or 1 £ i <. r and A0 = I. 
Then TrA.....A can he written as a polynomial in the elements of the 
set 
V = {TrA.A.A, | i.j.k € {0,1,. ...r}} 
ι J к 
with coefficients in Z[J]. 
proof: Evidently TrA,...A = TrA. ...A. if (i,,...,i ) is deduced 
•^  I r і
ч
 i I r 1 r 
from (l,...,r) by cyclic permutation. By direct computation one 
verifies: 
If F(X1,X2,XJsTrX^^ -»TrX^ Xg-TrX^rX^-TrXgTrX^ -TrX TrX^g* 
•bTrX^rX TrX , then F(A,B,C) = 0 for a l l A,B,C £ M(2,S) (cf . I . § l ) . 
Now the lemma i s proved by induction with respect t o r us ing : I f r >_ 1+ 
and E = Αι,... A then 2TrA,.. .A 4 m 1 m 
II 
TrA1A2A E+TrA A1A E-(TrA^A1A E+TrAgA A1E)+TrA2A A1E+TrA A A E 
II 
F(A1A2,A3,E)-F(A3A1,A2,E)+F(A2A3,A1,E)+ 
+TrA TrA-A E-TrA TrA A E+TrA TrA A E+ 
+TrA A TrA-E-TrA A TrA E+TrA A TrA.E+ 
+TrE[TrA1A A -TrA TrA A +TrA TrA A -TrA.TrA A ]. 
proposition 1.7· The k-algebra В (defined in 1.5.) is generated by 
JO 
Obviously this implies В = \¡i*{l//R). 
t he elements X.+Y. and (X.-Y.)(X.-Y.) where 1 < i < n , 1 < j < n 1 1 1 1 J J _ _ > _ _ 
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proof: It is easy to see that f belongs to В iff f is a k-linear com-
a. a 0 8 β, 2 α α 
bination of terms of the type Χ, ...X1^. ...Y^X. ...X V ...Y n. 
1 η 1 n i n i η 
α, α β, ß Β-, ß "ι 
Now Χ,1...Χ "Υ,1...Υ η+Χ1
1
...Χ "Υ,. 1 η 1 η 1 η 1 




/Υ 0 /Λ, υ \α. /λ υ \α /ϊ υ νρ. /ΐ υ
 Nts 
Applying lemma 1.6 with S = A = к[Х,.,...|Х ,Υ.,.,.,Υ ] we can write 
such a term as a polynomial (with coefficients in k) in the following 
e l e m e n t s of В 
/X. 0 Д . О /л. и s / i . и \ 
а ) Т
 γ J = Т χ J = Xi+ Yi ( 1 ^ n ) 
N
 ι ι 
•Y. 0 w Y . 0 
=
 T V x.AoJ x.) = WY '-Y< ( 1 -^ η ' 1- j-n ) 
1' ' J ' x i / N J 7 
/X. 0 w Y . 0 s 
c )
 K b ' Y.XOJ χ J = xiYj+xjYi ( 1 ^ n ' 1 ü i n ) 
/Χ. 0 ν/Χ. 0 \ / ι . υ \ / ΐ . и \ 
^ 4 ο 1 YJ(OJ Υ.) = T V x.AoJ χ.) = Vj-i^j 
/Χ» 0 •Χ 0
 % /Υ, ο /Υ ο /Λ υ \ /Λ υ /I υ \ /ΐ и ч 




 , . . . , ( 0 η γ ) , ( 0 1 χ, '•••V χ )> 
We can d r o p t h e e l e m e n t s l i s t e d u n d e r d ) b e c a u s e i n g e n e r a l : 
2 T r ( a 0 ) ( C 0 ) ( e 0 ) = T r ( a 0 ) T r ( C 0 ) ( e 0 ) _ T r ( C 0 ) T r ( a 0 ) ( f 0 ) + v 0 Ъ м 0 d M 0 f' K0 b' K0 d M 0 f' K0 à' к0 Ъп0 e' 
+ T r ( e 0 ) T r ( a 0 ) ( C 0 ) . 
^0 f ^О Ъ м 0 d ' 
The proof can be finished by remarking that for all 1 ^_ i <_ η and 
1
 1 J 1 n : 
2(X.X.+Y.Y.) = (X.+Y.)(X.+Y.)+(X.-Y.)(X.-Y.) 
2(X.Y.+X.Y.) = (Χ.+Υ.)(Χ.+Υ.)-(Χ.-Υ·)(Χ.-Υ·) 
ι J J ι ι ι J J ι J- 0 0 
definition 1.8. The following corresponding diagrams are commutative, 
which defines η. 





• Y-Y. E//R 
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proof: From 1.3 and 1.7 it is clear that η is surjective. The injec-
tivity of η* remains to Ъе proved. 
From IV.2.5· we know that χ € V(R) iff there exists a diagonali-
zable element A in M(2,k) such that i(A) = x. Notice also that 
i ( ( 0 1 8 )>···' (0 η β ^  = (••VBi--i-'(cirei)2*-;--(ai"ßi)(aj"ßj)--;0'· 
1 n 
Now suppose g = g(..X...;..Y...;..Z....;..W....) € Σ and g+/R £ ker η* 
ι ι ij ijk 
Then g(..X.+Y...;..(X.-Y.)2..;..(X.-Y.)(X.-Y.)..;0,...,0) = 0. In view 
of the above remark this is equivalent to: i(A)(g) = 0 for all 
A € M(2,k)n of the form A = (("l
 & ),...,("п
 0 ))· But then i(A)(g) = 0 
n n 
for all diagonalizable elements A in M(2,k) . Hence x(g) = 0 for all 
χ € V(R). Because of the Nullstellensatz, this implies g e /R, so 
g+/R = 0. 
§2. The singular locus of A ntA n and Y-Y„. 
In prop. 1.7· we have shown that А П І»ІА П = Spec В where В is the 
subalgebra of A = k[X1 ,... ,X ,Y1,... ,Yn] generated Ъу X.+Y. (1 <_ i <_n) 
and (X.-Y.)(X.-Y.) (1 <_ i < j £ n). 
1 1 J J 
definition 2.1. Let A' = k[U.,,...,U ,V.,.. . ,V ] and 8 : A' * A the 
τ n τ n 
k-algebra isomorphism such that ß(U.) = X.-Y. and ß(V.) = X.+Y. 
(1 1 i 1 n). Let Β' = β" (В). Obviously В' is the subalgebra of A' 
generated by V. ( 1 <_ i <_ n) and U.U. ( 1 _< i <_ j <_ n). 
1 -'- J 
definition 2.2. Let Σ
η
 = k[.. .Z ],..•..·.. · We write Z. . = Z.. if 
0 ij IjiiUln ij oi 
i Ì. J· Define the k-algebra homomorphism θ : Σ. ->· k[U ,...,U ] by 
Θ(Ζ. .) = U.U.. 
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theorem 2.3· В ^  В' ъ k[V ,...,V ] Θ O/i where I is the (homogeneous) 
ideal of Σ generated Ъу the elements Z..Z^-Z. Z. (i,j,k,l e {1,...,n}). 
proof: Clearly we only have to show that Ι
η
 equals ker θ. 
Let ν : Fn"1 .*-p?n(n+1 Э-1 = p
ro
j j; Ъе defined Ъу 
vOi,,....^) = (^.....u^.u^ U.Uj \_,\)· 
ν is a Veronese mapping [12]. It is well-known that ν is an isomorphic 
embedding of Ρ in Ρ and that the Veronese variety v(T ) 
is determined Ъу the аЪо е ideal I . Hence ker θ = /l . 
We now apply lemma IV.2.11*. in order to prove I = /l . 
Well, /l is a prime ideal in ΐ ; dim(Spec 0/^I
n
) = dim(An*An)-n = η 
E 
Ъесаизе /i. = ker θ and В ^  k[V ,...,V ] β 0/V.sr θ. Let у Ъе the 
element of V(l ) с
 k5
n( n + 1)
 s u c h t h a t y(z11) = 1 and y(Z..) = 0 if 






галкГ ^ g 1 к ^ ) ( у ) = rank( " g 1 l ^ )(у) = η-Ι + ί»:1) = φ . 
4
 pq. ' ч pq /1<i<j<.n 
Therefore IQ = /i . 




is isomorphic with A n. 
proof: Since v(P ~ ) is isomorphic to the smooth variety Ρ , 0 is 
Ζ Ζ 
the only singular point of Spec 0/l
n
· Now Α η*Α π ^ Α π χ Spec 0/I 
(2.3) and therefore, the singular locus of An*An is isomorphic withAn. 
remark: If L denotes the singular locus of Y-Y and φ : X -»• Y is as 
usual, it is easy to see that the closed points of ф~ (L) correspond 
to the reducible elements (A ,...,A ) in M(2,k)n such that each A. 
has just one eigenvalue. 
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Chapter VI. The moduli problem. 
S1. A coarse moduli space. 
The concepts of the first part of this thesis can Ъе generalized 
as follows. Suppose we have on a variety S a vector bundle of rank 2. 
Intuitively this is a family of 2-dimensional vector spaces over к 
parametrized Ъу the variety S. Suppose also an η-tuple (A. A ) of 
endomorphisms of this vector bundle is given, which on each fibre 
corresponds to an element of M(2,k) • Is it possible to classify this 
type of algebraic objects up to isomorphisms? Before answering a 
question one must know the meaning of the words used in its formulation. 
Varieties are as always reduced, separated k-schemes of finite 
type. The algebraic counterpart of a bundle on a variety (S,0 ) is a 
о 
locally free sheaf of 0 -modules of finite rank. The algebraic objects 
о 
we study are given in: 
definition 1.1. An algebraic family of η-tuples of endomorphisms on a 
variety S, in short a family on S, is an object of the form 
(E;A.. A ), E being a locally free sheaf of 0 -modules of rank 2 
and A. an endomorphism of E for all 1 <_ i <_ η. Two such families 
(E;A..,...,A ) and (E1 ;A',. .. ,Α') are said to be equivalent, denoted by 
(E;A.,...,A ) Ό (E1;A',...,Α'), if and only if there exists an isomor-
phism Τ : E' •+• E such that Τ Α.Τ = A! for all i. The equivalence class 
of (E;A.,.. . ,A ) is denoted by cl(E;A..,. .. ,Α ). 
If f : X -* Y is a morphism of varieties and (E;A. ,...,A ) is a 
family on Y, then (f E;f A.,...,f A ) is a family on X. Evidently this 
ΘΟ 
pull-Ъаск of a family on Y respects the equivalence-type of it. 
definition 1.2. For all varieties S we define F(S) to Ъе the set of 
equivalence classes of families on S. Denoting the category of 
varieties Ъу Var, in this way we obtain a contravariant functor F 
from Var to Ens (the category of sets). 
remark: F(Spec k) Ξ {C1(A,,...,A )|(A1 A ) € M(2,k)n} (cf. II.1.1.) 
ι η 1 η 
The question we started with, can now Ъе sharpened into asking: 
Is it possible to classify the contravariant functor F : Var -» Ens? 
The only mystification left is the meaning of the word "classify" in 
this context. The strongest possible meaning of it is given in the 
following definition. 
definition 1.3. The contravariant functor F : Var -*• Ens is represen-
table iff there exists a variety M and an isomorphism Φ : г -»• Ъ of 
contravariant functors, where h^ : Var -»· Ens is defined by 
I L / S ) = Hom(S,M). In this case the pair (Μ,φ) is called a fine moduli 
space for the algebraic families of η-tuples of endomorphisms. 
A weaker form of classifying F is given by: 
definition 1.1t. A coarse moduli space for the families in question is 
a pair (Μ,Φ) consisting of a variety M and a morphism of functors 
Φ : F -> K. fulfilling two conditions: 
(1) Ф(3рес к) : F(Spec к) -> Hom(Spec k,M) Ξ M is bijective. 
(2) The universal property: for each variety N and each morphism 
of functors Ψ : F ->· h^ there is a unique morphism f : M -»• Ν 
such that the diagram 
Hom( ,f) 
Ъ.. is commutative. 
Nov the ultimate version of our question is: Does there exist a 
fine or a coarse moduli space for our functor F? 
Notice that hoth types of moduli spaces are unique up to isomorphism, 
if they exist at all. A fine moduli space is obviously a coarse moduli 
space, so it is natural to first search for a coarse moduli space. If 
it exists and F is representahle it must he a fine moduli space too. 
In I, §1 we defined X = Spec R, R = k[X ,...,X ] and an action of 
G = Spec S on X. On the variety X we have a standard family 
(ÖV;X1S...>X ) where X. now represents the endomorphism of 0 with 
A 1 η 1 X 
/X. „, X. 
matrix ( i ; 1 1 i ; 1 2i £ Μ(2,Γ(Χ,0
ν
)) = M(2,R) 
Xi;21 Xi;22 
о 
Hence we have a standard element of F(x) namely cl(Ö ;X ,...,X ). 
Now suppose M is a variety and Φ : F -*· h is a morphism of functors. 
о 
Then cl(0 ;X,,...,X ) £ F(X) gives us a morphism Φ : X • M defined Ъу 
φ = Ф(х)[с1(0£;Х X Л-
А 1 "Tl 
proposition 1.5· This φ : Χ -* Μ is constant on the orbits of closed 
points of X under the action of G on X. 
proof: Let χ € X Ъе a closed point corresponding to (A.,...,A )£M(2,k) 




k-algebra homomorphism α : R -*• к with α (X. ) = a. and α 
i;pq i;pq 
induces a morphism α : Spec к -*• X. 
F(o) : F(X) -> F(Spec k) and F(a) [сі(0^;Х.,.. . ,X ) ] = clU^A. A ). 
л 1 —n ι η 
Now suppose x' is a closed point in the orbit of x. Say x' corres­
ponds to (Ύ~\^Ί!,...,'ΐ~\ Τ) with Τ £ Gl(2,k). 
(Τ- Α.Τ,.,.,Τ" Α Τ) gives rise to a morphism 6 : Spec к ->• X. We have: 
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F(X) * (X ) ->· Hom(X,M) 
F(a) F(ß) Va) 
F ( S p e C k )
 Φ (Spec к)' H o m ( S P e c k . M ) 
F(ß)[cl(0^;X1 X j ] = cl(k2;T ^ T Τ"1Α
η
Τ) = cl(k2;A1 A j 
Now, in view of the conimutativity 
of the adjacent diagrams - corres­





=Ф(Зрес k)F(o)[cl(0^;X1 4 ) ] 
=Ф(8рес k)[cl(k2;A1 A n)] 
=Ф(5рес \и)Г(В)[с1(0^;Х^ Xjl 
= h^ßWxHcMO2;^,.. . .Xj] 
= Φ(χ·). 
definition 1.6. Let С denote the set of morphisms from X to M being 
constant on the orbits of closed points of X. Let ΗοιηίΡ,Κ.) Ъе the 
set of morphisms of functors F -+• К.. Define the map V : Hom(F,hM) ·+ С 
Ъу (Ф) = Ф(х)[с1(02;Х1 Хд)]-
propos i t ion 1.7. The map V i s b i j e c t i v e . 
proof: (1) Let Φ,Φ' e HomCF.K.) such t h a t Ф = Ф', i . e . , 
φ = Ф(х)[с1(0 2 ;Х 1 Χ )] = ФЧхНсіЦО^Х. Χ )] 
A — 1 - η л —\ —η 
Let S be a variety and cl(E;A ,...,A ) 6 F(S). 
Say f = *(S)[cl(E;A1 A n)] and f' = Φ' (S) [cl(E;A1 ,.. . . A j ] . 
We have to show that f = f' e Hom(S,M). 
Since E is a locally free sheaf of 0 -modules of rank 2, there 
о 
is an affine open covering {U } _T of S such that E|u 2: 0.. . Choosing 
а 
a basis in Elu we can identify A.lu with a matrix 
1
 α ι ' о 
а а 
p i ; ! ! аі;12^
 1 і е г е аа ( 0 ) 
\ а а } i ; p q α ' S' 
a i ; 2 1 a i ; 2 2 
V e > 
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Because Hom(U ,X) ^  Hom, , (R,r(U ,ö„)) we get a morphism 
α
 —
 K-alg α ь 
e : U -* X determinedЪу the k-algebra homomorphism e : R -·• Г(и ,0„) 
α α α α Ь 
such that e (Χ. ) 
α i;pq 




2 *, (Elu ;A, |U .....A lu ) is equivalent to (e 0-,e X1,...,e*X ) for all 
4
 ' о 1' α ' η' α ч α Χ ο—Ι α-η 
α £ 1. Now f = f' if and only if flu = f'lu for all α € I. Notice 
* 'a 'a 










-• Hom(U ,M) 
Hom(X,M) 







 • V e a ) , ( X ) I c l ( ^ J î l V ] 
• *(Utt)F(ea)[cl(ö2;X1 3^)] 
- . ( U ^ I c K e ^ e ^ , . . . . « ^ ) ] 
= Ф(и ) [ C I ( E | U J A J U , . . . , A |U )] 
a ' a' 1' о ' η1 a 
= flu . 1
 a 
Analogously: фе = f ' | U . Hence f | u = f ' l u for a l l а € I . 
(2) Let φ £ С. We s h a l l define a morphism of functors Φ : F -»• Iv. such 
t h a t (Ф) = φ. 
Let S be a variety and cl(E;A,,...,A ) £ F(S). Let {U } _T be an 
ι η α afcl 
о 
open covering of S such that E|u ^ 0.. . Choose a basis in E|u and 
а 
construct a morphism e : U -»• X just as in (l). Define g : U •+ M 
а а а а 
ЪУ в„ 
о e . Since φ is constant on the orbits of closed points of 
X and since e only depends on the choice of a basis in E|u , it is 
clear that фе (χ) = фе (χ) for all closed points χ in U D U (a,0 € I), 
01 ρ O p 
8h 
Therefore there exists g £ Hom(S,M) such that g|u = g for all α € I. 
Define Ф(Б)[cltEjA.,...,A )] = g. Notice that g is independent of the 
various choices we made. Hence Ф(Б) : F(s) •* hM(s) is a well-defined 
map for each variety S. 
Next we show that Φ e HomíF.hj.). Let τ : Τ -> S Ъе a morphism of 
varieties. Then we have to prove the commutativity of the diagram 
F(S) ^1 • Hom(S,M) 
F(T) y x ) 
F(T) ΪίΞ2 ^ Hom(T,M) 
Let ξ = cl(E;A1 A ) e F(s). Put g = Φ(3)ξ : S -»• M. Let {IO Ъе 
ρ _ 1 
an open covering of S such that Elu ^ ÖTT . Then {τ U } ^ T is an 
-1 α 
open covering of Τ such that τ*Ε|τ U ^ Ö^ . Since k, is a sheaf 
τ~ U 
α 
it is sufficient to prove that [φ(Τ)Ρ(τ )ζ] \ T ~ 1 U = [h^-rMsk] | τ" U 
for all α £ I. 
Choo se a hasis (λ-,λ«) of E|u which enables us to identify 
A.|U with a matrix (a? ) € M(2,r(U ,0-,)). Let e : U ->• X Ъе the 
ι a i;pq. P>q. α S α α 
morphism determined Ъу the k-algehra homomorphism e : R -»• Г(и ,0 ) 
satisfying e (Χ. ) 
a
4
 i;pq' ì. . Then g U = φ o e . Hence the following i;pq D | a a 
diagram is commutative (defining τ') 
Therefore [ΐ^(τ)φ(3)ξ]|τ~1υ = [g ο τ]|τ Ч = φ о e о χ'. 
Now choose (χ λ ,χ λ ) as a basis of τ E|X U ; identify χ A.|x U 
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with a matrix (Ъ? ) € Μ(2,Γ(τ"1υ ,O
m
)) and define ε : τ"1υ -»• Χ 
Ό . -1 . 
Ъу means of the corresponding k-algebra homomorphism e : R -*• Γ(τ U ,0 1 
such that ε (X. ) = Ъ. 
α i;pq. i;pq 
Since [Φ(Τ)Ρ(τ)ξ]|τ"1υ = [Ф(Т)сі(т*Е;т*А1,...>τ*Αη)]|τ"1υ = φ ο ε 
and ε = ε ο τ', φ(Τ)Ρ(τ)ζ and 1ι
Μ
(τ)φ(3)ξ coincide on τ" U . 
Finally Ф(Х)с1(0^;Х1....,Χ^) = φ in view of the definition of Φ(Χ). 
Now suppose (Μ,φ) is a coarse moduli space for F. Let φ = (Ф). 
The universal property can Ъе translated, Ъу means of the аЪо е 
proposition, into: for each variety N and morphism ψ : X •+ Ν, constant 
on the orbits of closed points, there exists a unique morphism 
f : M •+ N such that ψ = f о φ. Looking Ъаск at the definition of the 
quotient of X by G (cf. 1.2.3.) this implies: 
proposition 1.8. Let M Ъе a variety and Φ : F -*• К. a morphism of 
functors. Then (Μ,φ) is a coarse moduli space iff ф(3рес к) is bijec-
tive and (М, Ф) is a quotient of X Ъу G. 
But quotients of X Ъу G are unique up to isomorphism. We already 
ri 
have a quotient, namely (Υ,φ) where Y = Spec R and φ : X •+ Y is 
induced Ъу R c-> R. Let Φ : F -* h Ъе the morphism of functors satis-
fying $(X)[cl(Ö ;X ,.,.,Χ )] = φ. Then we can conclude: if there 
exists a coarse moduli space for F, (Υ,Φ) is a coarse moduli space 
too. Now, does it happen that (Υ,Φ) is a coarse moduli space? Well, 
the only thing left to verify is the bijectivity of ф(3рес к). Trans­
lated in terms of φ : X -»• Y this means that for each closed point 
y € Υ, φ (y) has to Ъе an orbit. Unfortunately this is not the case, 
as we already have seen in the introduction of this thesis. So our 
functor F has no coarse moduli space, let alone a fine moduli space. 
Θ6 
Inspired Ъу the way ve obtained this totally negative result, we 
hope to get more success if we restrict the class of objects, i.e., if 
we look at a subfunctor of F defined in a suitable way. First we give 
some general observations and definitions. 
(i) Let (S,0 ) be a variety, U an open subset of S and f £ Г(и,0 ). 
ь ь 
For each closed point χ € U the image of f under 
r{lJ
'
0s) * 0s,x * ös>x/ax = к ( х ) г к 
will be denoted by f(χ) (the value of f at x). 
(ii) Let E be a locally free sheaf of 0 -modules of rank 2, A € End E 
о 
and χ a closed point of S. Then there is an open neighbourhood U of χ 
such that E|u ^  0... We can represent A|U by a matrix ( ,) with 
entries in r(U,Ö„) (depending on the choice of a basis in E|u). We 
define A(x) € M(2,k) to be ( , ·. , •.). We can cover S by open sets 
2 {U } ,.,. such that E U ъ (λ. . Choosing a basis in each E U we can 
α α€Ι ' a — U 'a 
a/a Ъ \ 
identify АІи with a matrix ( α , α] where a ,b ,c ,d e Г(и ,0„). 
'a Vc d/ a' a' a' o a S x
 a a' 
Since a +d is independent of the choice of this basis, there exists 
an element, denoted TrA, in Г(3,0„) such that (TrA)|u = a +d for all 
S 'α α α 
o e i . In this way we get a map Tr : End E -*• Γ(3,0 ). 
definition 1.9. Let E be a locally free sheaf of 0 -modules of rank 2 on 
a variety S. Let A.,... ,A € End E. Then (A..,...,A ) is said to be 
irreducible iff (A.(x),...,A (x)) € M(2,k)n is irreducible for all 
closed points χ € S. 
remark 1.10. In view of II, §1 we have: 
(A1,A2) irreducible « [TrA^-TrU A ) ](x) ?ί 0 for all closed points 
x G S. If η > 3: (A A ) irreducible *» for all closed points χ £ S 
—
 ι η 
there exist i,j and к with 1<i<j<k<n such that (Α. (χ),Α.(χ) ,Α, (χ)) is 
Θ7 
irreducible *» for all closed points χ € S there exist 1<i<j<k;<n such 
that the value at χ of at least one of the elements TrA.A.-Tr(A.A. ) , 
ι J ι 0 
T r A ^ - T r U . A , ) 2 , TrA^Af-TrtA.A. ) 2 and TrA.A.A -TrA.A A. of r(S,0) l i t í k J k J ^ i j ^ i k j ь 
is different from zero. 
definition 1.11. Let G : Var -> Ens be the subfunctor of F such that 
6(S) = {cl(E;A1>...,An)|(A1 A j irreducible}. 
Notice that G indeed is a subfunctor of F. This follows from the 
above remark and the fact that, if f : S -* Τ is a morphism of varieties, 
E is a locally free sheaf of (^-modules of rank 2 and A G End E, 
(Trf*A)(x) = (TrA)(f(x)) for all closed points χ of S. 
From the first part of this thesis and the discussion above it 
follows that we expect Y to be a coarse moduli space for G. Well let 
b 
us prove it. 
We had с ! ^ ; ^ ,... ,2^) € F(X). The morphism φ : X ->· Y determines 
a morphism of functors Φ : F -»• Ь
у
 such that φ = ф(Х)[сі(0 ;X ,. . . ,Χ )]. 
Explicitly: if S is a variety and cl(E;A.. ,... ,A ) 6 F(s), then 
ι η 
Φ(3)[cl(E;A ,...,A )] is the morphism from S to Y determined by the 
Τ ^j с 
k-algebra homomorphism /j •*• R ·* Г(3,0 ) where 
о 
X.+J »• TrA. (l<i<n) 
< 
Y.+J Η- 2TrA?-(TrA.)2 (l<i<n) 
ι i l 
Z..+J и- 2TrA.A.-TrA.TrA. (l<i<j<n) 
W. .,+J в- TrA.A.A, -TrA.A, A. (l<i<j<k<n) 
4 ijk i j k i k j _ J _ ' 
If cl(E;A1 ,...,A ) e G(S), (Α^.-.,Α ) is irreducible and there­
fore the morphism ííSjfclíEsA.,...,A )] maps S into Y . So we have a 
morphism of functors Φ' : G ->• h Y such that the diagram Ъеіо commutes. 
S 
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Let ζ = cl(0| ^ ^g.-.-.^IXg). Then ξ € С(Хд) F 
and Ф,(Хд)(С) = Φ' : Хд ^  Yg-
If Μ is a variety and Ψ : G •* h^ 
is a morphism of functors, again it is easy to see that ΨίΧςίίξ) : X_ ->• M 
is constant on the orbits of closed points of Χ„ under the action of G 
on Xg (cf. 1.5. ). Since (Уд.ф') is a quotient of X Ъу G, it follows 
that (Υ_,Φ') has the universal property (cf.l.U.). But moreover, we 
о 
know t h a t (Υο,φ*) i s a geometric quot ient of X_ by G (cf. I , §2). This 
Ь о 
especially implies that (ф') (у) is an orbit for each closed point 
у € Y_, from which, in turn, it follows that 
Φ'(Spec к) : G(Spec к) ->• Hom(Spec k,Y_) is bijective. So we have proved: 
theorem 1.12. (Υ ,Φ') is a coarse moduli space for the functor G. 
It is natural to ask whether (Υ^,Φ') is a fine moduli space for 
G, i.e., whether Φ' : G -»• h
v
 is an isomorphism of functors. The answer 
S 
is no. Take for instance a variety S with a non-trivial invertible 
0 -module L on it. Then Φ'(S)[cl(E;A ..,A )]=φ·(s)[οΐ(Εβί;Α.β1,...,Α βΐ)], 
ο Τ η І П 
Hence Φ'(S) is not injective for Εβί. is certainly not isomorphic to E. 
So the best result for G is a coarse moduli space. 
52. The case η = 2; the introduction of roots; the sheafification of 
a functor. 
In order to understand what keeps G off from being representable, 
we indicate the results attained by Dekkers in the case η = 2 (cf. [2]), 
Y = A 5 = Spec k[Xl,X2,Y1,Y2,Zl2]; Yg = J ^ - V U ^ - Y ^ ) . 
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G : Var -»• Ens such that G(s) = {cl(E;A1 ,A2) | (A1 ,A2) irreducible}. 
Φ' : G •+ Ъ
у
 is the morphism of functors such that, for each variety 
S 
S and each сі{Е;А^,А ) £ G(S),Φ'(S)[cl(E;A1,A )] is the morphism 





A necessary (and sufficient) condition for Ф' to be an epimorphism 
of functors is the existence of an element η € G(YC) such that 
Φ'(Υ
σ
)(η) = id . Dekkers has shown that η does not exist. But he 
S YS 
showed more: in proving that (Υ ,Φ1) is a coarse moduli space he 
о 
defines a twofold covering M of Y G as follows: M is the subvariety of 
JA6 = Spec k[X1,X2,YllY2,Z12,R] defined Ъу M = V Í R ^ Z ^ - Y ^ ) )- (н). 
The canonical projection Spec k[X1 ,Χ^Υ-, ,Y2,Z12,R]-*Spec k[X1 ,X SY 1 ,Y2,Z12] 
induces the projection ρ : M •*• Y
n
. 
proposition 2.1. There exists Ç- £ G(M) such that Φι(Μ)(ζ
η
) = ρ (cf. 
[2]). 
proof: For convenience of the reader we repeat Dekker's proof using 
the notations of this thesis. 
Let U1 = (Е
2
-(г 2 2-У^ 2))- (гі2-К) Π V(R) and 
U 2 = V(R
2
-(Z22-Y1Y2))-V(Z12+R) Π V(R). 
Then U. and U are open subsets of M and M = U U U . Define two 
elements of M(2,r(U ,0 )) as follows: 
4-1 
J' 
A] = ^ X 1 1 ) and Aj - l( X2 4 ^ - \ 
4 Y1 X1 4 Z 1 2 - R X 2 
And also two elements of Μ(2,Γ(υ ,0 )): 
A 2 - ΐΓΐ " Λ and A 2 - Y 2 . Z 1 2
+ H \ A1 - ^ J and A 2 - < Y 2( Z i 2 +R)-1 X 2 J 
Define Τ € Gl(2,r(U. П U0,Ö,,)) to be Τ = ( 1 J . 1
 2 M V) l/ 
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The pair (Α.,Α ) represents an irreducible pair of endomorphisms of 
ûl. (i = 1 ' 2 ) · 
i 
Using Τ as a morphism of transition we construct a sheaf E- of 
0 -modules, which is obviously the sum of (λ. and a line bundle, such 
that E is free of rank 2 on U and U (cf. [?]). Now on U1 П U we 
have (ΤΑ^,ΤΑ^Τ" 1) = (A^.Ag), so the pairs (AJ.A^) and (Α^,Α^) 
induce an irreducible pair of endomorphisms of E , say (Α.,A-). 
Defining ξ = cl(E ;A ,A ) one easily verifies Φ'(Μ)ξ = p. 
Now notice that it was possible to define ξ € G(M) because of 
the existence of a regular function R £ Γ(Μ,(λ.) such that 
M 
R2 = Z^-Y^g = 1+Тг(А1А2)
2
-І4ТгА2А2 (cf. III. 1.3.) If we "include" in 
our functor such a root we may possibly get a representable one. 
definition 2.2. Let S be a variety. Then P(S) denotes the set of equi­
valence classes of objects of the form (E;A..,A2;r) where 
(1) E is a locally free sheaf of Ö_-modules of rank 2, 
Ò 
(2) A- and A- are endomorphisms of E, and 
(3) r € r(S,Os) such that r2 = ItTrU^^-l+TrA^A2 and r(x) / 0 




 ;A'.A^r') » (E;A1,A2) ^  (E^A^.A^) and r = r' 
«• r - r' and there exists an isomorphism 
Τ : E' І E such that (Α' ,Α' Μ τ ' ^ Τ , τ ' ^ Τ ) . 
The equivalence class of (E;A ,Α ;r) is denoted by cltE^.,A ;r). 
If f : S * Τ is a morphism of varieties and cl(E;A ,A ;r) £ Ρ(Τ) it is 
clear that cl(f E ^ A ^ ^ A ;f*r) belongs to P(s). In this way we get 
a functor Ρ : Var •* Ens. 
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The morphism Φ' : 6 ->• h Y can be extended as follovs: 
S 
definition 2.3. Φ : Ρ -*• 11, is the morphism of functors such that 
Ф(3)[сі(Е;А1,А ;r)] is the element of Нот(3,М) deduced from the 
k-algebra homomorphism k[X1 ,X2,Y1 .ïg.Z ,R] •* r(S,Ös) satisfying: 
Χ. H. TrA. 
ι ι 
Y. »- 2TrA?-(TrA.)2 
1 1 1 
Ζ ρ м- 2TrA A -TrA TrA 
R >+ r 
If we include the element R of іЧМ.С^) in ξ 0 € G(M), we get 
ζ = cl(E ;A ,A ;R) € Р(М) and obviously we have ф(М)с = idj^ . 
proposition 2.b. Φ : Ρ ->• ÏL, is an epimorphism, 
proof: Let S be a variety and a £ Hom(S,M). Then we have the commuta-
tive diagram: P(S) ττ^τ—+• HomíS.M) 
Ρ(σ) σ 
Ρ(Μ) ». Hom(M,M) 
Ф(М) 
Hence φ(3)Ρ(σ)ς = σ φ(Μ)ξ = a*(i<Lj = σ and therefore φ(3) is surjec-
tive. 
However on the basis of the same argument as in the case of 
Ф
1
 : 6 •+ h , we see that Φ : Ρ •*• h^ is still not a monomorphism. 
Obviously the requirement of the existence of a global isomorphism 
Τ : E' •+ Б in our definition of equivalence is the fundamental obstruc­
tion. This presumption is even strengthened by the following theorem, 
due to Dekkers (given here without proof; cf. [2]): 
theorem 2.5. If ς,ς· e P(S) and Ф(3)С = ϊ ^ ζ ' ζ HomfS.M), then there 
exists an open covering {U } ,._ of S such that çlu = ξ' U in P(U ) r ь
 α α€Ι 'α 'α α 
for all α e I. 
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We now use [1] in order to construct a new functor Ρ , deduced 
from Ρ in a canonical way, which will appear to Ъе representable. 
Let X Ъе a variety and h„ : Var -> Ens where h (S) = Hom(S,K). 
Then the functor h Y has the following well-known properties: 
л 
(a) Given a variety S, an open covering {U } _ of S and two elements 
s,t € Hom(S,X) such that slu = tlu for all a € I, then s = t. 
(h) Given a variety S, an open covering {U } pT of S and for each 
α € I an element s £ Hom(U ,X) such that s |u П U. = s j u П U 0 
for all α,β £ I, then there exists a (unique) morphism s £ Hom(S,X) 
with slu = s for all α € I. 
α α 
In other words: if we restrict the functor h to the category of 
the open subsets of a variety S we get a sheaf of sets on S. 
definition 2.6. A contravariant functor F : Var •+ Ens is called a 
sheaf iff the restriction of F to the category of the open subsets of 
a variety S is a sheaf of sets for all S. 
remark: In this sense h is a sheaf. So, in order to be representable, 
a functor must necessarily be a sheaf. 
definition 2.7. The sheafification of a contravariant functor. 
Let F : Var -»• Ens be a contravariant functor. Then there existí a sheaf 
F : Var •+ Ens and a morphism of functors ω : F -> F satisfying the 
universal property: 




t : F -* G there exists a unique morphism Ψ : F ->- G such that 
У
а
 ο ω = Ψ. 
i-a . 
г is called the associated sheaf of F. 
When ξ € F(U), χ € U, we denote by ξ the germ of ξ at χ with respect 
to the Zariski topology. 
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Explicitly: 
( 1 ) An element of F (s) can Ъе represented Ъу {(U ,ξ )} __ where 
{U } is a Zariski-open covering of S, Ça e F(U ) for all о € I and 




' α β χ χ 
(2) {(U ,ζα)} ,_
τ
 and {(V.,nß)}OCT represent the same element of Fa(s) 
iff να ε i, e e j vx e υ η иДс а = nß]. 
a ß χ χ 
(3) If ξ 6 F(S) then ω(ξ) is the element of Fa(S) represented by (S,Ç). 
(U) Ψ : F -* 6 as ahove; ξ ε Fa(S) represented Ъу {(U »ξα)}
αει
· 
Then Ψ(υ )ζα £ G(U ) for all α ε I. Since ζα = ξβ for all χ ε U П U0 
α α χ χ α β 
we also have (ψ(υ )ξα) = (Ttujï8) if χ € U П U0. However 6 is a 
α χ ρ χ α ρ 
sheaf and therefore there is л ε G(s) such that n|u = Ψ(υ )Ça for 
all α ε I. Now 4'a(S)Ç is defined to Ъе this n. 
Returning to the situation of definition 2.3 and using the fact 
that h M is a sheaf we see that there exists a unique morphism of 
functors Φ such that we get a commutative diagram 
Φ 
proposition 2.8. Φ : Ρ -*• h^ is an isomorphism of functors. In other 
words: (М,Ф ) is a fine moduli space for the functor V : Var -»• Ens. 
proof: We already know that Φ : Ρ -* II, is an epimorphism (2.h.) 
Because of the commutativity of the diagram аЪо е, Φ is also an epi­
morphism. The injectivity of Φ (S) : Ρ (S) -+ Hom(S,M) for an arbitrary 
variety S has to Ъе proved yet. 
9b 
Let η , η ' € P a ( s ) Ъе represented Ъу {(U ,η α )} and {(V , ' η 0 ) } 
αεί 
' e e j 
respectively and suppose Фа(з)л = Φ (S)n'. We claim η = η', i.e., 
να e ι, β e J vx e и n ν. In* = 'njh. 
Ol ρ Χ Χ 
n
a






α(υ n v j • Hom(U П .,М) 
Ct ρ а р 









Hence [ · * ( 8 ) η ] | ^ = Ф а (и
а
 П V ^ t n ] ^ П Vß) 
α В 
= φ
Ε (υ П . М и Π V 0 )(n |U Π й ) 
α ρ α ρ α ρ 
= Φ(υ
α
 η V ß ) (n a |U a Π
 в
) 
S i m i l a r l y we have [Φ ( S ) n ' ] υ ην =*(uanvß)('nß|üanvB). 
α β 





 and 'ηα|υ П
 л
, such that their image under ф(и П V.) is 1
 α ß ' a ß a ß 
the same. In virtue of theorem 2.5 there exists an open covering 





 for all χ e U П V.. 
x x α β 
QED. 
The generalisation of this process, carried out in the case of 
an arbitrary n, is as follows: Starting with the functor G : Var -* Ens 
(cf. 1.11.) we first define a new functor Ρ : Var -»· Ens Ъу "including 
enough roots", then we take the associated sheaf Ρ of Ρ and show that 
Ρ is representable. 
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§3. The functor Ρ; the variety M; the reduction theorem. 
From now on we restrict ourselves to the cases η >_ 3. 
We have G : Var -> Ens such that 
G(S) = {cl(E;A1 A )|(A ,...,A ) irreducible} (1.11) 
In view of the definition of irreducibility and II, §1 we have the 
following equivalences: (A,,...,A ) irreducible *» for all closed points 
1 η 
χ € S, (АЛх),. .. ,Α (χ)) is irreducible « for all closed points χ € S 
there exists i,j and к with 1 < _ i < j < k £ n such that 
(Α·(χ),Α.ίχ)»A, (χ)) is irreducible » for all closed points χ С S there 
exist 1 < _ i < j < k < _ n such that at least one of the following pairs 
is irreducible: (A^x) ,A. (x) ), (A^x) ,Α^χ)), (A.(x) ,Ak(x) ) and 
(Ai(x),Ai(x)+Aj(x)+Ak(x)). 
Now, if we include "roots" which measure the irreducibility of 
this pairs we may hope to have "enough" roots. 
definition 3.1. We look at "families of irreducible η-tuples of endo-
morphisms equiped with enough roots", in short rigid families. A rigid 
family on a variety S is an object of the following form: 
( E ; A 1 ' · · · ' V r l , 2 " · * ' rij ' · · · 'rn-1 ,n;r1 ,2,3' · · · 'rijk' · · · ·Γη-2,η-1 .J 
where 
(1) E is a locally free sheaf of CL-modules of rank 2. 
(2) A. € End E for all 1 <_ i <_ η and (A , ...,Α ) is irreducible. 
(3) г.. £ r(S,0
o
) for all 1<i<j<n such that r?. = l»Tr(A.A. )2-UTrA?A?, and 
r. .. £ r(S,0 ) for all 1<i<j<k<n such that ijk S — -
r?.. = l»Tr[A.(A.+A.+A, )]2-ltTrA?(A.+A.+A, ) 2 . ijk ι ι j к ι ι j к 
remark: From II.1.3 it follows : if χ e S is a closed point then 
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г..(χ) φ О » (Α.(χ),А.(х)) is irreducible. 
r. . (χ) Φ 0 ** (A.(x),A.(x)+A.(x)+A (χ)) is irreducible. ijk ι ι j A 
definition 3.2. Two rigid families (E;A ,... ,A ;.. .r ;.. .r. ..... ) 
—~———~^——^— ι η ij IJK 
and (E' ;A! .... ,Α' ;.. .r! ....;.. .r! ..... ) on a variety S are said to 
'1 η ij ijk 
Ъе equivalent iff (a) There exists an isomorphism Τ : E •* E' such 
that Τ - A!T = A. for all 1<i<n. 
i i 
(Ъ) r! . = r. . (l<i<j<n) and r! ., = r. ., ( 1<i<j<k<n) ij ij - - іо^ i0 k - " -
(Notice that (a) already implies (r!.) = г.. and (r! . ) " = r. .. ). 
ij io 10*^  10^ 
cl(E:A.>...,A ;...r ;...r.., ...) denotes the equivalence class. 
'1 ' n' io iok 
If f : Τ -* S is a morphism of varieties and 
(EjA. ,... ,A ;.. .r ;.. .r. ..... ) is a rigid family on S, the pull-
• η io і о ^ 
back ( f * E ; f * A . . . . . ,f*A ; . . . f*r ; . . . f * r . . . . . . ) i s obviously a 
1' ' n' io ijk J 
rigid family on T. This pull-back respects the given equivalence 
relation. So we get: 
definition 3.3. Ρ : Var ->· Ens is the contravariant functor such that, 
for each variety S, P(s) is the set of equivalence classes of rigid 
families on S. 
Our aim is to prove the representability of the associated sheaf 
Ρ : Var •* Ens. The variety M, which will appear to be a fine moduli 
space for the functor Ρ is defined in 3.** and 3.5. 
definition 3.1*. Let M be the polynomial ring in 2n+2( )+2( ) = τη(η +5) 
indeterminates X. (l<i<n), Y. (l<i<n), Z. . (lj<i<j<n), W. . ( 1<_i<j<k<n), 
i ι io ij^ 
R. . ( 1<ϊ<ό<η) and R. ., ( 1<i<ó<k<n). Hence M = E[...R ,...R. . . . . . ] . 
10 _ 10k - - Ю ijk 
In Σ we have the ideal J (IV.1.8). Define the ideal J- in M to be 
JQ = JM+R- where R- is the ideal of M generated by 
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R?.-(Z?.-Y.Y.) (I<i<j<n) 
ij ij ι J _ _ 
R^-ÍZ^.-Y.Y.+Z?, -Y.Y.+2Z. .Z.-2Y.Z., ) (l<i<j<k<n) ijk ij ι j ik ι к ij ik ι jk — — 
For each 1 < i < η < к < η, В. ., is the ideal in M generated Ъу R. ., 
— — ijk ij 
R , R and R . . Finally 8 = Г В . 
l k J k l j k 0





definition 3.5. M is the siibvariety of Spec M = Jw defined Ъу 
M = V(J )-V(B ). 8 denotes the inclusion M c+ Spec M. For each 
1 < i < j < к < η, M. ., = V(J„)-V(B. ., ) с M. The M. ., are open sub-
—
 0
 — ' ijk 0 ijk ijk 
varieties of M and M = UM. ., . 
ijk 
Suppose S is a variety and cliEjA.,...,A ;...r. ·...;...r.....)€P(S) 
ι η 1J 1J К 
Then we have a morphism S •> Spec M, d e t e r m i n e d Ъу t h e k - a l g e h r a homomor-
phism M •* Г (S,Од) s u c h t h a t : 
' ' χ . н· TrA. 
ι ι 
Υ. и- 2TrA?-(TrA. ) 2 
ι i l 
- , Ζ . , h- 2TrA.A.-TrA.TrA. 3 . 6 ; i j ι j ι j 
W. ., H- TrA.A.A -TrA.A, A. i j k ι j к ι к j 
R. . и· r . . 
i j i J 
R. ., H- r . ., 
^ i j k i j k 
I n t h i s way we o ^ a i n a morphism of f u n c t o r s Ψ : Ρ -*• h„ ,,. 
Spec M 
proposition 3.7. If S is a variety and ξ С P(s) then the image of 
ψ(3)ς is contained in M. 
proof: Let ξ = cl(E;A. ,... ,Α ;. . .r ;. . .r. ., . . . ) and let χ € S Ъе a 
•^  1 η ij ijk 
closed point. Then [ψ(5)ς](χ) is the closed point of Spec M correspon­
ding to y = (i(A (χ),...,A (x));...r .(χ)...;...r.. (χ)... ) where 
Ι η 1J 1J К 
i(A (x),...,A (x)) are the invariants of (A^{x),...,A (x)) (cf. 1.1.9). 
y € V(JM) hecause i(A (x),...>An(x)) e V(J). 
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y € ν(Κ-) because in general: 
¡+[Тг(АВ)2-ТгА2В2] = [2ТгАВ-ТгАТгВ]2-[2ТгА2-(ТгА)2][2ТгВ2-(ТгВ)2]. 
Therefore y £ V(J0). From the remarks in the heginning of this section 
it follows that there exist i,j and к such that у ? V(B.. ). Particu-
ijk 
larly у t V(80) = nv(B i j k) and у € M = V(J0)-V(B0). 
definition 3.8. In virtue of the above proposition we have a morphism 
of functors Φ : Ρ -»· 11. such that Ρ • Чд commutes. 
Spec M 
The functor Ρ has some interesting subfunctors. 
definition 3.9. For all 1 < _ i < j < k < _ n , P. . : Var -> Ens is the 
Bubfunctor of Ρ such that 
Р..
к
(3) = (οΚΕΐΑ,.....^;...^....!...^...) € Ρ(3)|(Α.,Α. V 
irreducible}. 
Notice that P.., is indeed a subfunctor of P, i.e., if f : X •+ Y 
ijk 
is a morphism of varieties and η e P.. (Y) then the pull-back P(f)η 
IJK 
belongs to P. ..(X). 
ι JK 
proposition 3.10. Let S be a variety and ξ G P(S). Then ξ e P. ..(S) 
1J л 
iff [Φ(8)ξ](3) с M. ... 
IJK 
proof: Let ζ = clCEjA,,...,A ;...r ;...r. . ...) £ P(S). Then we 
l n IJ IJK 
have: 
ξ € P. .. (S) «* (Α.,Α.,Α, ) is irreducible ijk i' j' к 
« for all closed points xES, (Α. (χ) ,Α.(χ) ,Α, (x) ) is irreducible 
·* for all closed points x€S at least one of the elements of 
the set {r. .(x) ,r. .(x) ,r.. (x) ,r. .. (x)} is different from zero 
1J 1J JK IJK 
« [*(S)Ç](S) с M i j k = VÍJoJ-VÍR.-.R^.R^.R.^). 
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corollary 3· Π · There is a morphism of functors Φ. . : P. ., •* \ . 
ijk ijfc M i j k 
defined by the commutative diagram 
Φ 
P
 — + \ ί t t 
Pijk-r—»-Ьм.. 
Φ. ·. -i ik ijk 1'JK 
We want to show that Ф а : P a •*· II. is an isomorphism. From 3.11 
we get a commutative diagram 
pa І — * »'M 
P a . 
i jk Φ?. ••·• ··, 
0
 i jk i jk 
^ . 
The significance of the subfunctora P. .. will Ъе clear when 
ι JK 
looking at the following general theorems (3.12 and 3.1^). 
theorem 3.12. Let F : Var -*• Ens Ъе a representable sheaf; Φ : F -> h
v
. 
Suppose Y is a subvariety of Χ, α : Y<* X the inclusion, and 6 is a 
subfunctor of F such that the following condition holds: 
(*) If ξ £ F(S) then ς e G(S) » [Ф(8)С](3) С Y. 
Then G is also representable (by Y). 
proof: Let λ : G«*· F. Because of (*) we have a morphism of functors 
V : G -*· hy such that the diagram below commutes. 
F І-^У^ 








 e F(Y)· I claim: η 0 e 6(Y) and Ч(Ч)% = i-à {from which it 
follows immediately that Ψ is an epimorphism). 
Well, in view of the commutativity of the adjacent diagram we have: 
Φ(Υ)
ν
Φ(Υ)Ρ(α)ς0=α*Φ(Χ)ς0=α*(ί*χ)=α. ρ ( χ ) Φ(Χ) f ^ ^ 
Hence [φ(Υ)η
Λ
](Υ)=α(Υ)=Υ and thus 
0
 Fíe.) 
Л 0 £ G(Y). 
г. · ν.·
 F(Y) ТТЛ »• Hom(Y,X) 
а^ : by -*• h is a monomorphism and Φ(Υ; 
α
+
ψ(Υ)η0= Φ(Υ)η0 = α = а,(іау), so Ψ(Υ)η0 = idy. 
У is also a monomorphism, for suppose ζ,ζ' £ 6(S) such that 




Ψ(3)ξ'. Hence Φ(3)λ(3)ξ = Φ(3)λ(3)ξ'. 
Since Ф(3) is hijective and X(S) is injective, it follows that ζ = ξ'. 
corollary 3· 13· If Φ : Ρ -»• 11. is an isomorphism, then 
Φ. .. : P. . -»• 11. is an isomorphism for all 1 <_i < j < k £ n . 
1 J
 ijk 
proof: We only have to check the condition (*). Let ω : Ρ •+• P a Ъе the 
canonical morphism. Let ξ € Ρ (S) he represented by {(U ,ξ )} ^ T, i.e., 
α a t J. {U } _T i s an open covering of S and ξ € P(U ) for a l l а £ I . 
α e t t i r e
 а 
[ Ф а ( 8 К ] ( 3 ) с м . . . » а е і : [ Ф а ( 3 ) с ] ( и ) с M. .. 
i j k α i j k 
» а е і : [ Ф а ( и ) ( ξ | υ )](U ) <= M. ., 
α о α i j k 
» а е і : [ ф а ( и )ω(υ )Ça](U ) с M. ., 
α α α i j k 
« ое і : [ф(и )Ça](U ) с M. .. 
α α i j k 
» VaÉI :ξ α € P. ..(U ) (in view of prop. 3.10) 
IJK Qt 
The converse of corollary 3.13 is also true as is shown hy the 
following theorem and its corollary. 
theorem 3.1U. The reduction theorem. 
Let F : Var -* Ens Ъе a sheaf, X a variety and Φ : F ·+ h Y a morphism 
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of functors. Let {Х.}.^
т
 Ъе ал open covering of X and a. : X. '-»• X the 
ι iti 1 1 
inclusion map. For each i £ I let F. : Var •* Ens be a subsheaf of F 






 ο Φ.. Suppose that the following condition holds true for 
all i E I: If ξ e F(S) then ζ £ TAs) iff [Φ(5)ξ](3) с X^ ^ (*). 
Then we have: Φ is ал isomorphism « Φ . is an isomorphism for all i € I. 
proof: 
(>*) Evident in view of th.3.12. 
(*) We first prove that Φ is a monomorphism. 
Well, let S be a variety and ξ,η e F(S) such that Φ(3)ξ = φ(8)η = f. 
Let S. = f" (Χ.) and β. : S. ^  S. Since {X.}.^T is an open covering 1 1 1 1 ι iti 
of X, {S.}.pT is an open covering of S. 
ç|si = Ρ(β.)ξ e F(s i). 
Φ(3.)(ξ|3.) = 8?Φ(3)ς = ß?(f) = f ο β. e Hom(S.,X). 
I l l ι ι ι 
Since (f о ß.)(S.) с X. it follows from (*) that çls. 6 F.(S.). 
1 1 ι ' 1 1 1 
Analogously we have r\\s. = Ρ(β.)η ε F.(S.). 
Using the commutativity of the F(S) ^ * Hom(S,X) 
adjacent diagram we have: 
β?Φ(3)ξ=Φ(3.)(ξ|5.)=α. Φ.(3.)(ξ|3.). 
1 1 ' 1 1* 1 1 ' 1 
And also β.φ(3)η=α. Φ.(S.)(nls.). 
1 1* 1 1 1 













morphism and Φ. is an isomorphism. F.(S.) — •.Hom(S.,X.) 
Hence ξ|3. = n|s. € F(S.) for all 
1
 1 ' 1 1 
i € I, from which it follows that ξ = η, F being a sheaf. 
In order that Φ : F -»• h is an epimorphism we have to show 
the existence of an element ζ in F(x) such that Φ(Χ)ζ = idY. Since 
Φ. : F. •+ h„ is an isomorphism there exists η. € F.(X.) such that 
ι ι X. I l l 
ι 
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Φ.(Χ.)η. = icL· . Put ξ. = λ.(Χ.)τι. e F(X.) . 
I l l Λ. 1 1 1 1 ι 
For a l l i , j e Ι , ξ . | Χ . Π Χ. € F(X. П X.) and: 
Φ(Χ. η χ.)(ζ.|χ. η χ.) = Φ(Χ η χ.)λ.(χ. η x.)[n.|x. η Χ.J 
1 J l l J 1 J -L Χ J Í J . J 
= а .
Л
( Х . П Х . ) [ л 1 | Х 1 П Х . ] = 
=
 a i * [ i d x J x i n x j ] " 
the composition of Χ. Π X. X. and X. 
ι ι 
Similarly: Ф(Х. П Χ.)(ξ.|χ. П Χ.) = the composition of X. П X.«-*- X.«4- X. 
I J J J - J ^ - J J 
Therefore ф(Х. П Χ.)(ξ.|Χ. П Χ.) = φ(Χ. П X.)(Ç.|X. Π Χ.) for all 
1 J l l J 1 J J l J 
i , j e ι. 
Hence ξ. |Χ· Π Χ. = ξ· |Χ· П Χ. because Φ i s a monomorphism. 
I l J J ι J 
Now F is a sheaf, {X.}.pT is ал open covering of X and ζ. € F(X.) 
for all i € I such that Vi,j € I : ξ.|Χ. П X. = ξ.|Χ. Π X.. Therefore 
1 1 J J 1 J 
there exists ζ € F(X) such that ξ|χ. = ζ. = λ.(Χ.)η. for all i € I. ι 'ι
Using the commutativity of the adjacent 
ι ι ι
diagram we get, for all i € I: 
[Ф(Х)С]|Х
І











= α. Φ.(Χ.)η. 
ι* ι ι ι 
-
e i . ( i V 
•
 i d
x l x i " 














II X., this implies φ(Χ)ς = id . 
i€I ' * 
corollary 3.15. Φ : Ρ -> 11, is an isomorphism iff Φ. .. : P. .. -»· K, 
ijk 
is an isomorphism for all l £ i < j < k £ n . 
Now suppose that p, q_ and r are fixed integers and 1<p<q<r<n. 
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We carry out another reduction on Φ : Ρ 
subfunctors of Ρ Ъу: pqr 
a i(S)={cl(E;A1 Aii 
a2(S)={cl(E;A1 An 





11. . Define four 
pqr 
1J 
.r... ...)eP (S)|(A ,Α ) irreducible} 
ijk pqr4 " v p' q 
.г..,...)€? (S)I(A ,A ) irreducible} ijk pqr " p' r 
.r... . ..)eP (S)|(A ,A ) irreducible} 
ijk pqr q r 
.r... ...)eP (S)|(A ,A +A +A ) irr.} 
ijk pqr' " ρ' p q r 
Let Ν- <= M be the open subvarieties defined by N. = V(J )-V(R ). 
ι pqr " 1 U pq 
N
2 = < - < ·
 N 3 = ^^-^v5 ^ ^= ^ o ^ * ^ · 
Then M = Ν, U N 0 U Ν, U Ν, . For all 1 < i < h and ζ € P (S) we pqr 1 2 3 ** — — pqr 
h a V e :
 ξ €2.(8) -[•pqr(S)C](S)c:Hi. 
Hence there exist morphisms Φ. : Q. •*• lu such that the diagram 
i 
РОГ 





cofflBUtes for all 1 £ i <_ U. 
Reasoning in the same way as above and using again the reduction 
theorem one gets : 
proposition З.іб. Φ is an isomorphism « Φ. is an isomorphism 
(1 < i < it). 
Now Q.iQ- and 0-, viewed as subfunctors of P,are of the same 
type. Q, is another type of subfunctor. Forgetting the various sub-
functors we defined so far we sum up the whole process of reduction 
carried out in this section. 
definition 3.17· For all 1 <_ i < j <_ η let 0. . : Var •*• Ens be the 
IO1* 
subfunctor of Ρ defined Ъу : 
Q i j(S)={cl(E;A 1,... ,A n;.. .r.j. .. ;.. . г ^ к . . . )eP(s) | (A^A^. ) irreducible}. 
For all 1 < i < j < k < _ n Q · · . : Var •*• Ens is the subfunctor of Ρ such 
that3i.k(sMcl(E;A1,...,An;...ri....;...ri.k...)eP(S)|(Ai,Ai+A.+Ak) 
irreducible}. 
Define N. . = V(J.)-V(R. J C M ( 1 < i < j < n) i j 0 i j - -
^i'Vi = V ( J 0 ) " V ( R i j k ) < = M ( 1 i i * J < к <. n) 
Let Ф. · : 0.. . •*• K, a n d *· ·, : "· ·ι "*• ^Чт Ъе the morphisms of 
и -ij \ 0 Uk ~xjk ^ 'N. . k 
functors defined by the commutative diagrams: 
Ν Γ '"Ν I t t i 
Sij Φ.. > hN.. ^ i j k T — ^ \ . . 
J
 ij ij ijk. ijk 
Combining corollary 3.15 and proposition 3.16 we have proved: 
theorem 3.18. Φ : P a -> 11. is an isomorphism if and only if 
Φ. . : Q.. . ->· I L and Φ. . : Q. . •*• VL are isomorphisms for all ij iJ н
і < 5 I J K ajk íl i j k 
1 <_ i < j <_ η and l £ i < j < k < _ n r e s p e c t i v e l y . 
5it. Φ. • and Φ. . are monomorphisms. 
lemma lt. 1. Let F : Var ->· Ens be a contravariant functor, X a variety 
and θ : F -»• h Y a morphism of functors satisfying, for each variety S, 
the condition: r I f η,η' € F(S) such that θ(3)η = θ(3)η', then there 
( * ) • exists an open covering {U } of S such that 
η|υ = η'|U È F(U ) for all α € I. 
Then θ : F ->· h is a monomorphism. 
proof: Let S be a variety and ξ,ζ' € Fa(S) such that а(з)С = θ a(s)ς , 
We may assume that ζ and ζ' are represented by {(U ,εα)} _. and 




 respectively. We have to show ξ = ξ', i.e., 
va,ße i v x e u a n u ß [ς« = · φ . 
Well, take α,β 6 I. Let ω : F -> F Ъе the canonical morphism. 




·• Hom(U ,X) 




)ξ01 = θ ( υ
α
) ς α . 
Analogously: [ea(s)ç']|u = e(u )'ςα. 
Since θ8'(3)ξ = θ8'(3)ξ' it follows that θ(υ )ςα = θ(υ ),ζα. Using con­
dition (*) there exists an open covering {W } of U such that 
ξ |w = 'ξ |w for all γ, so certainly ξ 
Υ Υ χ 
.r
a 






 for all χ £ U HU.. Therefore ζ™ = 'ξ for all χ £ U П U
n
. 
χ χ α S x Χ α β 
Looking hack at §2 we have the following situation: 
P2 : Var ->- Ens is defined Ъу P2(S) = {cl(E;A1 ,А2;г) | (A1 ,A2) irreducihle} 
M2 = V(R
2
-Z^2+Y1Y2)-V(R)cSpec k[X1 ,X2 ,Y1 ,Y2>Z1?,R] ; ^2 •
 P
2 •* \ · 
theorem k.2. Ф. . : 0. . ->• h^ is a monomorphism for all 1 £ i < j <. η. 
proof: Let u : Q.. . -»• РрЪе the morphism of functors defined Ъу 








A.,A. ;г.. ). 
Let f' : ktX-.X ,Y ,Y ,Z ,R] -»• M = Σ[...Η ,. . .R. . . . ] Ъе the 
l ¿ I с. Ι ¿ι 1J 1J К 
k-algehra homomorphism such that f'UJ = X·, f'(X?) = X·, f'ÍYJ = Y., 
f'(Yp) = Y·» f'ÍZ.p) = Ζ. . and f'dO = R. .. f' induces a morphism 
f : Spec M ->• Spec k[X1 ,X ,Y1 ,Y2,Z ,R] and from the definition of f ' , 
M_ and N.. it follows that f induces a morphism g : N.. -> M_. 2 ij Q ij 2 
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The diagram below is commutative. 
Ρ 
μ "Spec k[X l,X 2 SY 1 >Y 2,Z l 2,R] 
The only non-trivial thing to prove is: Γ
+
Ψλ = μΦ.π. 
Well, let S be a variety and 
ξ = c l ( E ; A , , . . . , A : . . . r . . 
' 1' ' n ' i j 
.)eQ. ( s ) . 
• • " i j k · 
Then р(3)Ф 2(8)и(3)С = u ( S ) * 2 ( S ) [ c l ( E ; A . , A . ; r i . ) ] i s the morphism from 
S t o Spec ktX.,Χ-,Υ.,Y?,Z . ,R] determined by t h e k-algebra homomorphism 
k[X 1 ,X 2 ,Y 1 ,Y 2 ,Z 1 2 ,R] -> r (S ,Ö s ) such t h a t 
Χ, Η- TrA. Y, »- 2TrA?-(TrA.) 2 
1 ι 1 i i 
X0 и- TrA. 2 J 
Y„ ь>- 2TrA?-(TrA.)2 
2 J J 
Z.„ n- гТгА.А.-ТгА.ТгА. 12 ι j ι J 
R n· r . . 
Taking i n t o account the d e f i n i t i o n of f above and of Ψ : Ρ -»• h_ ./ 
t h i s implies w(S)* 2 (S)u(s)e = Γ + (3)ψ(3)λ(3)ξ . 
In order t o prove t h a t Φ.. i s a monomorphism, we want t o apply 
lemma I+.1. So we have t o show: 
I f η , η ' € Q...(s) and Φ..(3)η = Ф..(З then 
i j i j i j 
t h e r e e x i s t s an open covering {U } . of 
S such t h a t J u = TTIU e 0. .(U ) for a l l α € I . 
' a ' a T-J a 
Say η = cl{E;A , . . . , A ; . . . r . . . 
ι n i j 
л ' = С І ( Е ' ; А ; A ; ; . . . ^ . . . 
Φ .(S)n = Φ , . ( 3 ) η ' » y ( S ) X ( S )
n
 = tismsW. 
1 J 1 J 
Hence for a l l closed p o i n t s χ € S we have: 
i j k and 
- i j k · · · ) · 
ЮТ 
i U ^ x ) A
n
(x)) = i ( A ' ( x ) , . . . , A ¿ ( x ) ) 
г
а Ъ
( х ) = r ¿ b ( x ) ) (1 <. а < Ъ < η) 
\ b c ^ г ' (χ) (1 < а < Ъ < с < η) 
аЪс —
 — 
In p a r t i c u l a r t h i s impl ies : г = r ' for a l l 1 <_ a < Ъ <_ η and 
аЪс 
аЪс 
for a l l 1 < а < Ъ < с < п (1] 
Let ξ = u(S)n = c l ( E ; A . , A . ; r . .) and ξ ' = и Ы п ' = c l í E ^ A ! , Α ' ^ Γ ! . ) . 
1 J I J л. J i j 
Then Φ2(3)ξ = *2(S)u(S)n = 8#(3)Ф.^(з)п = g+(S)Φij(S)n
,
 = Ф^б)?'. 
In virtue of theorem 2.5 there exists an open covering {U } _T of S 
such that ξ|U = ξ'Ιυ € P„(U ) for all α £ I. In particular we have 





-»• E' U EU 




•• E' U EU 
-• E' U 
A'. U 
E' U 
commute. Eventually restricting the U we may suppose that 
Elu ^ 0T. for all α € I. Choosing a basis in Elu we can assume that 1
 α — U 0 'α 
α
 -1 
A |U and Τ (A'lu )Τ being endomorphisms of Elu are 2x2 matrices p'a a p ' a o 0 r ' a 
with entries in r(U ,0„) for all 1 < ρ < n. For each closed point χ in 
U we then have: 
α 










Since [ τ " 1 ( Α ! | υ )T ] ( X ) = A . ( x )
s
 [ T " 1 ( A ! | U )T ] ( X ) = A.(x) and s ince 
α ι α α 1 a j ' a a j 
the pair (Α.(χ),A.(x)) is irreducible we must have, in consequence of 1
 J 
corollary II.2.5, for all 1 < ρ < η: [T" 1(A'|U ) T ](X) = A (x). J
 — — α ρ
1
 α α ρ 
Hence ΊΓ^Α'lu )Τ = A lu € End(E|u ) for all α € I and 1 < ρ < η (2). 
α ρ
1
 a ο ρ α 'α — * — 
Combining (1) and (2) we have n|u = n'|u for all α £ I. QED. 
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theorem h.3. <ïf. : О. .. •+ tu is a monomorphism for all 1<_i<j<k_<n. 
ijk -ijk H i j k 
proof: Analogous to th.h.2 using the conmutativity of the diagram 
*· -v 
'Spec k[Xl,X2,Yl,Y2,Z12,R] 
where v(S)el(E;A 1,...,V-r i j...S...r i. k...)-cl(E ;A i.A i +A. +A k ir.. k) 
and f : Spec M -*· Spec k[X1 ,X 2 >Y 1 ,Υρ,Ζ ,R] is determined by the 
k-algebra homomorphism f' : k[X.. ,Χρ,Υ ,Υρ,Ζ ,R] ->• M such that 
f'U,) = X i, f'ÍXg) = Xj+Xj+Xj^, f'ÍY^ = Yj, 
f(Y 2) = Yi+Yj+Yk+?Z. .+2Zik+2Z.k, f(Z l 2) Y.+Z. .+Z., and 
ι ij ÍK 
f'(R) = R ijk' 
§5. Φ. · and Φ. ., are epimorphisms. 
ij ijk * κ 
Φ. . : ^ . . •* \, and Φ. . : Q. .. •*• h.. are epimorphisms if and ij ij n.j IJK -IJK и.^
к 
only if there exist elements ξ.. € 0. .(Ν..) and ξ... € Ç). .. (Ν. .. ) such 







 = i d j ^ and «ijkiNi^JC.^ = і ^ ^ , respectively. 
ij ijk 
We construct ξ. . and ξ. ., with the aid of a "standard model". 
ij ijk 
Let us first explain what is meant Ъу "standard model". We go all the 
way hack to §1. There we have defined contravariant functors F and G, 
where F(s) = {cl(E;A1,...,A )|E locally free of rank 2, A. € End E} 
and G(S) = {cl(E:A,,...,A ) 6 F(S)I(A,,...,A ) irreducible}. Further-
1 η ' i n 
more, we had a commutative diagram F —·> h 
υ Ι 
G ¡-».h,, . 
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Identifying Y with Spec L/J, Ф(8)сі(Е;А1,... ,A ) 6 Hom(S,Spec
 E/J) is 
y 
determined Ъу the. k-algebra homomorphism /J -»· r (S ,ö ) such t h a t 
X.+J H- TrA. 
ι ι 
Y.+J и- 2TrA?-(TrA.) 2 
1 1 1 
Z. .+J t* 2ТгА.А.-ТгА.ТгА. 
i j ι j ι J 
W. . ,+J и· TrA.A.A,-TrA.A, A. i jk ι J к ι κ J 
We shall define an affine variety N and a morphism ρ : N -+• Y. 
After that we construct the "standard model" (Ν ,ξ ), i.e., ξ € F(N ) 
such that Φ(Ν )ξ
η
 = p. Moreover ξ
η
 will appear to be in 6(гО. 
Before defining N explicitly we need some algebra. 
lemma 5· 1 · Let А Ъе a ring, В an ideal of Α, π : A •+ /B the canonical 
projection anâ r 6 A. Let В denote the extension of fi in A[T], i.e., 
Be = BA[T] = {a
n
+a,T+...+a l^ lm € INn, a. € В for all 0 < i < m}. Then u i m u i — — 
• ν, · п • ν At1!/ η ^ Α/Β[Τ]/ 
there is a canonical isomorphism /„е.,„2 . -* //„2 , w 
lib +(T -rj /(Τ -π(Γ)) 
proof: 
. / m . m 
Define the homomorphism π : A[T] -»• /R[T] Ъу ιι(Σ a.Τ
1) = Σ irCajT1. 
_ i=0 1 i=0 x 




[ Т ] / 
projection /T>[T] •+• /гф^ С \ \ ' then θ is surjective and the 
following equivalences hold true: 
m . m . 
l a.Τ1 e ker θ » Σ TTU.)? 1 € (Τ -ir(r)) 
i=0 1 i=0 1 
«» there exist Ъ. € A such that 
J 
m . η 
Σ iría.)!1 = (Τ -π(Γ))Σ π(Ъ.)TJ 
m .
 І=0
 \ J=0 ^ 
»7[Σ a.T^Í^-rÍE h.TJ] = 0 for some Ъ. € A 




 e Be+(T2-r). 
i=0 1 
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ATTI / 'Vi / [Τ] / 
Hence θ induces an isomorphism /ве+(т2-г) * ^ /(Т2-іт(г)Г 
lemma 5.2. Let В Ъе an integral domain and a £ B-{0} such that 
Vb ,Ъ € В[Ъ^ =Ъ a » Ъ^Ъ^О]. Then (T2-a) is a prime ideal in B[T]. 




) . x î4 0 and xy = 0. Say χ = Ъ1+Ъ2Т+(Т
г
-а) 
and у = c^CgT+C^-a). Now xy=0 « Ъ1 с ^ Ъ ^ а ^ 0 ^ 2 0 ^ 0 (i). 
2 2 2 2 
(i ) implies 0 = Ъ Ъ ^ + Ъ ^ а = b^gC^b с^. Hence с2(Ъ2а-Ъ1) = 0. 
Since В is an integral domain and χ 5* 0 we have c„ = 0. In view of 
(l) it follows that b.c. = Ъ-с. = 0 and thus с. = 0. Hence у = 0. 
corollary 5·3. Let Α, Β, π and В Ъе as in 5.1. Suppose that 8 is a 
2 2 prime ideal and г £ Α-B. Finally assume Vp,q £ A[p -q r £ В * p,q £ B]. 
e Ρ 
Then В +(T -r) is a prime ideal in А[Т]. 
proof: Evident in view of the above lemmas. 
definition 5·1*. ί <= E[R]. In E we have the prime ideal J (cf. IV.1.8.) 
Let J1 be the ideal in Σ[Κ] defined Ъу J., = JE[R]+(R
2
-Z^ +J^Ï ). 
proposition 5·5. J. is a prime ideal in E[R]. 
2 
proof: Apply cor.5.3. with A = Σ, В = J and r = Z.p-Y.Y . It remains to 
show that Vp,q £ E[a(p2-q"r) = 0 •» a(p)=a(q)=0]. 
Let p,q £ E such that a(p)2=a(q)2o(r) in R = ΗΧ.,.-.,Χ ] and 
suppose a(q) / 0. Since a(r) = U[Tr(X1 Ъ^)2-^^^ e ktX^^] there 
exist also P,Q £ kt^,X2] such that Q φ 0 and Q
2
a(r) = P2. Now we may 
assume Ρ and Q to be relatively prime which implies Q = ±1. Hence there 
exists уСХрХг^ e ktX^X^ sucli that TriX^i^TrX 2^ = Ύ^,Χ ) 2 
Substituting ( ) for X- we obtain that -X. .„X. _. is a square in 
ktX^. Contradiction. So a(q) = 0 whence a(p) = 0 too. 
definition 5·6. Let N Ъе the irreducible affine variety defined Ъу 
. - S p e c ^ / j ^ L e t . , , - , - ^ ^ 
ρ : N 0 + Y is 
Ill 
the morphism determined Ъу the composition of the canonical homomor-
phisms E/j ->· i:[R]/J1 ^ r ^ ^ j j p + j · Finally we define two open 
subsets of N 0 Ъу U, = N 0 П N R_ Z i 2 + J i = N R ( R _ Z I 2 ) + J I and 
U2 = N0 n NR
+
Z 1 2 +J 1 = ^ (R+Z^J+J,- ^
1 1 N0 " U1 U U2· 
theorem 5·Ί· There exists C1 = cl(ö ιΑ^.-.,Α ) £ FfU^ satisfying 
Φίυ^ς^ p|u1 e HomCu^Y). 
proof: 
multiplicatively closed subset {Rm(R-Z
 2)
m|m >_ 0} of E[R] 
E[R] R(R-Z12)/ w h e r e s i s t h e 
Define elements of M(2,E[R] R, R_ Z ,) as follows (cf. proof of 
prop. 2.1). If 1 £ i £ η then 
-1. 








R- [Υ,Ζ^-Ζ,.ίΖ^-Η)] X.+2R W,
n
. 
ι 12i / 
where Z^ = Y ^ Z 2 2 = Yg, Z^ = Ъ^ and W 1 2 1 = W 1 2 2 = 0, or explicitly: 
/X1 1 ч / X 2 Y 2(Z 1 2-R)-\ 
A1 = \ι
λ
 xj and A2 • * U 1 2 - H x 2 J' 
Because of the above isomorphism we can consider these matrices 
elements ot Vl(2,T(U^,0 )). Define £., = cl(0y ;A1 A n) € F(U ). 
PlU- is determined by the composition of the canonical homomorphisms 
l/j - ' [ R ] / j 1 *• (Î[R]/j)m-z,2)+J,·Hence φ ( υ ι ) ζ ι = ^ u i i f f i n 
( г [ к ^ ^ 1 2 ) + е>а е [ ( 1 ) Т г А і = х і 
( 2 ) 2 T r A ? - ( T r A . ) 2 = Y. i l ι 
( l < i < n ) 
( l < i < n ) 
( 3 ) 2TrA.A.-TrA.TrA. = Z . . ( l < i < j < n ) 
ι J ι J i J - -
(It) TrA.A.A, -TrA.A-A. = W. ., ( l < i < j < k < n ) 
ι j Tc ι к j i j k - u -
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In checking these identities we write "=" even if we work modulo S" J.. 





 UpZ^-Z^iZ^-R) ] , 
ci= R" 1 [ Y1 Z2i- Z1i ( Z1 2-
R ) ] a n d di = Xi + 2 R" l wi2i' h e n c e Ai = ^ dO-
Remark: (Z12-R)(Z12+R) = 1^-Yt = Y^g (*). 
(1) Evidently TrA- = X. for all i. 
(2) 2TrA?-(TrA.)2 = J(a.-d.)2+b.c. = R"2( ¡tW2 .+R2h. с . ). 
i l i l il 12ι ι ι 
Ъ.с = Y and b c = Y , so t h e i d e n t i t y h o l d s t r u e i f i = 1 , 2 . I f i >_ 3 
one h a s , i n v iew of ( * ) : 
R V i = ( Z 1 2 -
R r l Y 1 Y 2 Z 1 i Z 2 i - Y 1 Z 2 i - Y 2 Z ? i + ( Z 1 2 - R ) Z 1 i Z 2 i 
= -
Y 1 Z 2 i - Y 2 Z U + 2 Z 1 2 Z 1 i Z 2 i · 
Hence 2 T r A 2 - ( T r A . ) 2 = Η " 2 ( π Γ ( 1 , 2 , i ) + Y . Z 2 -Y Y Y.) = Y. . 
( 3 ) 2ТГА.А.-ТГА.ТГА. = J ( a . - d . ) ( a . - d . )
 + l ( Ъ . с . + с . Ъ . ) . 
^ c . - b c . b . Î R 2 = ( Z l 2 - R ) - l [ Y 2 Z 1 i - Z 2 l ( Z l 2 - R ) ] [ Y l Z 2 . - Z l . ( Z 1 2 - R ) ] + 
+ ( Z 1 2 - R ) - l [ Y 2 Z i r Z 2 . ( Z 1 2 - R ) ] [ ï 1 Z 2 . - Z l i ( Z 1 2 - R ) ] = 
= Z l i Z 2 . ( Z 1 2 + R ) - 2 Y 2 Z l ì Z 1 . - 2 Y 1 Z 2 . Z 2 . + Z 1 . Z ? . ( Z 1 2 - R ) + 
+ Z l . Z 2 i ( Z l 2 + R ) + Z 1 i Z 2 . ( Z l 2 - R ) = 
=
2 ( Z 1 2 Z 1 i Z 2 j + Z 1 2 Z 1 j Z 2 i - Y l Z 2 i Z 2 r Y 2 Z 1 i Z 1 ò ) · 
So: 2 T r A i A . - T r A i T r A . = R - 2 [ U W l 2 . W l 2 . + Z l . ( Z l 2 Z 2 . - Y 2 Z l . ) + Z 2 i ( Z 1 2 Z 1 . - Y l Z 2 . ) ] . 
i = 1 , j = 2 -• 2 T r A l A 2 - T r A 1 T r A 2 = R " 2 [ Y l ( Z 1 2 Y 2 - Y 2 Z l 2 ) + Z l 2 ( Z 2 2 - Y l Y 2 ) ] = Z ^ . 
i = 1 , j l 3 - 2 T r A l A . - T r A l T r A . = R - 2 [ Y l ( Z l 2 Z 2 . - Y 2 Z 1 . ) + Z l 2 ( Z l 2 Z l . - Y l Z 2 . ) ] = Z , . . 
i = 2 , j l 3 - 2 T r A 2 A . - T r A 2 T r A . = R - 2 [ Z l 2 ( Z l 2 Z 2 r Y 2 Z 1 . ) + Y 2 ( Z l 2 Z l . - Y l Z 2 . ) ] = Z 2 . . 
And f i n a l l y i f 3<.i<j<n: 2TrA.A.-TrA.TrA.=R" 2 [ ï ïh( i ,1 , 2 , j )+R2Z. . ] = Ζ . . . 
(1+) TrA.A.A, -TrA.A, A . = i [ ( a . - d . ) ( Ъ . с . - с . Ъ . )-( a . - d . ) ( b . с ,-с-Ъ, ) + i j k i k j ö i l j k j k ^ j j i k i D k J J 
- d . ) f b . _ . 
i j i j 
+ ( a k - d k ( , . c . - c , b . ) ] . 
S i n c e Ъ . с . - с . Ъ . = 2 R " ( Ζ , . Ζ . . - Z - . Z , . ) we o b t a i n : 
ι J ι J l i 2 j 2 i I j 
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2R 2(TrA iA. VTrA iA kA.)=-2W l 2 i(Z l.Z 2 k-Z 2.Z 1 k) +2W l 2.(Z l iZ 2 k-Z ? iZ l k) + 
= Y(i,j,k). 
We have to prove: yCi.j.k) = 2R?W.. for all 1<i<j<k<n. 
ij к 
k>3 •» Y(l,2,k) = -SW^ÍY^-Z^,) = 2R2W12k. 
3iJ<k.Y(i,j,k) = г ^  гк-^ік^ігк^і ^ і ^ = 
•
 2 Y 1 ( Z 2 k W 1 2 j - Z 2 / l 2 k ) - 2 Z 1 2 ( Z 1 k W l 2 J - Z 1 j W 1 ? k ) = 
- 2 Y 1 [ - i , g ( 2 , 1 , J , k ) - ï 2 W 1 . k + Z l 2 W 2 . k ] + 
=
 2 (4rY1Y2 )W1jk = 
•
 2 R 2 w i j k · 
3 < j < k - Y ( 2 , j , k ) = ^ 1 2 . < Z 1 2 Z 2 k - Y 2 Z l k ) - ? W 1 2 k ( Z l 2 Z 2 r ï 2 Z 1 . ) = 
=
 2 Y 2 ( Z l j W 1 2 k - Z 1 k W 1 2 j ) + 2 Z 1 2 ( Z 2 k W 1 2 r Z 2 j W 1 2 k ) = 
= 2 Y 2 t - . g ( l , 2 , j , k ) - Y 1 W 2 . k + Z 1 2 W 1 . k ] + 
+ 2 Z 1 2 [ - i r g ( 2 . 1 , j , k ) - Y 2 W 1 . k + Z 1 2 W 2 . k ] = 
*
 2R2W2Jk· 
Finally, if 3£i<j<k_<n, we have: 
y(i>j,k)=-2Wl2i(Zl.Z2k-Z2.Zlk)+2Wl2.(ZliZ?k-Z2iZlk)-2Wl2k(ZliZ2.-Z2iZ1.)= 
=
 Z 1 i ( Z 2 k W 1 2 j - Z 2 / l 2 k ) + Z 1 j ( Z 2 i W 1 2 k - Z 2 k W 1 ? i ) + Z 1 k ( Z 2 / l 2 i - Z 2 i W 1 2 j ) + 
+ г 2 і { 2 і / і 2 к - 2 1 к і г а ) + ^ ( 2 1
к
 1 2 і -
2 1 і 1 2 к ) + 7 ' 2
к
( 2 1 і 1 ? Г
г
і о 1 2 і ) = 
= Z l i [ - 1 . g ( 2 . 1 . j , k ) - Y 2 W l . k + Z 1 ? W 2 . k ] + Z 1 . [ T g ( 2 , 1 . i , k ) + Y 2 W 1 i k - Z 1 2 W 2 . k ] + 
+ z 1 k [ - w g ( 2 , i s i J j ) - Y 2 w l i . + z l 2 w 2 i . ] + z 2 i [ - l T g ( i , 2 , j , k ) - Y l w 2 . k + z l 2 w 1 . k ] + 
+ Ζ 2 . [ π 6 ( ΐ , 2 , ΐ ^ ) + Υ ι ν 2 . κ - Ζ 1 2 ν ι . κ ] + Ζ 2 1 ς [ - , 6 ( 1 , ? , ί , ο ) - Υ ι ν 2 . . + Ζ 1 2 ν ι . . > 
= У 1 ( - ^ Л о к + 2 2 Л 1 к -
2 2 Л и ) + У 2 ( ^ и М и к + 2 1 / и к ^ 1 к " и о ) + 
+ Z 1 2 ( Z 1 i W 2 j k - Z 1 j W 2 i k + Z 1 k W 2 i j + Z 2 i W l j k - Z 2 j W 1 i k + Z ? k W 1 i j ) = 
= Y 1 [ - n g ( 2 , i , j , k ) - Y 2 w i j k ] + Y 2 [ - » g ( i , i , j , k ) - Y 1 w i j k ] + 
+ Ζ 1 2 [ π ΐ ( ΐ , 2 , ί , ά ^ ) - π ΐ ( ΐ , ό ^ , 1 , 2 ) + 2 Ζ 1 2 ν ί . ^ ] = 
= 2R2W. . . . i j k 
lilt 
theorem 5.8. There exists Ç n = cl(E ik.,...,A ) € F(N„) such that 
υ ι η и 
Φ(Ν )ξ = p. Moreover, (Α.,Α ) is irreducible. Hence ξ € GÍN.). 
proof: The automorphism of the E-algehra Σ[Η] such that R (—»· -R 
ohviously induces an isomorphism t : U ->• U.. Let 
ξ = сі(0ц ;t*A 1,...,t*A n) E F(U 2) where the A i are those of th. 5.7-
Then Φ(υ2)ς2 = p|u2. 
U 1 Π U 2 = N o Π N ( R _ Z i 2 ) ( R + Z i 2 ) + J i = N 0 Π H ï i V J i = N 0 Π N Y i + J i n ^ ^ 
So Τ = (° h is an element of Gl(2,r(U 1 П U ,0 ) ) and in 
Г(и 1 Π U 2 , 0 ) ve have: 
TA. 
0
 -1 -1 * -1 
_ 1 /0 Iwa^^ Ъ і ч/0 ï 1 \ / d i Y1 c.v / t a i Ч^с^ 





Hence ТА.Τ" = t*A. for all 1<i<n. 
ι ι 
Let E be the locally free sheaf of 0„ -modules such that 
N 
£ 1^ . 2L OII an(ì E I Up i "ir where Τ is used as morphism of transition 
on U. Π U_. Then A. and t A. stick together and give an endomorphism 
A? of E 0 (l<i<n). Define ξ 0 = cl(E
0
;A°,...,A°) € F(N0). Then 





 5E 0 in Г(и1 ,0 ) , the pair (A1 ,Α ) 
is irreducible which implies the irreducibility of (Α.,Α-). Hence 
Ç o€G(N 0). 
theorem 5.9. Φ. . : Q. . •*• h is an epimorphism for all l£i<j£n, or 
ι J 
equivalently: there exists ξ.. £ 0. .(Ν..) such that Φ..(Ν..)ζ.. = id., 
ij ij ij ij ij ij N. . 
proof: Let 1<p<q<n. Let σ € S be the permutation defined by σ = (lp)(2q), 
We extend the k-algebra homomorphism μ : Σ •* Ζ (cf.IV.1.?) to 
a 
m' : E[R] •+ M such that т М Е = u and m ' ( m ) = R . Then we have 
σ σ' σ σ pq 
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m ' C J j R i i ' t J ï l R l + Î R ^ z f . + Y . Ï - ) ] с JAMRJI -z IL+YïJ «= J e / J ( c f . 3 . 3 
σ ι σ 1¿ Ί ¿ pq pg. ρ ч. и и 
for the d e f i n i t i o n of J „ ) . Hence m' induces a homomorphism 
О о 
m' : ^ , ->· М //т · Since m ' ÍR+JJ = R +/J n i s i n v e r t i b l e in 
σ J , /J„ σ 1 pq О 
( M / ^ ) R +/J ' "à i n d u c e s a homomorphism ma : ^ ^ I J R + J ^ / / J O J R +/J . 
^ ' pq 0 •Pq 
However N. = Specf ï l - R V j ) . and N = Specf / / J ^ L . / T . Therefore 
0 V Н+^ PI V 0 / B p ( 1
+ / J
o 
m determines a morphism f : N -> N-. 
σ ^ σ pq О 
Let Б , Α , , . . . , А Ъе as in theorem 5.8. and define ξ Ъу 1 η pq 
E = c l ( f * E 0 ; f * A ; ί*Α° ; . . .
Κ
. . + /Τ . . . ; . . . R + / J . . . ) . 
pq о a ι σ η i j 0 I J K и 
I claim that ζ belongs to 0 (Ν ) and Φ (Ν )Ç = id., . 
pq 6 τ><ι pq pq pq pq «_„ 
* о
 р ч 
Let В. = f А , . Then: 
ι σ - 1 / • \ 
σ ( ι ) 
ί η 
TrB. = m TrA , = m (Χ , + J , ) = X.+ZJ. ( l<i<n) 
σ ( ι ) α ( ι ) 
2TrB?-(TrB.) 2 = m (Υ , + J . ) = Y.+/J
n
 ( l<i<n) 
1 1 О — 1 / . \ I l U 
σ ( ι ) 
2ТгВ.В.-ТгВ.ТгВ. = m [πΖ , . +J,] = Ζ..+/Τ ( l<i<j<n) 
ι 0 ι 0 α
 a
-
1 ( i ) o - 1 ( j ) 1J и О 
V T r B i B A - T r B i B k
B j " ^ ^ V ^ D a - ^ j J a - ^ k ) ^ 1 = W i J k + / J o ( l ^ < j < ^ n ) · 
For a l l l£ i<j<n, R . .+ / J € Γ(Ν ,0 ) and for a l l 1<i<j<k<n 
pq 
R . . , + / J „ e Γ(Ν ,0,, ) . Their squares are equal t o líTrfB.B. )2-ltTrB?B? i jk 0 pq ' N ' ч ч ' i j ι J 
О О О 
and Гг[В.(В.+В.+В)] -UTrB.(В.+В.+В ) respectively. Moreover, if χ 
l l j K 1 1 J к 
is a closed point of N we have Ц[Тг(В В )2-TrB2B2] (x) = [R2 +/J„](x)?íO, 
pq p q p q pq о 
so (Β ,Β ) is irreducible. Hence Ç € 0 (N ). 
Ρ q pq T?q pq 
Let β = Φ (Ν ) E : N -»-N . Let 6* denote the corresponding 
pq pq pq pq pq 
endomorphism of f //J I /. and let 8
n
 Ъе the restriction of β* to 
M/ pq о 




6 0 ( X . + / J 0 ) = ТгВ. = X i + / J 0 
8 0 (Y.+/J 0 ) = 2TrB^-(TrB i ) 2 = Y^+ZJQ 
β
Λ
( ζ . . + / ΐ
Λ
) = ' г т г в . в . - т г в . т г в . = z . . + / J
n 
O i j Ο' ι j ι j i j О 
S„(W. .,+/JJ = TrB.B.B, -TrB.B-B. = W. ..+/J„ O ijk O i j k ι к j ijk О 
Hence 8
Л
 is the inclusion map of //J. in ( //J„ JR +/J_' 
О 0 \ O/ pq О 
Therefore β = id and β = id . 
PI 
corollary 5·10· Φ. . : 0. · •+ Κ. is an isomorphism for all l£i<j£n. 
ι
 1
'^  a proof: In virtue of theorem 4.2 Ф.. is a monomorphism. From theorem 5-9 
-^  J 
above we know t h a t Ф.. i s an epimorphism, and t h e r e f o r e also Ф . . , 








remark: For those who only see the celestial luminary in explicit 
formulas I write down ξ explicitly. 
PI 
N = U, U U0 where U, = N -V(R -Z ) and U^ = N -V(R +Z ) . pq 1 2 1 pq pq pq 2 pq pq pq 
ξ lu. = cl(0T2T JAI A ' ; . . . R . .+/J . . . ; . . . R . . . + / J n . . . ) where 
pq' 1 U 1 ' η ' i j 0 i jk 0 
ί /Χ 1 \ /Χ Υ (Ζ -R )~1Ν 
A¿ = V Χ ) ' Α ά • Κζ* -R α " ' χ P q > a n d i f i ¿ <P*> pq pq q 
< /X.-2R
 Ί
 π(νί .) R " 1 ( Z -R ) 1 [ Υ π ( Ζ . )-ir(Z .)(Z -H 
A¡ _ i/ i pq pqi pq pq pq q pi 01 pq pq 
S r 1 [ Y π(ζ .)-ii(Z .)(Z -R )] X.+2R"1TT(W .) 
pq ρ qi p i pq pq i pq pqi V 
Sq | U2 = с1(022;в;,...,в;;...К..+/Л0...;...К..к+/Л0...), where the Βί' 
arise from the А! Ъу changing R into -R 
ι pq pq 
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theorem 5.11. Φ. . : 0. . •*• h^ is an epimorphism for all 1<i<j<k<n. 
1JK 
proof: Let 1<p<q<r£n and define σ С S Ъу σ = (3r)(2q)(lp). Then 
σ~ (1) = ρ, σ - (2) = q, and σ" (3) = г whatever p,q and г may Ъе. Let 
АД : SCR] ->• Μ Ъе the к-аІкеЪга homomorphism auch that Δ!(Η) = R 
О 0 pqr 
and à<0\z = μ _^( 1 2 3)
| 5
У( 1 32)




2 a n d
 IV.1.5-2). 
σ 
Since 6(J) = J and y J = J (cf. IV.2.17 and IV.2.7) we have 
A¿(Jí[R]) «= J M c /J0 
u¿(R2-z22+Y1Y2) = 4 r-M a. 1P ( l 23 )6u ( l3 2 )(^ 2-Y lY 2). 
= R2 -[Z2 -Y Y +Z2 -Y Y +2(Z Ζ -Υ z )] e J„ с /τ . pqr pq ρ q Pr ρ r pq pr ρ qr 0 0 
Hence Δ' induces a homomorphism Δ
η
 : ( /J. L j -»• I '/J J /. 
^ ' 1 ^ ' pqr 0 
and Δ. determines a morphism Δ : N -* N„. 0 pqr 0 
Define ξ
ρ α Γ







Α°) q a(q) a(r) 2 3 
В = -Δ A , ч = -Δ А-
r a(r) 3 
Bi = Δ*Ασ(ί) i f І * ^'^ 
I claim: ξ £ Q (Ν ) and Φ(Ν )ξ = id. Looking Ъаск at the pqr ^pqr pqr pqr spqr 
proof of theorem 5-9 it is clear that we only have to show that 
(Β.,.,.,Β ) has the "good invariants", i.e., TrB. = X.+SJ etc. 
(a) A¿(X1) = X , A¿(X2) = Xq+Xr, U¿(X3) = -Xr and A¿(X.) = μ _1(ХІ) 
if i >. k. 
Hence TrB = ТгЛ*А 0 , » = Τ Γ Δ * Α ° = tJX,+J.) = A Î X , + / J n = X + / J -p σ ί ρ ) 1 O i l 0 1 0 ρ 0 
TrB = ΤΓΔ*Α°+ΤΓΔ*Α° = AJX^+X.+J.) = Χ +/JA q Ξ 3 O ¿ i λ 0 . 0 
TrB
r
 = ТгЛ*А° = -U0(X3+J1) = Xp+/J0 




+ v / J
o
= Xi + / J0' 
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W W = Yp' W - VV2Zqr' W =
 Y
r
 a n d
 'Ό^Ο
 = μ
 - l ^ i 5 
i f i l 1 * . 
Hence 2TrB2-(TrB ) 2 = A
n
[2Tr(A°) 2 -(TrA°) 2 ] = A J Y . + J J = Y +/J-p p О 1 ι υ Ί ι ρ U 
2TrB2-(TrBq)2 = Δ ^ ^ Ζ ^ ) = Yq +/J0 
2TrB2-(TrB
r
)2 = W V = V / J 0 
i ? {p.q.r} * 2ТгВ?-(ТгВ.)2 = Δ ^ Υ ^ . ^ ) = V / J o · 
( C )
 W^ = W ' A¿(Z13) = Л г ' A¿(Z1j) = V^'i^ Íf j - Κ 
W^ = - V Y r ' Д0( = V l ( Z2J+ Z3J ) i f J ^ ^ 
A¿(Z3<.) = -μ ^ ( Z ^ ) i f j > 1+ and u ¿ ( Z i j ) = μ . / Z . ^ . ) i f 1* < i < j < n. 
I f í i . j } Π í p . q . r } = 0 then { o ( i ) , a ( j ) } Π {1,2,3} = Φ and 
гТгВ.-В.-ТгВ.ТгВ. = Д
л




, . J = i j i j О1 σ ( ι ) σ(ο) σ ( ι ) σ(ο) 
•
 zio+ / Jo· 
2TrB В -ТгВ ТгВ = Δ Г2ТгА°(А°+А°)-ТгА°Тг(А°+А°)] = 
Р Ч P O . О 1 2 3 1 2 3 
= VZ12+Z13+J1)= W 
2TrBpB r-TrBpTrB r = -U0[2TrA;A°-TrA;TrA°] = - A ^ Z ^ + J , ) = Z p r + / J o . 
г Т г В ^ - Т г В ^ Т ^ = -Д0[2Тг(А°+А°)А°-Тг(А°+А°)ТгА°] = 
=
 -
û0 ( Z23+V J1 ) = V / J 0 · 
{ i , j } Π {ρ,g,г} = {ρ} * 2ТгВ.В.-ТгВ.ТгВ. = Δ
η
(μ Ζ . . + J . ) = Ζ..+/Τ . 
ι 0 ι 0 ΟνΗσ 10 1 i j Ο 
{ i , j } Π {p,q,r} = {г} -» 2ТгВ.В.-ТгВ.ТгВ. = Δ„(-μ Z . . + J J = Ζ. . + / J „ . 
1 0 ι 0 Ο4 Ησ i j 1 i j Ο 
If i ί { p , q , r } , so σ ( ϊ ) >_ U, we f i n a l l y have: 
2TrB.B ( i-TrB iTrBq = й о [2ТгА а 0 ( і ) (А° + А°)-ТгА а 0 ( і ) Т Г (А° + А°)] = 
=
 ^гМі^зМі)*^) = v -1Z2,a(i)+/J0 " ^ iq^O· 
σ 
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(a) A¿(V I 23 
u¿ ( wi 2 k 
u¿(W13k 
u¿ ( wij k 
uo(W23k 
U¿ ( W2j k 
u ¿ ( w 3 j k 
u ¿ ( w i j k 
= - w pqr 
= ^ -і^ігк^ізк
5 i f к
^
и 
= - " - ι
( ν
ΐ 3 ^ 
σ 
= μ .(W,.. ) i f l t < j < k < n 
я\-^2іЛ5^ i f h l i < k l n 
y .(W. . ) i f 1* £ i < j < к <_ n. 
If i i , j 5 k } fi {p.q.r} = 0 then obviously TrB.B.B, -TrB.B. В. = W. . +/J . 
I J K ι κ j I J K и 
If {j,k} Π {p,q,r} = 0 and j / k, then: 
TrB Β.Β,-TrB B.B. = Д
п
[ТгА°А0, .^A0,, , - Τ Γ Α ^ Α 0 , , ,Α0, . J = 
ρ J к ρ к j 0 1 a ( j ) а(к) 1 a [Tu) o ( j ) 
= Д
л
[тг . , .ν , . ч + J J = 0 1,a( j ) ,o(k) 1 
= μ 
-1 1 ,a( j ) ,a(k) О 
pjk О 
Hence TrB.B.B -TrB.R В. = W. .. +/J if i<j<k and U.j.k} П {p.q.r} = {ρ}. 
I J K 1 К J I J K и 







В Д В . = Ä o l T r t ^ A Ö j A ^ . j A j ^ j - t e C ^ j A j ^ j A ^ . j ] -
=
 V 1 W 2,a(o) ,a (k) + / J 0 = 
= πΝ .. +/J . 
q j k 0 
Hence TrB.B.B -TrB.B B. = W. . +/J i f i<j<k and { i . j . k } П {p.q.r} = {q}. 
1 J К 1 К J I J K и 
I f {j,k} Π {p,q,r} = 0 and j φ к , t h e n : 
0.0 ,0,0 TrB B.B.-TrB Β,Β. = Δ
Λ
[ - Τ Γ Α " Α , .NA ,, >+TrA,A ,,
 NA
U
/ . J r j к r k j 0 3 a ( j ) a(k) 3 a(k) σ(ο) 
0 3 , a ( j ) , a ( k ) Г 
r j k О 
Hence TrB.B.B,-TrB.B. В. 
ι J к ι к j W i . k + / J 0 i f i<j<k and { i , j , k } Л í p . q . r } = {г}. 
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If i í {p ,q , r} then: 







p q i p i q 0 1 2 3 σ ( ι ; 1 σ ( ι ) 2 3 
0' 1,2,σ(ι) 1,3, σ ( ι ) 1' pqi 0 ' 






,. Λ = p r i p i r 0 1 3 σ ( ι ) 1 3 σ ( ι ) 














 _ , M + J n ) = *W .+/Jn. O 2,3,σ(ι) 1 qri O 
Therefore TrB.В.В -TrB.Β Β. = W. . +/J if i<j<k. and + {i,j,k} П {p,q,r}=2. 
I J K 1 л J I J K U 
F i n a l l y we have: TrB В В -TrB В В = - Δ
Π
[ Τ Γ Α ° ( Α ° + Α ° ) Α ° - Τ Γ Α ° Α ° ( Α ° + Α ° ) ] = 
P Q . r Р г < 1 0 1 2 3 3 1 3 2 3 
= - Δ 0 [ Τ Γ Α ; Α ° Α ° - Τ Γ Α ; Α ° Α ° ] = 
=
 -VW123+J1)= V + / J0· 
corollary 5·Τ2. Φ. . : Q. .. •* \, ia sn isomorphism for all 1<_i<j<k<n. 
1 0 0
 ijk 
proof: Evident in viev of 5·И and h.3. 
Comhining cor. 5.12, cor. 5.10 and theorem 3.18 we can state 
the desired result, namely Φ : Ρ -*• h^ is an isomorphism. 
For the sake of completeness, I give ζ € Q_ (N ) explicitly. 
spqr ^pqr' pqr' F ' 
N = U. U U 0 where U, = N -V(R -Ζ -Z ) and pqr 1 2 1 pqr pqr pq pr 
U 0 = N -V(R +Z +Z ). 2 pqr pqr pq pr 
ζ lu. = clíO.2. ;A",...,A";...R.. + /JA...;...R. ..+/L·...) where, pqrI 1 U ' 1' ' η ' ij 0 ' ijk 0 ' 
ahbreviating Ζ +Z -R to Sì: 
pq pr pqr 
/X 1 ч 
A " = l p ) 
A " = l 
'X +2R"1 W R - 1 Ω - 1 [(Υ +Υ +2Ζ )Ζ -Ω(Υ +Ζ )] 
q pqr pqr pqr q r qr pq q qr 
.R~1 [Y (Y +Z )-ΩΖ ] X -2R"1 W 
\ P<lr P 4 i r pq q pqr pqr , 
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X -2R W 
г p q r p q r 
R - 1 [Υ (Υ +Z )-ΩΖ ] 




 1 t ( Y +Υ +2Ζ )Ζ -Ω(Υ +Ζ ) Γ pqr q r qr p r r q r 
X +2R" 1 W 
r p q r p q r 
and i f i í { p , q , r } : 
A'.' = I 
X.-2R" 1 π(ΐ ί .+W . ) 
ι p q r p q i p r i 
R" [Υ π(Ζ .+Z .)-ΩπΖ . ] 
У p q r ρ q i η p i 
R" 1 Ω - 1 [ ( Y +Υ +2Ζ )πΖ .-Ωπ(Ζ .+Ζ . ) ] ' p q r q r qr p i q i η 
X . + 2 R " 1 π ( ν .+W . ) 
ι p q r p q i p r i 
Ç |U = c l ( 0 T I -,Έ", . . . , B " ; . . . R . . + / J n . . . ; . . . R . . . + / J n . . . ) , t h e В'.' p q r ' 2 U„ 1 η i j 0 і л к 0 ' ι pqr 
arising from the A!' by changing R into -R 
ι
 J
 pqr pqr 
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Σ
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t h e v a r i o u s
 actions of S ) 33 
δ',5, Τ, d, d 3^,35 
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12U 
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rank 2; Л. € End E} 80 
G : Var -»• Ens; G(S) = {cl(E;A1,... .Aj € F(S) | (A1,...,An) irr.} 87 
Φ' : G ·> h 88 
S 
Ρ : Var -»• Ens 96 
F (the associated sheaf of a contravariant functor F : Var •*• Ens) 92 
M
··
 J0' R0' 8ijk* B0 9 6 ' 9 T 
4 : P
 -
 hSpec Μ 9 T 
M = V(J )-V(B ) (the fine moduli space for P a) 97 
Mijk = V ( J0 )- V ( 8ijk ) 9 T 
Φ : Ρ •* h.. 98 
M 





( N Q . C J ( the standard model) 109,110,111+ 
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SAMENVATTING 
Laat к een algebraïsch afgesloten lichaam van karakteristiek nul 
zijn. Zij M(2,k) de verzameling der geordende n-tallen 2x2 matrices 
met coëfficiënten in k. We beschouwen de volgende equivalentierelatie 
op M(2,k) : (A ,...,A ) ^  (B ,...,B ) dan en slechts dan als er een 
element Τ van Gl(2,k) bestaat го dat B. = T~ A.T voor alle 1 £ i <_ η. 
We beperken ons tot de gevallen η >^  2. (Het geval η = 2 is ook bestu­
deerd door W. Dekkers [2]). 
Zij R = k[X,,...,X ] de veeltermring in hn onbepaalden waarbij 
—1 -η 
X. staat voor de vier onbepaalden Χ..., Χ.--, Χ·. 0 1 en X. . De 
elementen van M(2,k) corresponderen met de gesloten punten van de 
variëteit X = Spec R. Zij S = k t ^
 1 , Τ ^ , Τ ^ , Τ ^ , ^ ^ - Т ^ Т ^ )" 1 ] en 
G = Spec S. Dan kan de bovenstaande equivalentierelatie vertaald wor­
den in een algebraïsche werking van de affiene algebraïsche groep G 
op de variëteit X d.m.v. een k-algebra homomorfisme σ* : R -+ S Θ. R. 
In het eerste deel van dit proefschrift (i.e. hoofdstuk I tot 
en met V) wordt onderzocht welke invarianten men kan hechten aan de 
equivalentieklassen van de elementen van У1(2,к) onder de vernoemde 
equivalentierelatie, wat de algebraïsche relaties tussen deze inva-
rianten zijn en in hoeverre zij die equivalentieklassen bepalen. Tege-
lijkertijd bestuderen we het algebraïsch-meetkundige equivalent van 
deze equivalentierelatie, te weten, de werking van G op X. 
De elementen van R kunnen opgevat worden als veeltermfunkties op 
M(2,k)n met waarden in k. De subalgebra R = {x Ê R | σ*(χ) = 1 β χ} 
correspondeert daarbij met de funkties die constant zijn op de equi-
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valentieklassen. De 2x2 matrix „ ' „ ' ) met coëfficiënten in R 
^
Xi;21 Xi;22 ) 
noterend met X-» leiden we uit het werk van C. Procesi [11] af dat R 
o 
als k-algetira wordt voortgebracht door TrX. (l <_ i <_ η ) , TrX. (l <_ i <_ η ) , 
TrX.X. (1 < i < j < η) en TrX.X.X, (1 < i < j < к < η). 
-i-j - - -i-J-* - « _ 
Enigszins anders geformuleerd: Zij Σ de veeltermring over к in de 
m = г п + ф + С") onbepaalden X. (1 <_ i <_ η ) , Y. ( 1 <_ i <_ η ) , Ζ. . 
(1 1 i < 0 £ η) erl w· ·ν (1 — i * J < k — η) e n zij α : ί -»• R het ijk 
k-algebra homomorfisme zó dat a(X.) = TrX., a(Y.) = 2TrX.-(TrX.) , 
ι —1 ι —1 —1 
a(Z..) = 2TrX.X.-TrX.TrX. en a(W. ., ) = TrX.X .X, -TrX.X, X.. Dan geldt ij -i-j -i -j ijk -i-j-^ k -n-k-j ь 
α(Σ) = R en dus R ъ ^/ker o. 
De invar ianten kennen we nu. Ze z i jn verwerkt in de afbeelding 
i : M(2,k) n •> km die aan ( A 1 , . . . , A n ) e M(2,k) n toevoegt: 
( . .TrA.. . . . .2TrA?-(TrA.) 2 . . , . .2TrА.А.-TrA.TrA TrA.A.A, -TrA.A A . . . ) . 
ι ι ι i J i O ι OK I K J 
Het Ъераіеп van de algebraïsche relaties tussen deze invarianten komt 
overeen met het zoeken naar een eindig aantal voortbrengers van ker α. 
Deze voortbrengers worden expliciet gegeven (C. Procesi geeft in [11] 
ook informatie over deze algebraïsche relaties maar komt daarbij niet 
tot een eindig aantal voortbrengende relaties). Dit is een van de 
hoofdresultaten van het proefschrift. Het bewijs dat ker α inderdaad 
wordt voortgebracht door de elementen van Σ die we in definitie 1.8 
van hoofdstuk IV geven is nogal gecompliceerd, 
i is ten duidelijkste constant op de equivalentieklassen, maar 
"onderscheidt" ze in het algemeen niet. Zo zijn ((
n
 .,)»^ ) ) en 
(( 0 і)>(г) і^ niet equivalent maar ze hebben hetzelfde beeld onder 
2 S 
i : M(2,k) •*• к . Er wordt aangetoond dat die "scheiding" van equi­
valentieklassen wel optreedt als we i beperken tot de irreducibele 
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elementen van M(2,k) n; dat zijn de elementen die niet equivalent zijn 
//* ^ /* *\ \ 
met een element van de vorm Ц ),...,(_ .J ). 
O * и * 
De werking van G op X wordt in algemenere situaties bestudeerd in 
de quotiëntentheorie (door o.a. D. Mumford in [9] en [10]). Uit deze 
algemenere theorie volgt: Zij Y = Spec R , φ : Χ ->· Y het morfisme ge-
induceerd door de inclusie R с R en X„ het open invariante deel van X 
o 
zó dat een gesloten punt χ van X tot Χ
σ
 behoort dan en slechts dan als 
o 
de baan van χ (onder G) gesloten is en de stabilisator van χ minimale 
dimensie heeft. Zij tenslotte Y- = Φ ( O en φ ' X -»• Y de restrictie 
van φ : X •* Y. Dan is het paar (Υ,φ) een quotiënt voor de werking van 
G op X en het paar (Υ-,φ') een geometrisch quotiënt voor de werking 
o 
van G op X„ (zie §2 van hoofdstuk I voor de definitie van het begrip 
(geometrisch) quotiënt). 
We bewijzen dat de gesloten punten van X corresponderen met de 
irreducibele elementen van M(2,k) . Uit een nadere bestudering van Y 
Q 
en Y blijkt dat Y , in de gevallen η >_ 3, het gladde deel van Y is. 
o 
Dit is een ander hoofdresultaat van dit proefschrift waarbij we onze 
kennis omtrent de voortbrengers van ker α benutten (zie hoofdstuk IV, 
53). 
Het niet-gladde deel Y-Yq v a n Y blijkt isomorf te zijn met 
Ά * A , het symmetrisch produkt van A met zichzelf. Vervolgens on­
derzoeken we dan nog de structuur van de coördinaatring van A * A 
en bewijzen dat het niet-gladde deel van A * A , en dus ook van Y-Yq> 
isomorf is met A . 
In het tweede deel (hoofdstuk Vi) wordt ingegaan op het probleem 
van de existentie van grove- of fijne moduliruimten voor de functoren 
van de categorie der variëteiten naar de categorie der verzamelingen 
die op natuurlijke wijze samenhangen met het in het eerste deel ge-
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STELLINGEN
Een partitie van een natuurlijk getal n is een representatie
van n als som van een aantal positieve gehele getallen waarbij de
volgorde der getallen in deze som irrelevant geacht wordt (cf. [*]).
P(n) zij de verzameling der partities van n. De orde van
a+a +...+a £ P(n) is per definitie kgv(a ,a ,...,a ) en a(n) is 
l c_ K. I J£
het maximum van de orden van de elementen van P(n).
Dan geldt:
(1 ) a(n) = n « n £ {1 ,2 ,3 ,b,6}.
(2) a(n) = a(n-l) = n «=» n = 6 . De elementen van-orde 6 = a(6) in 
P(6 ) zijn 6 en 1+2+3.
“ 1 “rZij p^  . . .p^_ een priemdecompositie van a(n) met p^  ^p^  als
i / j. Dan geldt bovendien:
al ar(3) Als a(n) > a(n-l) dan is p^  +...+pr het enige element in P(n)
r
van orde a(n). In het bijzonder: n = j •
1_1 a 1 “r(U) Als a(n) = a(n-l) > a(n-2) dan is 1+p^  +...+p het enige 
element in P(n) van orde a(n), tenzij n = 6  (zie (2)).
(5 ) Als a(n) = a(n-l) =...= a(n-s) > a(n-s-l) voor zekere s 2
(=* n 21 ) dan zijn 1 ,2,. . . ,s delers van a( n) en als a^  + . . ■+aji £ P(n)
orde a(n) heeft dan is voldaan aan:
(i) k f 1 en ggd(a^,aj) <_ s voor alle i i- j.
(ii) als-ggd(a-,a.) = 1 voor alle i 4 j dan is a +...+a gelijk1 J \ Ka„ a
'I 2?aan de partitie 1+1+...+1+p^  +...+p (waarin s enen op­
treden) .
(iii) als ggd(a^,a.) = s voor zekere i  ^j dan is a^+.-.+a^ gelijk
1 J a a1 raan de partitie s+p^  +. . ,+p ■. In geval s > 3 geldt boven-
“tdien: s = p^_ voor zekere 1 <_ t <_ r.
[*] G.H. Hardy and E.M. Wright: "An introduction to the theory of 
numbers"; Oxford, At the Clarendon Press 195^ +j p.273.
2. Zij de groep der permutaties van {1,...,n}. Voor elke
0 p <_ n zij V(p) de deelverzameling van bestaande uit de per­
mutaties die precies p verschillende elementen van { 1 ,. . .,n} inva­
riant laten. Dan geldt: E sgn ct = ( n )(n-p-1)(-1)n P \
aGV(p) n ^
3. Zij C een categorie en Ens de categorie der verzamelingen.
Laat F en G contravariante functoren van C naar Ens zijn en
u : F G een functormorf isme. Uitgaande van de veronderstelling 
dat de functor G representeerbaar is, geeft A. Grothendieck in [*] 
een criterium opdat F representeerbaar is. Dat criterium kan als 
volgt verscherpt worden:
Als G representeerbaar is door <Y;n> en F^  : C/Y -> Ens door 
<(X,f);5> dan is F representeerbaar door <X;5>.
[*] Séminaire Cartan, '3e année 1960/6 1, fase. I, exp. 11, lemme 3-6 
en proposition 3-T-
Zij k een lichaam van karakteristiek nul en M(n,k) de verzame­
ling der nxn matrices met coëfficiënten in k. (A^,...,A^) E M(n,k)m 
heet reducibel als de kanoniek met de A^ corresponderende lineaire 
transformaties van kn een gemeenschappelijke niet-triviale invariante
lineaire deelruimte "bezitten. Irreducibel = niet reducibel. (A. ,. . . ,A )1 m
heet nilpotent als er een T € Gl(n,k) bestaat zó dat T 'a /T voor elke 
1 <_ i m van nevenstaande vorm is.
De reductieve groep G = PGl(n,k)
werkt op M(n,k)m door gelijktijdige \ ^
2
conjugatie. Zij X =lP(M(n,k)m ) = TPmn ' en L = 0 (l), een ampele
X.
schoof op X waarnaar de werking van G op X gelift kan worden 
(cf. [*], Ch.I, §3).
Gebruikmakend van het numerieke criterium voor (semi)stabiliteit 
([*]) Ch.II, §1) kan men dan aantonen:
Als het gesloten punt x £ X correspondeert met A = (A^,...>A ) dan 
geldt:
(a) x stabiel « A irreducibel.
(b) x semistabiel en niet stabiel » j A reducibel en niet nil­
potent .
(c) x niet semistabiel » A nilpotent.
[*] D. Mumford: "Geometrie Invariant Theory", Ergeb.Math., Bd.3U; 
Springer Verlag, 1965-
Zij R een commutatieve ring met eenheidselement waarin 2 inver- 
teerbaar is.
Zij E = {f£R[X1>..,Xn,Yl,..,Yn]|f(X1,..,Xn,Y1>..,Yn)=f(Y1,..,Yn,X1,..,Xi] 
Dan is S een R-algebra van eindig type die wordt voortgebracht door
6. Het grove moduli probleem dat in dit proefschrift wordt behan­
deld in 51 van hoofdstuk VI kan ook opgelost worden met 'behulp van 
de volgende reduktiestelling:
Zij F : Var -* Ens een contravariante functor, X een varieteit
en $ : F -> h^ een functormorfisme zodat <I>(Spec k) bijectief is.
Zij een open overdekking van X en a. : X. c—► X het inclusie-
morfisme. Voor elke i £ I zij F  ^ : Var -> Ens een deelfunctor van F
en ï. : F. h een functormorfisme zó dat onderstaand diagram 1 1 X.1
cartesisch is voor elke varieteit S.
Fi(s)— r a —r a.I . „ 1*
F(S)-------------- Hom(S,X)
0(S)
Als voor elke i € I het paar een grove moduliruimte is voor
F^ , dan is het paar (X,§) een grove moduliruimte voor F.
7. Zij K een lichaam van karakteristiek nul en V een n-dimensionale
K-vectorruimte. Procesi identificeert in [*] de vectorruimten V 8 V
ïf* i ■en End V door: Als <f> £ V en v £ V dan is 4> ® v het endomorfisme van
V gedefinieerd door (<j> 0 v)(u) = <<j>,u>v (u £ V).
In afwijking van de in [*] (p.311) gegeven formule wordt de com­
positie van endomorfismen onder deze identificatie:
(j> 8 v . iji ® u = <<j> ,u>i|) ® v.
In het vervolg van het artikel moeten dientengevolge enige 
correcties worden aangebracht. Zo zal bijvoorbeeld Theorem 1.2 (p.312) 
moeten luiden:
Zij o = ( i1 i2. . •ik)( j ^ 2 ' 1 • Jn) • • • (t-jtg. • .t ) een ontbinding 
van a £ in disjuncte cykels (inclusief die van lengte 1), dan 
geldt voor alle £ K^ n^:
U -(A. ®...8 A.) = tr(A. A. ...A, )tr(A. A. ...A. )...tr(A, A . . .A. 
a“1 1 1 X1 "2 "k J1 J2 Jn t1 t2 t.
[*] C. Procesi: "The Invariant Theory of nxn Matrices", Advances in
Math. J9. ( 1976) , 306-381 .
Definieer T , Q. en F zoals in I, §1 van dit proefschrift.
Dan geldt <2. = 0.^+Q^ waarbij Q. het ideaal in is dat voortgetracht
wordt door de elementen ) met een monoom in
van graad < 2 en !L door de elementen F(X.X.,X. ,M) met 
d 1  J  K
i, j ,k £ { 1 ,. . . ,n} en M een monoom van graad >_ 3.
In een democratische samenleving kan een advocaat ook in loon­
dienst van de overheid zijn praktijk met de vereiste onafhankelijk­
heid uitoefenen.
De in veel natuurbaden bij herhaling omgeroepen woorden 
"er wordt niet met zand gegooid" doen minder ernstige twijfel 
rijzen aan het waarnemingsvermogen van de "betrokken toezichthou­
ders dan aan de gangbare linguïstische beschrijvingen van de 
imperatief.
Het merkwaardige van merkwaardige produkten is onder andere 
dat ze merkwaardig heten.


